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TEACHING WORKS FOR
i ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION

PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE

finger gymnastics
By I. Philipp

BIRTHDAY JEWELS
An attractive new volume of little piano pieces with
verses which may be sung ad lib. The verses are
pleasing and of the type that appeals to the juvenile.
As the title of the book indicates, there is a little
piece for each month of the year with verse for the
appropriate birthstone. The numbers are easy to
play, very melodious, and similar in style and grade
to those in Mr. Spaulding’s successful book, Tunes
and Rhymes.

SUNNY DAY SONGS

By Theodore Lack Opus 289 Price, $1.50
This is a modern system of technic for piano play¬
ing by a leading French composer and virtuoso.
There are one hundred special exercises in mechan¬
ism of medium difficulty. All the various points of
technic are covered in the modern manner and in
addition to furnishing extremely fine material for
teaching purposes this work supplies material for
any pianist’s daily practice at the keyboard.

TWENTY-FIVE MELODIES FOR
EYE, EAR AND HAND TRAINING
Price, 75 cents

These little pieces may be regarded as second
grade studies. They are intended to aid ip establish¬
ing the position of the hand upon the keyboard, at¬
taining freedom, training the eye, especially in leger
lines, in staff positions and cultivating a musical ear.
These studies are all tuneful and interesting to prac¬
tice. Altogether this set of study pieces promises
to become popular with teachers as well as students
well in the second grade.

OLD RHYMES WITH NEW TUNES
By Geo. F. Hamer

Price, 60 cents

The six easy pianoforte compositions in this little
.volume comprise the best set of Mother Goose
Melodies the publishers have ever seen. They can
be played or sung and will delight the child pianist
or the little singer. The teacher of children will be
interested to know that these numbers are also pub¬
lished separately in sheet form.

VERDI—CHILD’S OWN BOOK
OF GREAT MUSICIANS
Price, 20 cents
The latest of a series written by Thomas Tapper
to furnish the child music student with interesting
facts about great composers. After gathering these
facts the child is to write a story, 'of .the composer
on the blank pages and there are also pictures' to
paste in as well as material to bind the book when
all is ready. This is one of the most successful
works for the child music student.

VOCAL

!

CELEBRATED RECITAL SONGS
Compiled and Edited by David Bispham Price, $2.00
A distinctive compilation of good vocal numbers.
The work of an artist is clearly indicated by the
excellent type and variety of the forty-four songs
together with the well written preface and the
copious annotations. The volume is a handsome
one of 184 pages and the songs are just such num¬
bers as will be found needful in the preparation of
recital programs as well as being extremely fine
for every vocal teacher and vocal student. In fact,
it is just such a volume as every singer will find
profitable to possess. A descriptive circular giving
list of contents and price to profession gladly sent
to any professional requesting same.

An Opportunity to Ascertain the Real
Worth of the Publications of the
Theodore Presser Company
To afford a better opportunity of judging the
genuine value of the books listed on this page
we will gladly send any of them for examination.
To further assist in the selection of music, we
have catalogs covering every classification. We
will gladly send any of these gratis.

Edited by James Francis Cooke
Vol. XXXVIII No. S
MAY 18
Entered as second-class matter Jan. 16, 1884, at the P. O. at
Philadelphia, Pa., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
.
Copyright, 1920, by Theodore Presser Co. for U. S. A. and Great Briti

THE ART OF THE PIANO

Price, 75 cents

A delightful book of a dozen and one bright, easy
piano numbers with words between the staves. These
vocal or instrumental pieces furnish excellent recrea¬
tion material for little players and singers. This
work is the latest of Miss Cramm’s popular books
for little pianists.

By Mathilde Bilbro

Price> S1-50

An epoch-making volume by perhaps the leading
modern technical writer. It is one of those unusua
volumes that makes its appearance in the technical
world only at long intervals. It is a decided depar¬
ture in the completion of finger work in extension,
there being combinations of fingering that have only
been touched upon in previous works and the five
fingers of each hand are treated with equal prom¬
inence. The work is not one for a beginner, and is
only adapted to the earnest, hardworking, ambitious
student. The moderately advanced player can take
up these finger gymnastics and use them over a num¬
ber of years. It is just the type of work for daily
study at the piano.

VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
By Geo. L. Spaulding
Price, 75 cents

By Helen L. Cramm

-

TECHNIC

NURSERY TALES RETOLD
CHARACTERISTIC FOUR-HAND PIANO PIECES
By Geo. L. Spaulding
Price, 75 cents
. Familiar nursery tales are cleverly retold in the
verse ad libitum to these new duet numbers for
young pianists in the first and early second grades.
Mr. Spaulding’s successful books of easy duets, en¬
titled Just We Two and You and I, stand as recom¬
mendations for the interesting manner in which Mr.
Spaulding writes duets for young pianists.

FOUR-HAND EXHIBITION
PIECES FOR THE PIANO
Price, $1.25
The numbers are both original duets as well as
arrangements of compositions by such writers as
Rachmaninoff, Grieg, Tschaikowsky, Moszkowski,
Dvorak, Gottschalk, Brahms and others. While this
compilation offers excellent material for recital or
concert work it is at the same time useful for profit¬
able practice and recreation playing.

AMERICAN COMPOSERS’ ALBUM
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, $1.25
We were inspired to bring out an album of pieces
by the best American composers of music. Excellent
material for this1 purpose was available to us, and this
is a volume that is a credit to American music. We
did not include any of the difficult pieces, but only
those of medium grade and of special merit.

SPAULDING ALBUM
For the Pianoforte

Price, $1.00

. A new collection of intermediate grade. Spauld¬
ing’s work is so well known that it needs no intro¬
duction here, and the many lovers of his music will
welcome the. opportunity to possess so many of his
successes all in the one volume.
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PAUL WACHS’ ALBUM
the Pianoforte
Price, $1.00
! For
All lovers of good drawing-room music will be

VIOLIN
FIFTY SELECTED STUDIES

IN THE FIRST POSITION
By Chas. Levenson
Price, $1.00
A much needed compilation of first-position stud¬
ies. The studies are arranged in progressive order
and may be taken up after eleinentary instruction
has been given. The studies have bee'n taken from
the best of the world’s violin writers, and only the
best and most necessary have been used.

SELECTED VIOLIN STUDIES
IN THE SECOND AND THIRD POSITIONS
By Chas. Levenson
Price, $1.00
The cream of the best second and third-position
studies from the works of all the great writers for
the violin, i Not difficult, but just such studies as
should be used after a proper amount of work.

MUSICAL THEORY AND WRIT¬
ING BOOK
By Carl Venth

Price, 75 cents

A work that can be taken up with almost the first
lessons on the piano. It impresses, through the
writing exercises, just the knowledge of theory
every student should possess. There is theoretical
information given throughout the book, which after¬
wards is to be firmly impressed by writing. Scarcely
a page will be found that does not have some exer¬
cises to be written.

delighted with this excellent collection. It has been
prepared with the greatest care and contains nine¬
teen compositions carefully chosen from the best
a,nd most popular numbers of Wachs. They are
chiefly of intermediate grade (Grades III,V)
Wachs is one of the foremost French salon com¬
posers, and this collection is, indeed, a notable one in
music publications.

CELEBRATED COMPOSITIONS
BY FAMOUS COMPOSERS
Price, $1.00
This, collection is the result of careful selection
with the aim to incorporate in one volume such com¬
positions as every good pianist delights in. The best
td,cs<;rlP‘lon IS the following, which are included in the
thirty-three numbers in this volume :
Fur Elise, Beethoven; Intermezzo, Brahms - Scarf
Dance Chaminade; Nocturne, Chopin; Hum’oreske
Dvorak; Second Valse, Godard; Butterfly, GriegLargo, Handel- Gipsy Rondo, Haydn; The Miff
fcjf": Iddio, Lack; Spring Song, Mendelssohn:
Prelude, Rachmaninoff; Polish Dance, Scharwenka:
Traumerei, Schumann; Reverie, Schutt- Simnle
Aveu, Thome; Chant Sans Paroles, Tschaikowsky, etc.

Theodore Presser Co.
mail order music supply house
The Source from Which to Obtain Any¬
thing in Music

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The World of Music
The Oratorio Society of N
City, of which Mr. Charles M
the president, and Dr. Damroseh
arranged and carried through
Festival, lasting a week—April i
11th—at the 71st Regiment Aril
program opened with Memlelssoh
sung bv the festival chorus i
orchestra, and
solo'ii
exclusively to. the na.rks ^ni
Edgar Stillman Kelley, Pilgrim
was produced with eminent soloi!
,rus and a children’s
with the festival
The Bach Choir was
chorales under Its conheard in choruses
F. Wolle. The Damnation of
Berlioz, was sung by . the society
imemoration of' its . first _
lormance in mnerica under the baton of Dr.
Leopold Damroseh forty years ago. The last
concert included the Inflamatus of Rossini,
(with Luisa Tetrazzini as soloist), ns well a.s
other notable music by chorus and orchestra.
The final number was the Farewell Sumphony (last movement), during which, follow¬
ing its first picturesque tradition, one musi¬
cian after another blew out the candle at his
desk and left, the stage, till only the conductor, Dr. Walter Damroseh, was left. This
ended one of the most notable events of the
musical world during its full and brilliant
season of 1919-20.
[Unity Song Service Col
The Coi

with only high-class pic¬
tures ana music. Mr. Eastman is introduc¬
ing preparatory musical education in the
public schools of Rochester, and his aim is
the opportunity of thorough musical educa¬
tion to any student who enters the college.
The son anil daughter of the late
S. Coleridge-Taylor, the Anglo-Africnn
composer, have recently appeared in concert
In London, the former conducting his father’s
orchestral works, and the latter as a pianist,
playing for recitations set to her father's
music.
The Boston Symphony Orche
«f
two million dolla_ _
break against the management because the
demand of the players for an increase in
salaries at one time threatened the actual
existence of the orchestra, and the only re¬
course is so substantial an endowment that
the management will be able to grant these
increases and meet its other expenses.
Anver Schnrnenka, the composer
of pedagogic works, Is n rigorous
old man of seventy, since his birthday
on January 6th. He celebrated recently the
fiftieth year of his active life as a musician.
Opera prices are to take another
’- — the plans of the Musicians' Mutual

rersnry of the
rvntory was cele¬
brated in mid-March at the Philadelphia
Academy of Music. The policy of The
Etude forbids mention of anything which
savors of the proprietary, but when one of
the veteran schools of the country com¬
pletes a half-century of valuable musical
work, we feel that the fact is significant
and of wide interest to musicians every¬
where. Hearty congratulations !

musicians against th'e foreign aspects of the
Boston Symphony, which has been made up
for years' of a foreign membership. It is
proposed to have a personnel of exclusively
.-1!.belong to the labor
American
citizens who
v
gl10.000 wn* the stated nmnnnt of
icome tax paid by John McCormack, the
.enor. Galli-Curoi is said to have paid
$80,000; Tetrazzini, $100,000; and Caruso
a like amount.
A ten million dollar
I is to be
hn 111 as a War Memorl
dlers, in Washington, D. C.
itable organ, to cost $61,000, is
be erected at St.-Paul, Minn. Mr.
Skinner is to he the builder. This
one of the finest Instruments In the

A Beethoven Festival, a Bach Fes¬
tival and n Handel Festival have been
features of the past London musical season.
Baltimore was the first city In the
United States to establish a municipal or¬
chestra. The plan was originated and dis¬
cussed by the former mayor, James H. Pres¬
ton, as long ns five years ago. This orchestra
first gave monthly concerts, but so great
- ■■ ■ they have been obliged
-s* the
_„___.a commend¬
able feature is that the final rehearsal is
held In one of the public schools and is
prefaced by a short lecture explaining the
program. These educational opportunities

Howcalled Enid, in Oklahoma, which, f__ _
cessive seasons, has indulged in functions of
this kind and has not lost a penny. Plaees
far larger spot on the map
might well sit at the feet
f
of this tiny town
and learn how to do it.
“The Groldsmith of Toledo,” a
hnmons opera of Offenbach's, ws
duced with mach success in Austria.
Two Amerle*

singers will make
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MAGIC OF SPRING

Play It Over!
Pleasing to Player
and Those Listening
Thii number is just the type the aver¬
age pianist delights to have in reserve for
those occasions when called upon to en¬
tertain a gathering of folks who only
appreciate piano numbers that overflow
with melody. Can be used as a study
number and is also excellent for diversion
at the keyboard.
Send thirty cents in stamps and
one copy will he sent postpaid
by return mail.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Shadows Gain Upon the Light;

Worth While Works
For Use In Summer
Music Classes

ETUDE
Pictorial Review

McCall’s.

Student’s Book

3*2-90

ETUDE .
Modem Priscilla. : 3*3-35
ETUDE .
Woman’s World

;2:»

ETUDE. 2 00UaO,?i:
Christian Herald
3.00

ETUDE. 2-00UoOt$n
Today’s Housewife
I.OOj

ETUDE. 2-00Uo°nfi
People’s Home Journal 1.25)

ETUDE. 2.00)

ETUDE

AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
of Educational Musical Thought
A COMPENDIUM
for Music Teachers and Students

IN ART, CULTURE and EDUCATION
PRICE, $2.00
pAREFULLY indexed; a lan >Iume 7lAx 10 inches in size, of mor
of permanent educational
je and of practical bearing upon the
essays on 100 subjects.
directions will find the work a cord of successful teach». methods of study, working uj
nage, with information—all on
y teacher and student, and n<
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Prosser’s Standard 1
Orchestra Book I
Price of each part - 25 cents
Piano Accompaniment, 50 cents
INSTRUMENTATION
VIOLIN I FLUTE (Piccolo) CORNET I
VIOLIN II OBOE
CORNET II
VIOLA
BASSOON
HORNS
CELLO
CLARINET I
TROMBONE
BASS
CLARINET II
DRUMS, ETC.
PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT
A Book that Economically Furnishes an
Orchestra Organization with an Excel¬
lent Repertoire in Convenient Form

rVs"14 PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE HAMILTON PIANO

THE ELLINGTON PIANO

THE HOWARD PIANO

Vhe TTUmualo
The Player-Piano that is all but Human

Baldwin products are made by a concern
that was founded in 1862. For fifty-eight
years the name Baldwin has stood for
absolutely dependable quality and the
utmost value.
Wherever you live you can hear and try any
Baldwin-made instrument without obligation.
Write to nearest address for catalogs and other
descriptive matter.

Ufye JSafotom piano Companp

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
TEN GRADES—Price, $1.00 each-TEN VOLUMES
By W. S. B. Mathews
The Standard Graded Course is to Music like a keel to a ship. With
this carefully selected “keel” all other material may be added as needed
and the whole musical training will be well balanced and progressive. The
course comes in ten grades—one dollar for each grade. With special work
during the summer the student should be able to master an entire grade in
two months.

—ttttttafGfQHnS/

TEACHERS EVERYWHERE
Know that the Quickest, Best and Most Accurate Service
is given by

A HARMONY CLASS APPEALS WHEN A
CLEAR, CONCISE BOOK IS USED

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
We publish the finest line of teaching material in America

Harmony Book for Beginners

We offer the most liberal and comprehensive “ON SALE” plan
We have a service which is unequalled

By Preston Ware Orem, Price, $1.25
Lays a strong foundation for future musicianship by giving the IT
■ essentials of the subject in such simple, understandable and interesting man¬
ner that it will prove invaluable in the class or for self-help work This workhas
proved a success from the start, and many world-known musicians such i
John Philip Sousa and others, have congratulated the writer on its merits

PETERS’ MODERN

Special-Prices-for-May Coupon
STUDY BECOMES A PLEASURABLE PASTIME
IN A MUSIC HISTORY CLASS

Standard History of Music
By James Francis Cooke, Price, $1.50
A history that has pleased thousands. Music lovers are here furnkheri
interesting reading, and the music student is supplied with 40 storv le«7
in music lore. This history has been used with great success in
class work by hundreds of teachers in all parts of the country.
Specially Selected Material for Summer Classes
Gladly Sent for Examination
Write and tell how many pupils you expect and the kind of classes von
are planning and we shall gladly send to you material for examinatfon
The plan is to keep what you need for your pupils and return the balance.

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY
THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1

THE BALDWIN PIANO

Dept. T 5
CINCINNATI CHICAGO
NEW YORK
ST. LOUIS
INDIANAPOLIS
LOUISVILLE
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO DENVER

The Standard Graded Course of Studies
^street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

^ TOQPUCjgS .(9\

Mother’s Magazine

. 2.00)j-qn rP!CTQmLREVlEW: ETUDE .... 2.00]

A PIANO COURSE OFFERING MATERIAL
FOR CLASSES OF EVERY GRADE

THEO. PRESSER CO. ,

^Baldwin

3*4.75

ETUDE .

Beginner’s Book

SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE—VOL. TWO
By Theo. Presser, Price, $1.00
Intended to follow The Beginner’s Book or any other first instructor,
this volume has met with a flattering reception. It bridges the gap between
the instruction book and the graded course or the conventional series of
studies and exercises. Major scales receive detailed treatment up to arid
including four sharps and four flats. At the end of the book all the scales
: given.

TEXT BY
Frederick H. Martens
MUSIC BY
A. WALTER KRAMER
PRICE, 60 CENTS

Prices on Magazines for May—Soon Higher
More than 300 magazines have increased in price in the last few
months. The shortage of paper, the coming postage increase, the
costs of materials, all point to a scale of prices still higher. Take no
chances on your reading matter for this year.

SUCCESSFUL FIRST INSTRUCTION BOOKS
INSURING INTEREST AND THOROUGHNESS

SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE—VOL. ONE
By Theo. Presser, Price, $1.00
This elementary piano instructor has had an unprecedented success,
being welcomed by teachers everywhere as just the thing for the young
beginner; the next thing to a kindergarten method. The publishers know
of no elementary instructor used more extensively. The rudiments of
music, notation and elementary work are thoroughly covered in a most
delightful manner. The first grade of study up to, but not including, the
scales, is the scope of this work.
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THE ETUDE,
Theo. Presser Co., Pubs.. 1712 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gentlemen:
Please find enclosed $. to pay for my subscription to THE ETUDE for
one year and for the other magazines as listed below:
MY NAMEADDRESS—

PIANOFORTE

METHOD is one of the most popular and successful on the
market. Price 2100.
The famous BILBRO BOOKS—Ghost Tales (.75); Land
of Elves (.60); Little Etudes for Little Fingers (21-00); Study of Bass Notes
(21.00); Very First Piano Lessons (.75); Recital Song Stories for Little Folk
(.75); Progressive Early Grade Studies (21.00); Piano Duets for Two Young
Pupils (.75).
Dorothy Gaynor Blake’s Melody Book—Book I First Grade (.60); Book
II Second Grade (.60).

Summer Teaching Service
We have a Special Service for teachers planning a Summer Course of
Teaching and will extend this Service upon application. It has proven of
splendid advantage in past seasons.
We will be pleased to send “On Approval” a line of our incomparable
Music Books and Teaching Pieces to teachers who have no accounts with us
upon receipt of proper reference. We solicit new accounts and offer attractive
discounts.
We carry complete stocks of the publications of G. Schirmer, Boston
Music Co. and Hatch Music Co. and will gladly send selections from these
“On Approval.”

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.
139 W. FOURTH STREET

H our advertisers.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

■ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00THE ETUDE
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THE ETUDE
Can You Play These Scales ?

Any man or woman of experience will instantly confirm
Aristotle’s conclusions. The great joys of life are not those
of idle pleasure, but the delights that come with the attain¬
ment of some worthy, righteous object.
Thus in music the greatest joy never comes to those who
look upon music merely as an entertainment, a pastime, an
amusement, but goes to those who make a serious, earnest study
of the art, and really accomplish something. Listening to a
Chopin Polonaise played by a piano-player or by a soundreproducing machine is one kind of a delight, but accomplish¬
ing the ability to play such a piece gives an infinitely greater
pleasure.

Have you ever thought that there are scales of expres¬
sion which every student should master quite as well as the
scales of notes?
Expression in music depends upon three
means—
— the intelligent use of accents
— the scale of quantity—(from softest to loudest)
— the scale of tempo—(from slowest to fastest).
Just as the painter must have his scale of color from deep
violet to the brightest red, so the artist-pianist must have
under his control every shade of tonal quantity from pianis¬
simo to fortissimo. In like manner must he have control over
all degrees of speed from lentissimo to prestissimo.
The best way to master the scales of tonal quantity and
tempo is in the regular daily scale drill practice. Your hands,
for instance, should be so trained that you can start an ascend¬
ing scale with the left hand playing pianissimo and the right
hand playing fortissimo, and then descend with the right hand
pianissimo and the left hand fortissimo. This, with long con¬
tinued drill in crescendos and decrescendos in opposing hands,
in parallel motion, contrary motion, thirds, sixths, double
thirds, octaves, etc., will make the hands wonderfully respon¬

It should be the right of every child to have the
opportunity of learning to play an instrument.

sive.
There are hundreds of students who can play all scales
faultlessly except these—the most important of all scales.
Such pupils are like the painter who has only one or two colors
on his palette.
Practice the scales of expression, and then
study the application in connection with your pieces. Your
playing will become ten times as interesting to you as well as
to others.
-

Famous Psychologists

Try the REALISM TEST
T

The Greatest Happiness in Music

—Scientists from American universities find that strange things happen during
Mr. Edison’s new musical test.
Wouldn’t you like to try the same test ?

HERE’S no woman in this picture.
Anybody can see that. Yet these
three men declared they heard her.
I was there when they made their astound¬
ing statements—in t;he Edison Shop on
Fifth Avenue, New York.
In the rear of this temple of music is a
great hall, where there’s usually a concert
going on. On this particular day its doors
were half open. Inside it was half dark—
and silent as a church at midnight.
Then a voice floated to my ears from
within. It was an exquisite voice,singing just
a sweet, simple song. It had that appealing
sort of beauty that reaches down inside you
and makes you feel lumpy in your throat.
I looked through the doors to see the
singer. But I saw no singer at all—just
three men seated with their backs toward a
phonograph. Their heads were bowed. The
magic beauty of the ballad had fixed them
with its spell.
The music died away. The three men did
not stir. They seemed lost to the world.
Finally one found his voice: “i could
have sworn there was a living singer behind
me. It was marvelous. Carried me back to
a certain summer I spent in my youth.”
The second man said:
I felt the pres¬
ence of a living singer. She was singing—
free and unrestrained. The accompaniment

seemed by a separate instrument.”
The third then spoke up: The music filled
my mind with thoughts of peace apd beauty.
I didn’t know what to make of it until
some one explained. It was Mr. Edison’s
famous Realism Test.
These three dis¬
tinguished men of art and science had been
trying it on themselves—to see whether
listening to the New Edison caused the
same emotions as listening to a living singer.

knows how he likes it. He is a distinguished
author and music critic.
When such famous psychologists feel the
presence of a living singer, although she
isn’t present at all—when such highly crit¬
ical minds experience strange and vivid
sensations through the Realism Test, it is
proof that the Realism Test provides a valu¬
able scientific method oftesting your capacity
to enjoy music.

Director Bingham and his colleagues

You can try the same test
R. EDISON’S Realism Test is an ideal way
for you to judge the New Edison. It tells
you just how the New Edison is going to please
you and your friends in your home.
Wouldn’t you like to try the same test? There’s
an Edison dealer near you, who has equipped
himself to give the Realism Test. Watch for his
announcement in the local newspapers, and stop
in his store the next time you are in town. He
will give you the Realism Test just as it was
given for the noted psychologists in the Edison
Shop on Fifth Avenue, New York.
If you can’t find his announcement, write us
and we’U send you a special card of introduction
to him, and also mail you a copy of that absorbing
story, “Edison and Music,” which tells how Mr.
Edison brought the phonograph to its perfection.
Just send your name and address to

T

HE man who first spoke is a famous
psychologist.
He experiments with
music and how it makes us feel and dream.
He has found how music can speed you up,
or slow you down, why it soothes your
nerves, how it takes away that tired feeling.
He is Dr. W. V. Bingham, Director of the
Department of Applied Psychology, Car¬
negie Institute ofTechnology.
One of his colleagues is Professor C. H.
Farnsworth, Director of the Department of
Music, Teachers College, Columbia Uni¬
versity.
Professor Farnsworth knows music
just as the physician knows medicines. If
you want music that cheers, or music that
inspires, or music that peps you up,” he’ll
tell you which music to play.
Wilson Follett, Esq., looks at music just
as do you. He likes good music, and he

M

m
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THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc., Orange, N. J.

%e NEW

EDISON

She ‘Phonograph with a Soul"

Millions of people have found new and entrancing
delight in music which has come to them through the soundreproducing machines and the player-pianos.
Short-sighted
teachers, who were not able to discern how the splendid mis¬
sionary work which these instruments have done for the cause
of music could be directed to help them in their musical edu¬
cational work, may have lost a few pupils; but the tendency
of these instruments is to provide a vastly extended field for
the music teacher who does appreciate their portent.
Now let us leap from 1920, with its talking machines,
player-pianos and countless other triumphs of the inventor
over the “impossible,” and spend a few moments listening to
the wisdom of Aristotle, most famous of Greek philosophers,
born at Stagira in 384 B. C.—died at Chalcis 322 B. C.—
pupil of Plato and teacher of Alexander the Great.
In his Nichomachean Ethics Aristotle sets out to deter¬
mine the reason for happiness.
Wisely he concludes that
“happiness does not consist in amusement, for it is absurd that
the end should be amusement and that men should toil and
suffer inconvenience their life long for the sake of amusement.”
* * * * “But to amuse ourselves, in order that we may be
serious, as Anacharsis said, seems to be right, for amusement
resembles relaxation. Relaxation is therefore not the end, for
we have recourse to it for the sake of energy.”
Thus Aristotle reasons that relaxation and amusement are
valuable, because they lead to the energy which enables one to
do more serious work. In the end, however, happiness is result
of serious, virtuous accomplishment—the satisfaction that comes
from real achievement, moral, intellectual and spiritual.
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With most normal people this becomes one of the greatest
joys and solaces in life. The instrument fast develops into an
intimate friend whom you, and you only, can coax to speak in
response to your mood.
The bond is one which he who has
never learned to pla}r cannot begin to understand.
If you
have never played, and if you think that any mechanical
instrument will ever equal hand-playing in its delights you are
grievously mistaken—don’t convey that mistake to any child
who may come under your direction.
The real happiness in music comes not merely through
hearing music, but by studying music, finding out about it
and its masters. Indeed, the educational work, such as Mrs.
Frances E. Clarke has done in connecting the records of great
artists made for the Victor Talking Machine Company, with
the musical work of clubs, schools and colleges, in itself
enhances the pleasure which may come from a talking machine
many, many times. The Columbia Graphaphone Company has
also conducted a well-organized educational department for
years.
Finally, remember Aristotle’s wisdom in the matter of
happiness. Have all the amusement to which you feel yourself
entitled, but if you would be happy, remember that the greatest
happiness comes from serious, earnest work, well done and suc¬
cessfully done.

Auto-Motive Music Students
The “auto-motive” person is usually the only kind of
person who ever reaches the journey’s end. Are you “auto¬
motive” ? Don’t look for the word in the dictionary—it is not
there. It was made especially for this editorial. But it does
not need any definition. If you are not auto-motive in music
there will be small chance for you.
If you depend upon your teacher, your parents, your
friends to drag you to success you are simply not going to
succeed. Even if you are auto-motive (if you have the power
of moving by yourself without being pushed or pulled), you
must choose the right road, and you must go at a swift, steady
rate, so that you will pass enough others on the road to arrive
at your goal in time to be among the winners. The teacher,
the mentor, can in many cases point out the right road. But
teachers are human beings just as you are, and it is possible
for them to make mistakes—serious mistakes. Let us suppose
that you are an auto-motive music student, that you have your
own self-starter, your own engine, your own transmission and
all that goes with speed, strength and safety in the race. Sup¬
pose you use your energy in traveling along the wrong road?
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That is the one great danger of self-study. You must have
some sort of guide. The best, of course, is a good teacher—
barring that, a paper like The Etude, or a library of the
right kind of musical books. It is the aim of The Etude to
guide many students who have not the privilege of a good
teacher along the right road or as near the right road as
possible.
There is no way in which this can be accomplished better
than by studying the lives of other great masters, especially
those who were strongly auto-motive. These you will find over
and over again in The Etude, and if this journal gives you
nothing else but that, it will prove an immense aid. Let us
turn for a moment to the career of that most remarkable
American of his times—Benjamin Franklin—who, of all men,
was among the most auto-motive. Fortunately, he- has left- us
in his own autobiography some idea of how he worked. Stu¬
dents of the English language often point to Franklin’s clear¬
ness, directness and simplicity of style as a model. Franklin
tells how he got a copy of the third volume of The Spectator
(Addison and Steele) and studied and studied and studied.this
work, imitating it time and again, making his own conclusions.
Really, it would pay any music student to get hold of a
copy of that remarkable autobiography and see how Franklin
worked, even when no longer a young man, to improve him¬
self in the language in which he eventually became a master.
:v/'I

Friends in Art
Many of the most beautiful friendships in history are
those made under the spell of art. The thought that one is
working with one’s companions toward a common goal, will¬
ing to make the sacrifices that art demands, willing to find
just as great joy in the triumphs of friends as in your own,
brings about one of the most ennobling bonds given to man.
Liszt and Chopin, Schubert and Vogel, Robert and Clara
Schumann, Mendelssohn and Sterndale Bennett, Verdi and
Boito, Mendelssohn and Hensel, Paderewski and Ernest Schelling, Grieg and Percy Grainger—all friendships that have
brought beauty to the life of the friends as well as to art itself.
Musicians are supposed to be hopelessly jealous of each
other, to be incapable of working together without coveting
all the glory and fame that should come to both. This is t-ue
of the little musicians, just as it is true of petty men the world
over. If you would know the measure of a man’s soul, this is

“In speaking of new tendencies in pianistic art I
am reminded at once of Leschetizky’s chief pedagogi¬
cal attribute—that of developing first of all the in¬
dividuality of his pupils. In the older methods em¬
ployed in European conservatories the peculiar idea
of discipline was such that individualism was impos¬
sible. That is one of the dangers of standardizing edu¬
cation in music. It tends to make the course of every
pupil identical with that of every other pupil. I believe
in a more catholic choice of material. Of course there
is a kind of educational backbone which runs through
the training of every musician, and teachers have to
depend upon certain courses of studies, but the first
duty of the teacher should be that of studying the
pupil. This Leschetizky did before he ever did any¬
thing else. He found out the pupil’s limitations and
his inclinations.
“No ambitious pupil can succeed unless he feels
that there is some play for his inclinations. I re¬
member that when I was a boy I was very unhappy
because I knew that I was being pushed through a
kind of educational music-machino with no special
attention being paid to my real ambitions in piano
playing.
“When you come to think of it, individuality is the
pianist’s most precious asset.
Unless this is well
marked, the pianist can hope for but little success.
People do not attend piano recitals as they buy an
ordinary commodity, such as nails or ricel They go
hoping to hear some new interpretation—some new
phase of beauty which the artist has discovered. If
all pianists played exactly alike, no matter how well
they played, our recital halls would be empty. It is
the individuality—the different thought which the in¬
terpreter puts into his work, which sustains the inter¬
est and packs our halls. This it was that Leschetizky
emphasized. I am very glad to make a point of this
because so much has been said 'about the Leschetizky
‘method’ that one might infer that all of his pupils
played along the same lines. As a matter of fact there
is a perfectly wonderful variation. Hambourg does not
resemble Paderewski in any way, nor does Bloomfield-Zcisler resemble Katherine Goodson.

Barriers

Dominating Teachers
Anyone who has done no more than even very fragment¬
ary reading of the modern works upon psycho-analysis knows
the danger of trying to dominate a young child. Yet there
are still many teachers of music who imagine that good teach¬
ing consists in making the youngster understand that the
teacher is a kind of pedagogical Caesar, whose every move¬
ment must be watched and obeyed. Such teachers are merely
gratifying their own desires to rule and advertising them¬
selves as pedagogical incompetents. The good teacher’s main
thought is that of leading the child to develop himself.
Except in the case of a child with very unruly or recalcitrant
disposition it is never desirable for the teacher to even attempt
to dominate. When we have heard certain teachers commanding—yes, fairly roaring out corrections to their pupils, we
cannot help smiling and remembering the case of “Captain”
Jack Bonavita, possibly the greatest lion-tamer of history.
Bonavita would enter his den of twenty-seven full-grown lions,
put them through their outlandish performances, concluding
with a tableau in which he lay down on a heap of them.
During the entire time he was in the huge cage he never
uttered a word of command. Yet a teacher will bellow at
some sensitive pupil who has merely put the thumb upon a
black note. We have little patience with people who have
uncontrollable tempers, especially teachers of this kind. Mr.
Benno Moiseiwitsch tells of Leschetizky’s classroom explosions!
Leschetizky was a great teacher in spite of such perform¬
ances—not because of them.

__
'
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with the Distinguished Russian Pianist

[BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE.—Benno Moiseiwitsch is the latest and possibly the last of the noted line of Leschetizky pupils to attract international attention,
lie was born at Odessa, Russia, February 22, 1890. His early education was in the public school of his native city lie studied piano with Klimov at the
Imperial Musical Academy at Odessa, winning the Rubinstein Stipendiary Prize. He then went to Fienna to Leschetizky and remained with him for several
years It is reported that le is one of the veiy few Leschetizky pupils whom the master ever permitted to accept encores at the pupils assemblies, lie made his
Mut at Reading, England, in 1908, and has since played in Great Britain, Germany and Austria repeatedly with sensational success. He is a brilliant per¬
former, and has a splendid background of solid musicianship. He is now upon his first tour of America.]

The student of Greek, Hebrew, Russian or any other lan¬
guage which has an alphabet different from the Latin letters
used in writing English, experiences at first very great diffi¬
culty in acquiring the alphabet. At first it seems as though
an impassable barrier had been erected. Then suddenly it all
seems to pass away and progress becomes rapid. Music is full
of such barriers. The first that the student encounters is the
simple trick of making the right hand move in one direction
while the left hand moves in another direction.
This is no
sooner dismissed than some other barrier crops up. Success is
largely a matter of how many barriers one has the persistence
to surmount. What is the barrier ahead of you now? Are
you passing it in good season, or are you w-aiting for it to get
out of the way? It never will get out of the way—you will
have to pass it.

*
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a wonderful test.
Can one know the real joy of working in his.art without
some fine, close friend to share the delights? Art is rarely
solitary. It requires sympathetic companionship. If you arc
wasting your days without friends you are not getting all
from your art that you should. Make friends.

Is the Waltz Dead ?
Etude readers know Dr. Oskar Bie through his masterly
History of the Pianoforte. In a recent article in the Sang und
Klanz Almanch he foresees the -death of the waltz in the onrush
of the modern dance, which he in turn infers is merely an in¬
terpretation of the times.
“The tendency (Bild) of the dance has changed more in
recent times than that of any other art,” says Dr. Bie. “The
dance is one of the most powerful forms of expression of our
times, because it offers the freest channel for expression.”
He then indicates how- the dance is so intimately related
to the other arts: “It gives motion to the plastic arts, grace
to the pantomimist, meaning (Inholt) to music, and to paint¬
ing thousands of changes of position and costume.”
“An epoch has just ended in one form of society dances.
The waltz is dispatched to oblivion. It ruled supreme for one
hundred years, from the end of the eighteenth to the begin¬
ning of the twentieth centuries. It belonged to the romantic
period of the simple, pretty steps of couples who moved lightly
and gaily around the ballroom. It was the most complete ex¬
pression of the unperverted, erotic relationship of the sexes in
the conventional bonds of society.”
Then Dr. Bie goes on to tell how a whole train of dances
from South and North America have dismissed the waltz, not
merely from the standpoint of supplanting it with different
steps, but bringing in a different mental attitude, brought about
by the times. “As the minuet was representative of the feudal
culture which preceded the French Revolution, so the waltz is
representative of the period of romance which we have just
passed.”
We have always had a great respect for the judgment and
critical wisdom of Dr. Bie, but we feel very strongly that he is
utterly mistaken about the waltz and the end of the period of
romance. It is easy to perceive how anyone living in Germany
during the past five years of suffering and privation would
become pessimistic, but, Dr. Bie, romance will never die; the
world of men and women still is a world of beauty, trust, con¬
fidence and nobility. Do not be deceived by the cosmic fog
which has enveloped the times. It will rise and God’s sunshine
will once more smile for all mankind.
Pure, exalted romance, the romance of Robert Browning
and Elizabeth Barrett, of Robert Schumann and Clara Wieck,
and thousands and thousands of other happy, “genuine” young
folks the world over will be just as true and noble in the future
as in the past, and with it the dance of romance—the waltz—
will become more widespread in its use.

New Tendencies in Pianistic Art
An Interview Secured Expressly for

~~.>
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Leschetizky’s Caustic Criticism
“Leschetizky was very caustic in his criticism.
Often he was altogether unjust. When I went to him
after a long course of study and after I had spent
much time in self-study my first impression was that
he would not take me as a pupil. After I had played
he remarked casually: ‘Well, I could play better with
my feet than that.’ Yet I learned from a friend
that he was very much pleased with my playing. I
never knew whether his initial criticism was made
with a view of ‘taking me down’—curbing the young
man’s natural conceit—or whether he was afraid that
if his first criticism was not severe he could not
point to me later on as an example of his own
particular methods.
“At all events his initial criticisms were invariably
biting. Like all others I was placed with a Vorbereiter—fortunately with the precise and exacting
Fraulein Prentner, who has written out the material
which she used in preparing pupils for the master.
“At my first lessons with Leschetizky I learned to
use my hands as a painter used a palette—to apply
different tonal shades to the keyboard. This was not
merely a matter of dynamics or gradations of tone,
but the method of using the hand and arm so that a
pure limpid tone could be produced by one set of
fingers while others, for instance, were playing with a
different touch and different degree of tone. These
might be called a new tendency, for prior to
Leschetizky’s time they were understood by few.
“It was often the master’s custom to let the pupil

play right through the piece selected for the lesson
without disturbing the performance in any way.
Then, however, came such a shower of criticism as
many will never forget. He would dissect the piece
as a botanist dissects a flower under a microscope.
His bright, shining eyes would seem to see everything
—to remember everything. It was not in any sense
a torrent of useless abuse, for he had an uncanny
way of finding out'just what was wrong with one’s
fingers, and telling the pupil in the most practical
manner possible how to produce the result. First he
would illustrate at his other piano the desired effect—

Benno Moiseiwitsch
then lie would show how the effect might be attained
—and then he would show why the student had not
been able to acquire the result at first.
“He was disgusted with a pupil who never seemed
to care for anything more than technic—that is mere
digital facility. To him technic was only a means to
an end. Of course there must, be a certain amount
of technic, but in so far as my experience goes in
observing the work of teachers, it would seem to me
that a great deal of time is wasted in the redundant
study of technic. I say redundant, because if the
pianist masters a thing once he should go on to some¬
thing else, and not everlastingly want to go over and
over the same thing. By this I mean that if you have
acquired your scales and arpeggios in excellent man¬
ner; if you have been through a certain amount of
Czerny, Cramer, Hanon, etc., your technic should be
in such shape that you could abandon these things and
devote all your time to the extension of your reper¬
toire. Some people seem to look upon technical exer¬
cises as a kind of musical, whetstone upon which they
may put a fine edge upon their playing. This seems
a waste of time to me. After you have once been
through the technical studies and have maste.ed them,
forget them. If they have not done their work they

never will. Mind, I am not belittling technical exer¬
cises, they are absolutely essential at one stage of
music study, but to continue them indefinitely is merely
musical waste.
Fostering Individuality
“In fostering individuality among his pupils,
Leschetizky did not look askance upon the pupil who
was inclined to examine new works of the more
modern composers. When the art of playing the
piano passed by the more ephemeral stage of varia¬
tions a la Herz and Thalberg, there was a reaction
which tended to exclude the works of all modern com¬
posers from the programs of pianoforte recitals. In
Leipsic days, Moschcles would not permit Liszt’s
works to be studied, and even in more recent times
programs were needlessly conservative. There was
certain program routine—Each, Beethoven, Haydn or
Mozart, Schumann and Chopin, and finally as a sop
to public taste a Liszt rhapsody. This with a few
variations was the general scheme for thousands of
recitals. The new tendency is perhaps leaning toward
another extreme, and we find programs of novelties
which often bore the concertgoer and add little to the
laurels of the pianist. In my opinion, however, the
discriminating pianist can add greatly to his prestige
by the wise use of a few modern numbers of ad¬
vanced composers.
Personally I have introduced
works of Palmgren, Stravinsky and Zsolf upon my
programs with fine effect. I am particularly partial
to some of the compositions bf Zsolt, a Hungarian
composer of the present day with a brilliant, original
mind. I have been playing a Toccata of his this year.
It is one of the most difficult pieces in my repertoire
and it has been well received.
“Vitality, life, magnetism are wonderful assets for
the pianist. Out of the thousands of people who strive
for success only a few succeed and among many who
fail are men and women who can play very exquisitely
indeed. They do not seem to have the psychic force
behind their playing which will hold the attention and
interest of an audience for the time of a piano recital.
That breathless silence which convinces the artist of
his success far more than all the applause and encores
in the world, is largely a psychic bond between the
artist and his auditors. Leschetizky was very con¬
scious of this. Particularly in his latter days was he
inclined to favor those who had it. He seemed to de¬
mand activity around him at all times. Woe be to the
sleepy or the lethergic pupil! He even liked to have
little pupils of ten and twelve who were full of life,
and he would go to great trouble to help them with
their work.
No Patience with Incompetence
“He had scant patience for incompetence of any
kind, and his remarks were absolutely ruthless. To
one pupil he once said in a class, ‘Well, what in the
world do you think you are doing? There you sit
just as if you were going to lay an egg. Why don’t
you do something?’ To another he said after a per¬
formance of a beautiful work, ‘There is nothing in
you; if one were to prick you with a pin there
would be no blood; only sour milk.’ On another
occasion when a boy played the Chopin Military Polo¬
naise in a very clumsy fashion I have a mental picture
of him chasing the frightened boy around and around
his pianos.
“At times he would try to curb his nope too even
temper. I remember once the case of a very nervous
pupil. I met her just outside the master’s door. She
begged me to go in first as she was afraid to have
the master rest his fiery eyes upon her first. This I
did. Much to her surprise she found him in a most
agreeable mood. He sat down at his keyboard with
the remark, ‘Now let us enjoy ourselves.’
The
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understanding with the pupils was that when he com¬
menced to play the pupil was to stop playing. Three
times he started playing, every time with the remark,
‘That was not quite so good, see if you can play this
way.’ Three times the girl made a futile effort. Leschetizky rose in a towering rage and said, ‘Leave this
house at once and never come near me again!’
“The girl went away in tears. If she had stayed
away Leschetizky would never have forgiven her. She
came back in two weeks and he was delighted above
all things and a model of courtesy. The passage she
had found impossible was now all right, and the
master could not say enough in her praise. Perhaps
it was just what she needed to force her to get the
phrase right? Who knows? But it seemed unreason¬
able.
“The world-advance in music during the last few
years has been enormous. When I was a boy in
Odessa, one of my friends was Mischa Elman. To¬
gether with another boy we had a little trio of piano,
violin and cello, and whenever' any visitors came to
the school we were always selected to play. That
was the day before mechanical appliances for repro-.
ducing music were made.
To-day thousands and
thousands of people have heard Elrnan play who have
never seen him and,who will never see him—because
of the popularity of mechanical playing contrivances.
Many will hear my records whom I shall never see,
or who will never see me. In this new tendency for
the expansion of interest in the piano and in music
there is possibly the biggest advance of the times.
Let us hope that the quality of art will not suffer by
these means—that it will not be grossly commercial¬
ized. There is no reason why it should, and there is
every reason why it should lead to benefits untold for
the music lover, the student and the teacher.

A Note on Interpretation
By Francis R. Burke
Let twelve of the best actors or actresses read aloud
the same piece of prose or verse. It will be found that
no two read it in the same way, though the rendition
of each might in itself be a joy to hear. Between
deadly monotony at the one extreme and pure ranting
at the other—both wrong—there are varying degrees
of dramatic intensity, teach capable of giving a maxi¬
mum of a:sthetic pleasure to individuals of correspond¬
ingly different tastes. It may be pointed out that in
each case beauty of voice is the essential quality,
heightened and emphasized, it may be, by gesture and
facial expression. Bearing in mind that there is,
probably, no such thing as perfect analogy, it might
be useful to find an application of this to the art of
the instrumental soloist.
Beauty of tone is of the first importance. Deadly
monotony and ranting are equally reprehensible. Be¬
tween these extremes there is ample room for liberty
of action, although expression marks must be observed,
according to the intention of the composer, the liberty
of the musician being here more circumscribed than
that of the reader of verse or prose.
However, it is difficult to see how gesture or facial
expression, or bodily contortions can beneficially modify
the effect of, say, a violin solo. They appear to dis¬
tract the attention of the listener from the appeal of .
the most subjective and most impersonal of all the
arts, although some music lovers seem to think that
the executant should indicate by pantomimic antics the
effect the music has upon himself and ought to have
upon his audience.

Build Beautiful Ideals
In teaching musical history it might be well to con¬
sider what kind of facts we are putting into the mind
of the student. We conceive that the art of music
touches mankind at his highest point. It is, therefore,
incongruous that, in studying musical history, we
should pick out the ugly things in the character of the
composers and musicians. Since they were human, it
must be that they had their ugly side. But the true
side of the composers was the divine aspect of them
that was inspired to give the world beautiful music.
The warts on their noses—so to speak—are veritable
facts, but they are not the most edifying facts for the
student to emphasize, and the knowledge of them will
not help him to play their music better.
There are other facts just as true that relate to the
better selves of the composers and that will inspire
the student to loftier ideals. Let us stress these and
not the others.
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As Great Composers See Each Other

Musical Jerry-Building

By Yorke Bannard

Written Expressly for The Etude by
“True criticism can only come from creative minds,”
declared Schumann. His statement may, or may not,
be true; but it is certainly true that the creative mind,
when applied critically, has often produced unsatisfac¬
tory results. Generally speaking, men of marked abil¬
ity regard their rivals unfavorably; they are more
prone to give .expression to contemptuous opinions
than to enthusiasm.
No one has been more roundly strafed by men of
his own craft than Wagner.
Rossini, of William
Tell fame, and a composer of the period, dispraised
him. Speaking of Tannhduser, he said, “It is too
elaborate a work to be judged after a single hearing,
but so far as I am concerned I shall not give it a
second.” Later on, somebody handed him the score
of Lohengrin, and presently remarked that he was
holding the music upside down. “Well,” answered
Rossini, “I have already tried it the other way and
now I am trying it this, as I really can make nothing
of it.” Rosenbach solemnly avowed that such music
left him “aching all over, as if tpssed by the billows
of a heavy sea”—a cross-channel sort of feeling.
Schumann declared that both Tannhauser and
Lohengrin were amateurish, a pronouncement which
Wagner returned with interest by saying that Schu¬
mann had “a tendency to greatness.” ‘“If,” said
Marschner, “Wagner, who is a highly gifted man, had
been a genuine composer, he would not have thought
it necessary to make such a noise, and to employ
quack methods to win musical fame and hide the pov¬
erty of his productions.”
Berlioz had a no less hazy vision; he had “not the
slightest idea of what the composer wanted to say.”
Neither had Offenbach, composer of the now-forgotten
Madame Favart. He it was who made merry over
some Wagnerian poetry. Wagner sent to him a copy
of his Rtenst. After three weeks the copy was returned
with the verdict which runs thus : “Dear Wagner, vour
music is trash; stick to poetry.” Now, Offenbach was
an Israelite, and some months later the author of
Rienci was out with his celebrated brochure denounc¬
ing- the Jews. Seeing revenge in this direction, Wag¬
ner sent his pamphlet to his downright critic. But
Offenbach returned it in two days with the foliowing
sober pronouncement written over the first page:
“Dear Wagner, your brochure is rot; stick to music.”
I Chaikovsky spoke disparagingly 0f the Ring. “The
king bores me to death,” he exclaimed, “there never
was such endless and tedious twaddle.” Then Nordau was similarly unimpressed; he found the Ring
m particular and Wagner in general “a bleating echo
from the far-away past.” And so on, da capo.
Mozart’s Admirers
Mozart, on the contrary, came nearest to the dis¬
tinction of escaping adverse criticism at the hands of
brother composers.
He was the chief among
Meyerbeer s favorites of the past. Haydn greatly
revered him, . describing him as “the most extra¬
ordinary, original, and comprehensive musical genius
ever known in this or any age or nation.” “I
only wish I could impress upon every friend of mine,”
he wrote in 1787, "and on great men in particular,
the same deep musical sympathy and profound
appreciation which I myself feel for Mozart’s inimita¬
ble music; then nations would vie with each other
to possess such a jewel within their frontiers. It
enrages me to think that the unparalleled Mozart is
not engaged at any Imperial Court. Rossini named
Mozart as his favorite among the masters. “Bee¬
thoven,” he said, “I. take twice a week, Haydn four
times, and Mozart every day.” On another occasion
he put it even more pointedly. He had been speak¬
ing to a friend about Beethoven, whom he called
the greatest of all musicians.
“What, then, of
Mozart?” he was asked. “Oh,” he replied, “Mozart
is not the greatest; he is the only musician in the
world.” Gounod, in his long commentary on Don
Giovanni, extols “that unequaled and immortal master¬
piece, that apogee of the lyrical drama,” and adds
that "it has exercised the influence of a revelation
upon the whole of my life; it has been and remains for
me a kind of incarnation of dramatic and musical
infallibility. I regard it as a work without blemish,
of uninterrupted perfection.” Schubert’s enthusiasm

for the same genius was unbounded. “Oh, Mozart!
immortal Mozart!” he exclaimed, “how many and
what countless images of a brighter world hast thou
stamped on our souls!” Grieg opined that “where
Mozart is greatest he embraces all time;” Ferdinand
David declared that master to be “music made man;”
Wagner always had great respect for anything Mnzajrtian, as is fully attested in his writings. To-day these
many eulogisms are no longer acceptable In many
who look for something more “advanced.' more
“modern.”
What They Thought of Beethoven
Albrechtsberger had a decided contempt for his
pupil Beethoven. His counsel to some inquiring
person was to have nothing to do with him. "for,”
said he, “he has never learnt anything and will never
do anything in a decent style.” Haydn, too, I bled in
feelings of sympathy and appreciation toward, Bee¬
thoven. As a fact, each regarded the other', ways
with dislike. Howbeit, at bottom Beethoven
id a
great reverence for the old master. In latei .lays—
on being shown a picture of Haydn’s birthplace—
Beethoven exclaimed, “To think that so great i man
should have been born in so humble a < " ige!”
Mozart was much given to a worship of ll.r. dn. A
new string quartet of the latter was being pl.m-d one
day when Kozeluch (a now-forgotten comp..
f the
time), envious of Haydn, leaned forward to Vi n at
a certain bold passage and whispered, "I w-.nld not
have done that.” “Nor I,” promptly rejoined M
art;
“and do you know why? Because neither w.u nor
I would have had such an idea.” Haydn i i,.elf
had a marked preference for Handel. In I 'd he
attended the Handel Commemoration Festival in Lon¬
don; when the Hallelujah Chorus was sung he wept
like a child, and exclaimed: “Handel is tin na-ter
of Us all!” After listening to the chorus The Rations
shall tremble (Joshua), lie told Shield that !,< "had
long been acquainted with music, but neve, knew
half its powers before, as he was perfectly , rtain
that only one inspired, author ever did or ever would
pen so sublime a composition.”

Mendelssohn persisted in regarding Schumann as a
literary man and art critic, not as a composer , f anv
standing; Schumann, on the other hand, was roused
to a, pitch of very high enthusiasm about Mcndelssohns creative ability. Berlioz, it should he remem¬
bered, could not endure Bach, called Handel
"hm
hog,” held the bulk of Don Giovanni to be in singu¬
larly bad taste, and declared himself to he “amazed
at the splendor of Mendelssohn's Walpurgis Kachr_
a, compliment whiph Mendelssohn rewarded by saving
that soap and water were, emphatically necessary
after handling a Berlioz score. Grieg wa's much dis¬
credited by the composers of his own day Repeat¬
edly it was hinted that the freshness of'his native
dances caused him to uproot them and transplant them
bodily into his “academic flower-pots.” Later it was
said that he “stuck in the -fjord and never got out
of it;” that “he betrayed a truly childish pleasure in
everything that sounded ugly;” that “when he had
hatched out a particularly juicy dissonance he clung
to it for dear life.” But the whirligig of time brought
its revenges!
So much for the criticism of creative minds. But
how is one to account for the untrustworthiness of so
many of these impressions? Probably because each
composer possesses so decided and so strong a per¬
sonality himself that he can accept nothing that is
out of sympathy with that personality. Is not this
the reason why Wagner’s coarseness rejected Mendels¬
sohn’s refinement? why Brahms’ reticence failed to
tolerate Tchaikovsky’s hysteria? Does not this ac¬
count for the preponderance of the faculty of appre¬
ciation over that of condemnation amongst creative
musicians. Berlioz, Wagner, Chopin, Mendelssohn,
Moscheles—all these and scores of others found no
difficulty in appreciating their affinities. They were
less happy in their critical pronouncements on works
lying outside the range of their own artistic prefer¬
ences.—From the Monthly Musical Record (London).

F. CORDER
Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy of Music, London, England
“JERRY-BUILDING—To build cheaply and unsubstantially as with cheap or insufficient material.’'—WEBSTER’S DICTIONARY

Teacher.—Good morning, young lady! And how did
you like my last discourse?
Pupil.—Well, since you ask me, T must confess that
much of it was above my head, and what I could un¬
derstand, I didn’t like.
T.—How was that?
P.—You said that real composition begins where
rhythmical tune-making ends.
T.—I did.
P.—Then Bizet’s Carmen and Sullivan’s Mikado and
Schumann’s Scenes of Childhood are not compositions,
l according to you?
T.—They are not.
P.—Well, they are good enough for me.
T.—I must remind you that I began by pointing out
that it was not a question of their intrinsic merit, which
no one would dream of questioning, but that the term
composition can only be fitly applied to music in which
the joints do not show.
P.—I cannot see that that matters.
T.—I also said that it was not a question of what one
preferred, or could appreciate, butP. (hotly)—Of course, if I have no taste it is of no
use my studying musicT.—On the contrary, your taste is just the thing that
will improve by study. Do you think much of the
things you wrote last year?
P. (smiling)—Well, I can’t say I do, and they seemed
so nice at the time, too.
T.—Then why not believe that there are heights yet
unsealed?
P.—I don’t think I care about scaling those you were
describing. Do you call writing hymn-tunes Jerrybuilding?
T.—Yes; it sounds unkind, perhaps, but vhat artistic
skill is necessary? You count up the syllables and put
notes to them, long and short, but that is all.
P.—I know that one ought to vary the cadences, but
I don’t always remember to do it, and I put more nice .
chromatic chords than you approve ofT.—To exhibit your artistic skill? One day your
more educated taste will perceive that diatonic harmony
is more suitable and sings better.
P. (incredulously)—Perhaps. Do you call writing
songs Jerry-building?
T.—Yes, when the words are set straight on end and
the verses all separate, with perfunctory bits for the
piano in between. I have often had it in mind to make
a machine which would do the work every bit as well
as the amateur.
P.—That Victory March I wrote last year, was that
Jerry-built?
T.—-Very much so, except for the Coda, which I
showed you how to manage. The rest was all in bits,
and after the first eight bars you tumbled into the sub¬
dominant out of sheer helplessness.
P.—But it was in Rondo form, at least.
T.—That is no excuse for slovenly workmanship. A
March doesn’t want much composition, but it could do
with some.
P. (meditatively)—It is curious that I can always
modulate to every key but the one I want to.
T.—Losing hold of one key and tumbling into an¬
other is unworthy to be called modulating. There is
only one modulation you need to learn—that to the
dominant. I have shown you how to effect it and you
hailed my instruction with rapture, but you have not
yet succeeded in applying it.
P.—I wonder why.
T.—Because you cannot yet grasp the idea of a half¬
close ; all your ideas come to a natural end with a fullclose.
P.—If they come so naturally, how can I help it?
T.—The old complaint! If they are to be let go as
they please, where do you come in? When you force
your ideas to do as you like, and not as they like, your
music will cease to be Jerry-built and will become
actual composition.
P.—Shall I try to write a part-song?
T.—There is scope for composition there, but not if
you fudge it out at the piano.
Ps—Why not?

T.—Because there will be no real part-writing. Your
ear can help you to make a tune, and your fingers can
help you to harmonize it, but a proper part-song must
have all the parts to some extent melodic instead of
harmonic. Even the principal melodic line must not
be given only to the soprano, but sometimes appear
even in the bass.
P.—That sounds difficult. Perhaps I had better con¬
tent myself with piano pieces.
T.—Well and good; only take McDowell or Jensen
as your models, rather than Grieg or Schumann.
P.—Why?
T.—Because the former sometimes “compose” their
pieces—using the term in the sense I have described—
the latter scarcely ever do.
P. (brightly)—'0, I know what I wanted to say! I
came across such a nice book the other day. I forget the
author’s name and where it was published, but it was a
Manual of Extemporization, and showed one how to
make up whole pieces so easily that one could play them
straight off as one composed them.
T.—I think I know the work you mean. The author
gives you a theme,

and after.explaining how phrases in a tune “rhyme,”
he shows you how to add four bars to complete it, and
then how to turn these into sixteen, and so on. But I
showed ■ you all this ages ago. What you failed to
g-asp was that the writer was purposely Jerry-building,
or making musical doggerel, because extemporization
has to be accomplished without much conscious
thought; there is no time for it. So long as half a
sentence is invented and the other half at once made
to match, all the rest of the piece may be as cheap as
you please, provided the extemporizer can retain the
original fragment in his head. With practice, anybody
can learn to extemporize, just as they can learn to make
an impromptu speech or sermon.
P.—But I once heard that blind organist, Mr.-,
improvise in the most ravishing manner, and I have

Previous Articles in This Series
[Editor’s Note:—Many of The Etude readers
who followed Professor Corder’s instructive and at
the same time always entertaining articles on musical
composition will lie delighted to have them resumed.
There are literally thousands of people who have a
strong desire to construct a little musical composition
—if they “only knew how to go about it.” Profes¬
sor Corder’s articles have been so plain that anyone
playing third or fourth grade piano pieces who has
had a good drilling in scales and keys should be able
to appreciate them. In connection with this course
as it has been running in The Etude we can confi¬
dently advise a good beginner’s harmony, such as that
of Preston Ware Orem. Indeed by procuring the pre¬
ceding and the succeeding articles in connection with
self-study in the elements of harmony, many might
easily learn enough to essay a few simple pieces. To
the one who can compose, but who is not yet sure of
his ground, Professor Corder’s articles will be found
invaluable. The previous articles in this series have
January, igtg—How to Compose.
March—How to Use the Three Chords of the
Key, and to Make Cadences.
April—Inversions and Part Writing.
May—The Dominant Seventh.
June—Ornamental Notes.
July—Uncommon Chords.
August—The Minor Key.
September—Part Writing.
December—Borrowed and Fancy Chords.
January, 1920—Making Melodies and Tunes.
February—Shape in Music.
April—Real Composition.

often wished that his inspirations could be taken down
by phonograph or something.
T.—If they were you would be promptly disillusion¬
ized as to their artistic value. Yours is a very general
delusion. Liszt was the most wonderful extemporizer
ever known, and all his published works are extem¬
porizations written down. The first time you hear one
you are delighted, but when you get closer to it, what
do you find?
P.—O, I know! As you say, it is all in bits; but why
didn’t he build better? Surely he knew how to?
T.—I believe he never studied the art, but he ex¬
temporized in public from as early an age as seven,
and the bad habit of Jerry-building soon grew incur¬
able. Take any piece of his, great or small, from a
song to a symphonic poem, and you will find always the
same fault. Arrived at the point where the resources
of composition are neededP.—Such as-?
T.—Such as the -extension of a two-bar idea by
means of sequence or of a four-bar idea by means of
a fresh continuation, with a gradual progress towards
the nearest related key—he instead makes a surprising
modulation to a quite distant key, with a cadensa or
other break in the continuity of his piece and then,
without having done anything fresh, he usually starts
again on his theme. Hence he is always disjointed,
spasmodic and incoherent, despite the frequent beauty
of his ideas and the brilliant writing for piano or or¬
chestra. The lamentable lack of construction, which
I call “Jerry-building” is more apparent in Liszt’s
music than in that of any other musician of repute,
and you may learn much to avoid in a study of his
works.
Compare then the methods of Chopin. Chopin was
not great in the construction of large pieces, it is use¬
less to blink the fact, but in his ballads, preludes and
studies—even in the dance forms of Mazurka, Valse
and Polonaise, which pretend to no construction—you
find the joins managed with infinite skill and ingenu¬
ity, the cadences are seemingly artless and regular,
yet varied to the utmost. Look, for instance, at the
well known Impromptu in A Flat. At the eighth bar
the first strain joins on to the second so neatly that
the break is almost imperceptible,
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and in the next portion the gliding chromatic sequence
quite removes any feeling of squareness by squeezing
in one extra bar, while the babbling last cadence is a
triumph in the art of extension.
F.—I have played that piece, hundreds of times, but
I never noticed that there were nine bars instead of
eight in the second strain.
T.—Of course not, you were not meant to notice it.
The art of extending melody is the subtlest and most
difficult branch of music. The feat is accomplished by
the great composers, Mozart, Beethoven and especially
Haydn, with such skill that we take it for a natural
accident—as voe arc intended -to do—and this is com¬
position, as opposed to mere laying phrases side by side.
P■—But why is it that when I try to do it it seems
forced and unnatural?
T.—Simply because your mind is not far enough on.
You require (to know much, much more of what has
been done by yoilr predecessors—this is where girls are
always found wanting—to have analyzed their work
and learned their methods, not with a view to imitating
them, but in order to acquire the habit of analyzing
and mercilessly criticizing all your own conceptions.
P-—When I begin to pick an idea to pieces I soon
get disgusted with it and abandon it as worthless.
T.—Is that a bad thing, or do you want to inflict
bad work upon yourself and others?
P.—I suppose not, but to slaughter all my inno¬
cents ...
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T.—Have patience, there are plenty more to come,
and by degrees there will be some robust enough to
bear rough treatment. Remember the story of Queen
Signy in the Volsung tale. She had to breed up a
really great hero, so she sewed fur gloves upon the
hands of her six sons and when they winced with pain
she saw they were weaklings and so slaughtered them
off. But her true son, Sinfjotli, only smiled at the
pain and when she proceeded to tear the gloves off,
skin and all, he said. “Full little, I ween, would my
father Volsung have felt such a smart as this!” And
so he became a hero who conquered the world.
P—A nice bloodthirsty story! But don’t you think
that was going a little too far? Besides, I don't want
my works to conquer the world; I just want to write
nicely.
T.—But experience shows that unless your ambition
travels far ahead of your utmost possible performance
you will do no good at all.
P.—Oh, dear, that is a hard saying! Then if I
believed in myself absolutely should I be a genius?
T,_I never suggested anything of the kind. What
an absurd non sequitor! Besides, I don’t know what
you mean by a genius. Do you?
P. (coaxingly)—Please don’t be cross! A genius is
a person who does what other people can’t, but I never
' thought I was one.

T.—A foolish definition! I was always taught that
"Whatever man has done man‘may do.” I find that a
more helpful saying than the feeble twaddle about
genius that lazy amateurs are so given to.
P. (indignantly)—l am not a lazy amateur!
T._Prove it by striving to write from the head and
not from the heart. So will the mind grow stronger
and the feelings no weaker. The first time you com¬
pose a' piece and I see that you have really looked
ahead and tried to do a definite thing in a definite
way, instead of tumbling out your ideas on paper like
a child strewing its toys about the nursery, I shall be¬
gin to have hopes of you. The amateur pretends to
believe that to “tinker” with his inspired productions
will take the fine bloom off, if it does not positively
spoil, them, but in his heart he knows that this is un¬
true; it is a mere excuse for laziness and inefficiency.
No work was ever anything but improved by intelli¬
gence being brought to bear on it, unless it was so
radically faulty that it crumbled away under criticism.
: Let your motto be “Excelsior!” and not “But that’s
what the public likes 1” So may you—so will you, if
you persevere—become a composer, great or small, ac¬
cording to the strength of your devotion to your art,
and at least avoid the reproach of being called a mere
Jerry-builder.

How to Write Characteristic Music
By Edward Kilenyi, M.A.
The composing of characteristic music does not
necessarily involve intricate difficulties. It is just as
easy as the writing of simple phrases of four or eight
measures, a problem with which every music student
is familiar. Even the simplest of chords might make
a phrase “characteristic.” Suppose, for instance, you
want to compose a lullaby. Try to invent a tune or
melody which you would sing to a child in the cradle.
That is to say, let the thought of the cradle with a
sleepy baby in it suggest a melody ! Write down the
tune (and do not forget that you will change it or im¬
prove upon it!) Then find an accompanying figure
• which would suggest the rocking cradle. Or rather think
again of the rocking cradle and you will find that it
will suggest to you an appropriate musical accompani¬
ment. The following simple figure and chord will
serve as illustration:
Lullaby by Ilynski.

The same figure is repeated with the tune, which is
ndt important at all:

If instead of a lullaby you want to write a serenade,
for instance, think of the sound of the guitar or harp,
and imagine the music of a serenading lover under the
window of his lady love in a moonlit garden. Here is
a simple example:

A nocturne should be made up of smoothly-flowing,
quiet phrases, to give the feeling of calm and rest; a
tarantelle should above all be provocative in its rhythm,
with the impression of a perpetual motion that
whirls in ever-increasing swiftness and allure. Simi¬
larly, the accompaniment of a schefzo should be sug¬
gestive of and suggested by something playful, funny,
grotesque. Even one single bar carried out cleverly
—as we have seen in the Ilynski example—will give
enough atmosphere and color to the composition which
consequently would be characteristic of what you
wanted to express or say in the language of music.
Music that is characteristic, and so suggestive, of
foreign countries can be easily composed if you know
the exact musical characteristics of the nation whose
music you want to imitate. The characteristic Spanish
music is easy to write, with its strongly-accented rhythm
and its constantly-repeated note in the' bass forming
what is really a pedale to the superimposed melody.
Suppose you want to write Indian music. Take the
Indian scale:

(the black keys on the piano). Any tune on the black
keys, with accompaniment of empty fifths—fifths being
the oldest and the most primitive intervals—giving
the bass a rhythm reminiscent of the monotonous
beating of drums, will give a good example of Indian
music, and will give the characteristics and atmos¬
phere of Indian music.
Now, the Chinese scale is identical with the Indian;
primitive Chinese instruments, however, produce a thin¬
ner or shriller tone than the instruments of the less
cultured Indians, and so if you transpose the same tune,
to a higher register and give a more elaborate and
free accompaniment, music suggestive of the Chinese
will be the result. The following quotation from “A
Chinese Episode,” by E. D. Kelley, is a good example
of what we mean:

Cultivate Your Self-Consciousness
By Sidney Bushel!
Yes; that spineless, useless thing called "self-con¬
sciousness” may be turned into a genuine asset.
Invertebrate at first, the offspring of nervousness,
timidity and lack of confidence through ignorance, it
may be
ne cultivated ana
suen a degree
aegree as to
and aeveiopea
developed to such
become the backbone of your career. But you must
give it the proper kind of training—study and practicc. Analysis of your faults and weaknesses, together
with patient practice to eradicate them.

Become intimately acquainted with your instrument.
Realize its dependence upon yourself to give its best
results. Then, while using it, become so conscious of
your
control it
J,uul powers,
i”Jvvcl!,> your
yuui ability
auim, (o
yj vwuu
«• to express
express your
yuui
idea, satisfactorily and convincingly to yourself, that,
Mea,
in your positive consciousness of self, that negative,
light-extinguishing “self-consciousness” will cease to
exist.

Some

Big

Thoughts from a Great
Writer

Here are five choice rules for the attainment of the
un£Eened quietude of mind which many — woJ
ers would do well to consider. They
nenry
Van Dyke our former Ambassador to Holland.
You shall learn to desire nothing in the
world so much but that you can be happy without it.
“Second- You shall, seek that which you desire only
,
„ arP rair and lawful, and this will
teav^you" without bitterness towards men or shame
Y„» .hall take ptaure in the ft. while
vou are seeking, even though you obtain not immedi¬
ately that which you seek; for the purpose of a jour- ■
ney is not only to arrive at the goal, but algo to find
enjoyment by the way.
;
“Fourth: When you attain that which you desm., on
shall think more of the kindness of your fortune than
the greatness of your skill. This will make you grate¬
ful, and ready to share with others that which 1 rovidence hath bestowed upon you; and truly this is bot.t
reasonable and profitable, for it is but little tha any of
us would catch in this world were not our luck better
than our deserts.
. ,
,
"Fifth: When you smoke your pipe with a good con¬
science, trouble not yourself because there are men in
the world who will find fault with you for so doing. 1 f
you wait for a pleasure at which no sour-complcxnmed
soul hath ever girded, you will wait long, ami go
through life with a sad and anxious mind. But 1 think
that God is best pleased with us when we give little
heed to scoffers, and enjoy His gifts with thankfulness
and an easy heart.’’

Slow Scales
By G. B. Newcomb
After my study in Germany I went to Paris, where
my master asked as his first question:
“Do you play slow scales?”
I did not know exactly what he meant, because I
assumed that, since I could play scales at a terrific
speed and raced up and down the keyboard to the
admiration of my friends, I could also certainly play
“slow scales.”
• He tested me. I was never so humiliated. There
were at least a dozen faults in my playing—all con. cealed in the fast scales, but very evident in slow
scale playing. I recommend to all students the prac¬
tice of,the scales with the fingers playing very slowly
—say keeping time with the metronome at 40—but
with the mind working with the greatest possible
rapidity to observe and correct every movement. This
is hard—-not easy at all. Try it.

Don’t Be Fooled by Fake Memory
Systems
By an Old-time Teacher
. A year or so ago I happened upon a memory sys
tem “ad” in a popular magazine. This “ad” promise
to do all sorts of wonderful things for anyone win
would only sign his name on the dotted line in th
coupon at the bottom of the qd. First came a pn
spectus.' This looked interesting, for it told how man
of the most wonderful memories of the times ha
been cultivated by this system.
When the system came, I found that the basis of tb
whole thing was a series of artificial tricks—menior
crutches, or memory associations. For instance, if
met a man named Brown, I should associate him wit
something brown in color, or think of him as Lein;
brown, etc., etc., with complications ad nauseati
This started me reading books on psychology, and
found that the psychologists, after many tests and ex
periments, have found that “it is from eight to te
times as easy to commit to memory significant materii
as material without meaning.” This said to me, “i
you want to learn anything go right ahead and lear
it. Don’t go beating about the bush hunting up mem
ory crutches.” Another discovery I made was tha
these “memory tricks” simply don’t work with mu si.
The only really successful way is to get right down t
the memorizing by playing a passage over and ove
again, constantly testing yourself to see whether yo
have made any progress or not in memorizing

Technic versus Interpretation in Piano Study
By CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, M.A.
Professor of Piano Playing, Wellesley College
Psychologists are fond of telling us about the many
and complex mental processes that are involved in trans¬
lating the printed symbols upon a sheet of music into
audible piano tone. For the purposes of the musician,
however, all these processes may be grouped under two
familiar heads—Technic and Interpretation. Each of
these factors must be adequately treated by the piano
teacher in ordqr to attain the desired results, and it is
upon their proper coordination that the success of the
pupil’s performance finally depends.
Technic, let us observe, is that factor of musical study
which works toward the mastery of mechanical details.
Thus technical study begins with the printed symbols
and seeks, through a systematic knowledge of these, to
secure their instantaneous recognition and immediate
translation into muscular movement, with its musical re¬
sults. From this study of notation, then, comes the
study of what is generally understood when technic is
mentioned, namely, the analysis of the muscular move¬
ments of the fingers, hands, arms and shoulders, in so
far as these movements contribute toward piano playing.
Fundamental to this latter study is familiarity with
certain musical progressions which, from long usage,
have, become the stock material of the piano composer—
scales, chords (arpeggios) in all forms, embellishments,
such as the trill and turn, octave passages, melodic fig¬
ures—in short, all those devices which one meets at
every turn, and which a good sight reader dashes off, to
the mystification of his less-gifted auditors.
From this fundamental material, however, are evolved
many unique devices which are individual to certain
compositions or composers. Chopin, for instance, sel¬
dom writes a scale in its ordinary form, but clothes
it in graceful evolutions that ^require an adaptation of
the ordinary technic. Such problems must evidently be
solved as they are encountered, since no system can
provide for the future inventions of a genius.
When a child is learning to talk each new. word
he adds to his vocabulary gives him an increased power
of expression. With the word out, for instance, he is
able to show his wish to go out and play; and with
the word candy he may obtain the desired sweets, if
he has an indulgent parent or grandmother. In like
manner, each advanced step in technic makes pos¬
sible the expression of increased meaning—a new mel¬
odic touch may give added lyric richness, and a new
scale figure added emphasis to a climax. Interpreta¬
tion, in other words, follows directly on the heels of
technic, and becomes fuller in its utterance as tech¬
nical facility and power are attained.
Expression of Thought
But interpretaion goes much farther than mere tech¬
nic can possibly carry it. We must have a medium for
the expression of thought; but thought itself must
finally triumph over this medium and employ it freely
for its own purposes. Sp, just as the child makes in¬
stant use of each new word to gain a desired end, the
piano student should regard each new technical ac¬
quirement as but another means of self-expression
through music.
And, to make this expression reach its goal in the
mind and feelings of the auditor, it must, first of all,
be presented wth unmistakable clearness. Let us con¬
sider the methods of the orator or the actor, whose
chief object is to get every shade of his thought
“across” to his hearers. Not only must each word be
clearly enunciated, but each portion of an idea, each
clause, phrase, and, finally, each sentence, must be so
marked off that its meaning is instantly flashed upon
the hearer’s mind. So, in music, each measure group
must be given its proper central accent; each phrase
must be developed so that it leads inevitably to its
climax; each group of phrases must be properly co¬
ordinated and given its place in the scheme of the whole
composition. In this structural expression, indeed,
a greater responsibility rests upon the musician than
upon the actor, for the spoken word has a definite
meaning which may sometimes be conveyed even by
a poor speaker, while the indefiniteness of mere tonal

combinations makes the audible significance of music
entirely dependent upon its rendition.
Besides this structural clarity, there is another in¬
terpretative factor which must be given especial at¬
tention by the pianist, namely, that of tonal value.
Singers or players on orchestral instruments are, as a
rule, occupied with but one voice-part at a time, and
hence may give their undivided attention to the tonal
shadings of this part. Not so the pianist. Dealing a.s
he does with two or more voice parts almost invariably,
and at times required to suggest even the complex tones
of an entire orchestra, he must so master a varied
assortment of touches that he may be prepared, for
instance, to simulate a singer in the middle register, a
flute obbligato at a higher pitch, a harp playing delicate
traceries about these chief voices, and a sonorous,
sustained bass, upon which the whole structure com¬
fortably rests. Such a complex process requires the
nicest possible perception of tonal colors and their
relation to each other. If he plays a polyphonic piece,
each voice must constantly assert its individuality. In
a fugue, for instance, the voice which sings subject or
answer must, for the time, be paramount; but the sub¬
ordinate voices must not for an instant become insig¬
nificant, and therefore nonentities. A climax in one
voice may be coincident with a falling inflection in
another; brilliant staccatos in one part may go hand
in hand with a sustained or flowing melodic progresA Coherent Whole
Again, a subtle adjustment is required when a solo
voice and its accompaniment are suggested. Intimate
expression in the leading voice must then always stand
out in strong relief against its background; but this
background may itself be made of complex material,
such as imitative melodic fragments, a sonorous bass
and fairy-like arpeggios to blend all elements into one.
Infinite plasticity of tone, dynamic contrasts, gradual
gradations from soft to loud, or the reverse, regard
always for the central figure in the picture, and finally
the draping of pedal effects—all these factors must
blend to produce a coherent whole, in which knotty
problems of musical structure and values are simplified
to an easy comprehension by the hearer.
Having before him a clear vision of the essential
features of technic and interpretation, and the points
in which these are interdependent, the teacher should
be prepared to give to each of these factors its due
.share of attention. Technic, as we have seen, is a
means to an end; and that end will be sooner and
more satisfactorily attained if technical problems are
solved in advance. Accordingly, the lime-light has of
recent years been focused upon technic, and its intri¬
cacies have been exploited in a succession of “methods”
each one of which has been hailed by its devotees as a
vade tnecum of piano playing. Insofar as it con¬
tributes toward the end in view, namely, interpetation,
let us welcome any or all of these methods; but when a
“method” assumes that it is the end rather than the
means, let us fight shy of its conclusions. For mere
technic, while sometimes commanding the attention of
the lover of acrobatics, is no more sense music than a
carpenter’s tools are the house which they help to con¬
struct. “Technic,” wisely says Christiani, “should not
seek to shine by itself, and least of all give the im¬
pression of being the performer’s strongest point.” It
is, therefore, a waste of time to cultivate technic for
its own sake, since its only legitimate use is that of
preparation for the actual needs of interpretation. A
complex exercise, for instance, which may develop
unique muscular motions, such as twisting the hand
upside down, is valueless for the pianist, since there is
no demand for these motions ,in the compositions with
which he is dealing.
Hence the ideal technical exercise is one that is in¬
vented as a direct means of solving a problem in a piece
on which a student is at work. After he has mastered
the fundamentals of scale and chord playing, he should
consequently find his most valuable technical material
growing directly out of the problems of expression.
To produce a certain climax, for instance, he must be
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upon. Then
he is prepared to make use of this technical drill to
secure the desired interpretation of the passage in
question.
No wonder that in the attitude toward technic
adopted by teachers of not so many years ago, all
youthful enthusiasm for music was effectually
quenched. Hours of drill upon meaningless finger
motions, intentional withholding of any composition
of real musical merit until the pupil should become an
automaton at the instrument, conspired to divorce his
practice from anything like self-expression. Instead
of quickening musical thought and enthusing the pupil
for the poetry of rhythm and pitch, such a dull grind
was eminently adapted to extinguish whatever spark
of divine fire he may have originally possessed.
Shall we not then, as teachers, start out, not with
the bugbear technic as our slogan, but with the infi¬
nitely more attractive call to self-expression? May we
not, even in dealing with the veriest beginner, place the
latter vitalizing ideal before his mind so vividly that it
may burn like a lamp to guide him along the way ?
Why cannot the simplest four-measure phrase, played
with one hand:

mount its way steadily to the climax on the fifth note
and then gracefully fall? Why cannot even this primal
element appeal to the child’s imagination as the utter¬
ance of an accomplished and soulful singer?
It is for the adoption of the watchword interpre¬
tation that I would plead with my fellow piano
teachers. In our zeal to produce clean, expert players,
we are right to insist upon accurate technic; but it is
painfully easy to make technic a fetish, and so to lose
sight of the only possible excuse for cultivating it.
To each technical “stunt” which we are tempted to
inflict upon a pupil let us apply the acid test of its
intrinsic usefulness. Is it something that he really
needs in performance? Is it demanded for the proper
expression of a piece, or is it merely a finger-twister?
One may well begin each lesson with technical drill;
■but let this drill be merely a short prelude to the real
business of the hour, which is to discover the thought
lurking in the music and the means to make this
thought a living thing. So, throughout the lesson, let
us deal with musical structure, with musical values.
Let us give the pupil, to start with, real music, not
the dry husks of Czerny and his like. Let us culti¬
vate analysis and accuracy in study; but let us stress
continually the interpretative attitude—that attitude
which seeks to say something interesting and beau¬
tiful to an auditor, visible or invisible.
Above all, to secure these desired results, we must
cultivate breadth of view. Piano teaching is largely
made up of attention to petty details—notes, fingering,
tempo, etc.—and in the constant insistence upon these
details there is danger of cultivating a fussy, pica¬
yune attitude that misses the larger and more impor¬
tant issues in attending only to their component parts.
I have known teachers to become so painstaking and
accurate concerning every minute detail of technic as
to lose all perspective of the artistic purpose which
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.these details should serve, and so to teach their pupils
to play in a dry-as-dust, humdrum fashion which
could not possibly please anyone but the teacher herself.
There is also the danger, during the lesson hour,
of devotin ' too much time'to the crudest part of the
work, to dissecting and correcting music which the
pupil has only begun to learn, such as the "new piece,”
given at the preceding lesson. Rather, point out any
eiaring errors in such work, and see that the pupil
.3 not running upon insuperable obstacles; and, for
the rest, leave him to solve his problems with as little
outside assistance as possible. Then, give the major
attention to what is erroneously called "review work,”
but which should rather be called "finishing work”—
to the discussion of the aesthetic side of the music upon
which he has been occupied for several weeks, or even
months, and which, with its technical problems under
control, is now ready for those interpretative touches
that will glorify it and raise it to the grade of a work
of art. Show him where the meaning may be made
more vivid by an accent here, a melodic stress there;
suggest an elasticity of tempo that will mold the ex¬
pression into its desired form; p|ay for him passages
of special import; fire him with enthusiasm to perform
as a great pianist might perform, inspired by poetic
thought.
Teach him, in short, to listen to his own music. The
gravest charge against the'piano as an instrument is
that its effect is mechanical, because the player does

not make the tone, as in the violin. But an infinite
graduation of tonal shading is there, if only the pianist
understands how to use it to the best advantage. He
cannot give his undivided attention to more than one
thing at a time, however; and if this attention is fo¬
cused continually upon muscular action, the music must
go hang. Employ every means, therefore, to make
your pupil listen. From the very beginning, this listen¬
ing faculty should be cultivated by ear training. Lit¬
tle snatches of pieces or exercises should be played to
, the pupil for him to write down. During these proc¬
esses these snatches will sink into his consciousness
and will become for him music instead of finger mo¬
tion. So lead him all the way to an aural analysis
of his music until he becomes saturated with the
spirit of everything which he plays.
Foster this attitude, also, by any other available
helps along the way. Place each piece in its true per¬
spective by investigating its composer, his environment
and his attitude. Lead the pupil whenever possible
to a study of elementary harmony. Make him, in
short, musically, intelligent by every means in your
power. See that he hears good music and teach him
to listen to it with discrimination. For the result to¬
ward which a worthy piano teacher is aiming should
not be to produce an animated pianola, but a per¬
former who, as far as he goes, interprets his music
with an artistic appreciation that is a joy both to him¬
self and to his auditors.

What Do You Mean by Musical Expression?
By Ira M. Brown
Is your playing intelligently expressive or not?
Do you really know why you play certain passages
softly and sweetly, while you play others in the oppo¬
site manner ?
Do you interpret them so merely because you happen
to notice a piano or forte sign?
When I first began my study of music (not having
been blessed with an efficient teacher who should have
given me ample enlightenment about all the details of
expression, etc.) I was forced to make an outlet for
my pent-up emotions by faking the expression which I
so noticeably exhibited in my playing. If I thought
dolce and piano tones were becoming monotonous, I
immediately played louder and more passionately; or, if
I imagined that my hearer was becoming restless as a
result of the forte passage, I would then begin to
render some of the most musically sentimental sounds
that I was capable of compassing.
To remedy a like condition the student should study
such books as Edward Baxter Perry's Stories of

Standard Teaching Pieces, his Descriptive Analysis of
Piano Works, and Goodrich's Musical Analysis, etc.
There are numerous other books which give many
helpful ideas as to interpretation and analysis. The
Perry books help to develop the imagination and give
much valuable information in regard to the aesthetic
side of music. Schuman’s Carnaval is an excellent
work to study and interpret. Read Perry’s description
of the different selections and study all or some of
them; they are intensely interesting and helpful. An¬
other most excellent book is Christiani’s Principles of
Expression in Piano Porte Playing.
Music has form just as poetry has and it should be
the desire of every student to study compositions until
clear ideas of their form are gained. One reason why
classical music is not invariably appreciated is because
the performer does not understand the form of the piece
he is playing. The result is a succession of musical
harmonies or sounds, some loud and some soft, but all
meaningless.

Teaching in the Language of “Do’
By Hazel Howes Barron
Teachers should realize the great value of present¬
ing positive statements to their pupils. They should
not only “practice what they preach,” but teach what
they preach in a practical way. The majority of the
alphabet of “don’ts” should be eliminated and a large
quantity of “do” substituted.
The emphasis must be placed where it belongs.
When teaching the simple rudiments to the pupil, if
the stress is laid on the right principle always, wrong
habits will probably never come into view. Say to the
pupil: “This is a whole note. That is ‘G’ on the
second line of the treble clef. Keep your hand very
loose and the fingers well curved at the tips. Play the
notes so that they will sing sweetly.” These simple
admonitions will become fixed in the pupil’s thought,
and lay a foundation for good musicianship. The
fretted and anxious, “Oh!—Don’t do this! and D-o-n’t
do that!” can hardly give encouragement or inspira¬
tion to the pupil.
The writer has had experiences which may be of
help here. A while ago, a little fellow came for les¬
sons who had evidently been urged to play series of
notes which his small hands were unable to grasp. He
had become accustomed to holding his hands in a
sprawled and rigid position and struck the keys with
a thump. As I attempted to show him his faulty
habits and to teach him the advantages of right ones,
to my surprise he insisted that he liked his way better,
and couldn’t possibly play at all in the way I had
directed.

Finally I imitated in exaggerated form his manner
of playing, and then demonstrated the sound produced
when good habits of hand position and finger technic
were used. In answer to my question as to which he
preferred, to my dismay he frankly asserted in all sin¬
cerity that he liked the first way best. Needless to
say, the wrong way was not mentioned again. I took
another tack with him. It was understood that he
should play his old exercises in his own way. But
with the new exercises I introduced the proper
methods, making no invidious comparisons. With the
right model before him he soon assimilated good
habits and continued happily with his study.
Recently a little girl when attempting to name a
note which she had struck at the keyboard said:
“'F—Oh—n-o! my mother said it wasn’t ‘F,’ but I’ve
forgotten what she said it was.” Later she struck a
chord with the remark: “I know that isn’t right!” It
is true that it seems harder to solve a problem in
arithmetic for which we have already obtained a wrong
answer than to do another of equal degree of difficulty
at first hand. So it is, if work is carefully done at
the beginning much trouble will be avoided.
Set a good example by always playing accurately
and well yourself. Get the student’s point of view,
and be a real help in marking out a correct and in¬
teresting path of study, ever patient in helping him
over stumbling blocks with kindly words of encourage¬
ment. Above all, rejoice with him when work is well
done.
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will be to the effect that they are to

render the fin-

mg the"pk^cr'lmpletrcontrol If 'the fingers, Without
which no rapid or satisfactory playing is possible.
Five-finger exercises strengthen the muscles o! the lin¬
gers and develop endurance; they make the lingers
capable of independent movement, and tend to < M.iblish a good position of the hand on the keyboard -all.
weighty considerations, indeed.
When an exercise is given it must be played m vari¬
ous keys if the player is to get its full value. 1 ■ play
twenty exercises in the key of C is a waste of time
and effort. To play one exercise many times m many
keys is to accomplish more than one desirable object at
once. Any pupil can be taught to do this, because
transposing an exercise is a matter of ear-training.
Half a dozen exercises may be chosen for this treat¬
ment, and that is all that will ever be needed. It will
be very evident that they will not be for tile very
young pupils or beginners, but for those wh.. have
had more or less work at the keyboard. That cla-s of
exercises in which keys arc held down by certain lin¬
gers while the others move are to be severely let alone,
at least so far as younger pupils are concerned. They
tend to stiffen and contract the muscles and, more over,
have a deadening effect on the player’s musical s' nobil¬
ities. In fact, they are liable to make the pupil agree
with the comic picture man that “there is always
SOMETHING to take the joy out of life I”
The whole question of the five-finger exercise hinges
on the needs of the pupil. All require them, bui not
to the same degree. It must not be forgotten ihat all
exercises of any kind are merely a means to an end.
If fingers and hand readily assume a good position, if
there is a reasonable amount of strength and independ¬
ence, then eliminate the five-finger exercise.
The
hand position will crystallize, and further strength and
independence will be developed by scales, arpeggios
and real music. It must never be lost sight of tl a! the
five-finger exercise treats all fingers alike. The weak
fourth and fifth fingers receive no more attention than
the others. If weakness and inequality are pro¬
nounced—and they often are—then the Mason TwoFinger Exercises are infinitely preferable to the
Schmidt and Plaidy five-fold variety, and should be
freely resorted to.

The Well-Tuned Piano
Do not let the child practice upon a piano out <
tune. It will inculcate a careless habit of the e:
that may entirely spoil the aocuracy of musical appr
hension. At most it is a matter of a few dollars no
and then to keep the instrument tuned. And it is
good thing for the wearing quality of the piano, ;
well as for the musical ear of the little student. The
too, the next door neighbor will listen with a mo
indulgent ear to the interminable five-finger exercis
if they are rendered more musical by being perform!
upon an instrument in perfect tune.

Start the Fashion of Punctuality
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for the Duke persuaded Handel’s father to withdraw
his opposition to his son’s musical career. Handel then
became a pupil of Zachau; and he said afterwards,
“Zachau made me work like the devil!”
Haydn, too, came to know the blessings that resulted
from hard work. Under Reuter he was kept in the
straight and narrow path by many floggings; while
under Porpora, in later years, he performed so many
menial services that he was nicknamed “Porpora’s
bootblack.”
Fat and Scarlatti
Domenico Scarlatti, a rival of Handel in harpsichord
playing, was the inventor of cross-hand work, which
appears in his earlier sonatas. But as he grew old and
fat, he found this sort of exercise too arduous, and his
later compositions are wholly devoid of cross-hand
passages.
Mozart was undoubtedly the greatest child prodigy
in all musical history. Without undue forcing from
Bach’s'Surprisiog Variations
his father (the violinist, Leopold Mozart), the sixThe church elders of Arnstadt now seem rather
year-old boy was able to take his place beside his gifted
lacking in discernment; for they complained of Bach’s
sister, Maria Anna, and make concert tours of unin¬
“surprising variations” on the chorales, and the “many
terrupted success. But it was not until five years later
strange sounds” with which he “bewildered the congre¬
that he was put through the Gradus ad Parnassum.
gation. Later on, Weimar and Leipsic marveled at
A concert given by Mozart at Mantua, while still in
Bach’s genius as an organist, and were astounded by
his ’teens, is interesting as an example of the many
his wonderful improvisations; and Reinken, whom
ways in which his genius was expected to display itself.
Bach had once taken as a model, came’ to congratulate
The program consisted of a symphony by the youthful
Bach on keeping alive the great glories of counter¬
artist himself; a piano concerto which he was to read
point, which were then being supplanted by the har¬
at sight; a sonata to which he was to add variations,
monic style. But there is no accounting for tastes—
with repeats in new keys; a poem, to which he would
and Arnstadt sought for a new organist.
'
improvise both melody and accompaniment; themes to
At Anhalt-Cothen Bach had no organ within easy
be given by the audience, upon which he would ex¬
reach, so he devoted some of his time to mastering
temporize a sonata and a fugue; a trio of which he
other keyboard instruments. His success in these ef¬
was to improvise the violin part and another of his
forts is reflected in the greatness of his Well-Tem¬
symphonies. With all this genius, however, Mozart
pered Clavichord, and exemplified further by his pro¬
could obtain no justice from his early patron and mas¬
posed harpsichord contest with Marchand, from which
ter, the selfish Archbishop of Salzburg. That crabbed
the latter ran away to avoid certain defeat.
dignitary actually opposed Mozart’s making any concert
That Bach worked hard at his art is witnessed by
tours at all, and said: “I don’t like such beggary from
many incidents. In early youth, for instance, he strained
town to town.” In later years Mozart appeared in one
his eyes while copying compositions secretly by moon¬
of the customary harpsichord duels, with Clementi as
light. In later years, the domestic performances given
his opponent, after which the latter set to work earn¬
by his large family of children testified further to his
estly to acquire Mozart’s “singing touch.”
love of the tonal art, which he always held in the utmost
Beethoven was forced to practice early and late by
reverence.
a severe and irresponsible father, whose later decease
Carlyle’s definition of genius is “a capacity for tak¬
was spoken of as “a great loss to the tax on liquors.”
ing pains.” This is only half the truth; for brains, as
That father would sometimes bring home a boon com¬
well as pains, are needed. But as. far as it goes, the
panion at a late hour, and rout out the boy to perform
statement is incontestable. All the great composers
for the visitor. Under such severity it is a wonder
worked hard at the performing side of their art; or
that the young Beethoven was not driven to hate music
if they slighted this side, they usually came to regret
altogether. But his love for the art triumphed, and
their loss afterwards.
we find him taking his youthful lessons from Haydn,
who found the rising genius so independent that
• Handel’s Hard Practice'
he called his new pupil “The Great Mogul.” Bee¬
Handel, Bach’s great contemporary, was another ex¬
thoven’s earnest work at the piano gave him such a
ample of the benefit gained from hard work. In his
command of the instrument that Steibelt, after hear¬
childhood his musical desires were blocked by his
ing him, ran away from a competition in which the two
father; but a well-known anecdote tells us that he hid
were to. take part. Beethoven’s work as a viola player
a musical instrument in the family garret and prac¬
in the Bonn orchestra gave him a thorough understand¬
ticed in secret. The unwary often claim that this in¬
ing of orchestral instruments also. His piano perform¬
strument was a spinet, but a child of six could no more
ances were leonine in style, and his improvisations most
carry such a weight around than he could juggle a’
wonderful.
couple of barrels of flour. The spinet also has too
Schubert’s Example
twangy a tone to remain secret for more than a few
Schubert was one of the “horrible examples” who
seconds. What the boy did (probably with the help of
prove the value of hard work by not always doing it.
his indulgent Aunt Anna) was to conceal in the friendly
Gifted
with
a
natural
genius, he astonished his early
garret a clavichord, whose light tones would not pene¬
teachers so much that they did not give him the drill
trate far.
he needed; Thus he never learned counterpoint, and
In the next year, when his father was to visit the
though his vocal works are the perfect expression of
Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels, the childish Handel clam¬
lyric genius, yet his symphonies would have been bene¬
ored for permission to go along also, but was refused.
fited by a greater contrapuntal knowledge. He planned
His desire, however, was so impelling that he decided
to take up the study with Sechter, but he met an un¬
to go anyway. Pursuing his father’s chaise (and prob¬
timely death before carrying out his plans. In piano
ably hooking on behind, in true small-boy fashion), he
practice also he was somewhat deficient. A well-known
let himself be discovered when it was too late for the
anecdote tells of his breaking down in an endeavor to
old folks to send him back. This was a fortunate trip,

Once upon a time the church fathers at the little
German town of Arnstadt became somewhat worried
over the ways of the young organist they had hired.
Thd trouble consisted in part of his irregularity;, for
he had disappeared for some time, running off to
Lubeck to hear another organist perform. They also
wished’ to know by what right he brought a “strange
maiden” into the church, and even let her touch the
sacred keyboard, during his own supposed periods of
practice.
This is a pleasant way of practicing—visiting distant
places when the desire arises, and teaching one’s “best
girl” during working hours. But the organist’s name
was John Sebastian Bach, and the girl was his cousin,
Maria Barbara, whom he afterwards married. We
know now that this young man’s methods did not pre¬
vent him from becoming a most wonderful organist,
as well as the greatest composer who ever lived.
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play his own Fantaisie, and his remarking, “The devil
himself couldn’t play such stuff.”
Weber, like Beethoven, suffered from the Mozart tra¬
dition, and had a father who tried to make him a child
prodigy. Weber’s father did not hesitate at falsifying
his son’s age to create a greater impression. But in
spite of these plans, the family’s theatrical wanderings
prevented the youngster from becoming too precocious;
and his later successes were in composition rather than
in performance. Weber’s sonatas, which were once held
to equal Beethoven’s, are very little played at present.
Schumann, like many other musical geniuses, was in¬
tended for the law. But he soon found the lure of
music too potent to be resisted, and became a pupil of
the celebrated Friedrich Wieck. At Wieck’s home he
reveled in the artistic atmosphere, and indulged in little
romances with Ernestine von Fricken and other attract¬
ive students of the gentle sex before he finally married
Wieck’s elder daughter Clara. Schumann never became
a pianist; for after inventing a contrivance to strengthen
the weak fourth finger, he found that he had injured
bis hands permanently by its use. This was a gain (or
the world, since it forced him into composition, and
gave the public the long series of richly expressive
works for voice, piano, or orchestra that have made his
name one of the foremost in all music.
Mendelssohn Not Pampered
Mendelssohn was somewhat of a child prodigy, mak¬
ing his first concert appearance at the age of nine.
Mendelssohn and his sister Fanny had what their
mother called “Bach-fugue fingers,” which were ex¬
cellently adapted to pianoforte work. But it was in com¬
position rather than in playing that Mendelssohn won
youthful fame, for his great Midsummer Night’s Dream
overture, composed in his eighteenth year, is by far the
greatest work ever produced by anyone at that age.
His grandfather was the famous philosopher, Moses
Mendelssohn; and his father, Abraham, used to say,
“Formerly I was known as the son of my father; now
I am famous as the father of my son.” Mendelssohn
had his full share of hard work, however, and in youth
he was always glad when Sunday arrived, since on that
day he did not have to get up at five A. M. and start his
studies.
Chopin made the piano the chief object of his devo¬
tion, even his concertos being practically solos with
orchestral obbligato. In his infancy piano music' made
him cry; but this was probably due to extreme sensi¬
tiveness rather than to any dislike of the instrument.
He studied hard with Zywny and Eisner, and said after¬
wards that “even the greatest ass must learn something
from such teachers.” In preparing for a concert,
Chopin would “shut himself up for a fortnight and play
Bach.”
Liszt’s Quickness of Fingers
Franz Liszt was undoubtedly the greatest of all pian¬
ists ; and his fame in that direction obscured for a time
the merit of his great orchestral pieces. At the age of
nine, his concerts at Oldenburg and Pressburg were
so remarkable that the local nobility raised a subscrip¬
tion to pay for his future musical training. Later on
Cherubini refused to admit him to the Paris Conserva¬
toire, though the refusal was based on the ground that
the applicant was a foreigner. But Liszt already had a
great reputation; and he brought to his study an enthu¬
siasm that carried him triumphantly through the
mechanical drudgery of acquiring technic.
Liszt’s style of execution has been aptly called “the
orchestration of the pianoforte.” It is best illustrated
by some of his transcriptions, in which broad sweeps of
melody were united with great antiphonal effects of
accompaniment. His original works show this tremen¬
dous strength of effect also. In playing, Liszt was not
absolutely infallible. Once, at one of his Weimar even¬
ings, he struck an obviously false note; but he atoned
for it by continuing with the most astonishing brilliancy.
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Wagner’s Natural Gifts
Wagner, like Schubert, was endowed with a natural
gift, and drew his music from his inner consciousness
without the aid of instrumental technic. Wagner
played with even less skill than Schubert; and Praeger,
hi.s biographer, was astonished at Wagner’s “rough
handling of the piano.” That Wagner had music in his
head, if not in his hands, was shown by his conducting
of the Ninth Symphony from memory. When some of
the orchestra doubted his ability to do this without some
hidden aid he challenged them to play a few measures
from any part, after which he would continue the part
himself. He stood the test, humming everything cor¬
rectly after the various men who baited him. had
started their parts.
Tschaikowsky was another natural genius not gifted
with the performing ability. Although he was remiss in
piano practice during his early studies for the law, he
was nevertheless devoted to good music. He cared so
little for legal matters that he sadly neglected them, and
once absent-mindedly bit pieces out of an important
document that he was carrying! But in music he began
his great orchestral career almost at once. In spite of
his early piano deficiencies, he composed the famous
B-flat minor concerto, among others—a most magnifi¬
cent work, as all concert-goers enthusiastically admit.
But it is only the few who are so gifted mentally that
they can become great without instrumental practice.
Brahms, for example, studied the piano for years and
years. He showed great ability in performance as well
as in composition. On one occasion he amazed his
hearers by transposing the piano part of the Kreutzer
Sonata when the instrument was found to be too low in
pitch. Schumann predicted a great future for him;
and Brahms made the prediction come true partly by
his genius, but largely also by the good old-fashioned
habit of hard work.
The success of the Leschetizky method has depended
largely on its basis of honest, hard work. Leschetizky
himself once said, "I have no method,” meaning thereby
that he varied his procedure to suit individual cases.
But all his pupils went through much the same drill,
strengthening their fingers by hard work, and not in¬
vestigating fine-spun theories of relaxation until after
strength was obtained.
Another remark showing the advisability of plain
hard work was made by Paderewski. When speaking of
additions to his repertoire, he said that he never played
a piece in public until he had practiced it in private for
so long a time that he was heartily sick of it.
The piano player is not the only one who needs con¬
stant practice. The difficulties of the violinist and the
vocalist also are to be overcome only by patient effort.
Paganini and Superstition
Take the case of Paganini, for example. This som¬
ber and sinister individual was the suhject of many
superstitions, the ignorant peasants of his native Italy
even claiming that he was helped to his marvelous
technic by the evil one himself. Once a stranger,
staying at Paganini’s hotel, peeped in to see what the
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great artist was doing. Instead of discovering a fiend
from the pit, the observer saw only a tall, thin man
incessantly fingering various positions on his violin.
This practice of fingering without bowing could be
carried on almost anywhere without trouble; and it had
the added advantage of not disturbing the neighbors, as
the ordinary practice—even of a Paganini—is apt to do.
The effect of work upon the voice is even more strik¬
ing; for by faithful practice a bad voice is, with a sound
method, often changed into a good one. It was only by
hard work' that Malibran developed her great range;
that Catalani obtained such control that she could sing
twelve intervals in a whole tone; or that Mrs. Billington
became able to outsing and outhold a trumpet note.
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ITeed to be’afraid of the drudgery of practice If he
need to be a
-us it will carry him through
...t 1.1ton ."<1 that U* real composer would ra her compose
than eat; and something similar should be true of a
i
-frormer Even if the student feels that he can
SfShSJ” and will never seals .he heigh..
“ Olympus, he may be sure ,h». what progress he
makes will come only through steady efforts, and he
may console himself by reflecting that he is at least
traveling the same path that all the greatest geniuses had

New Pianistic Beauties Through New
Pedal Effects
■' - i

Touch, the Pedals and Pianistic Illusions

Dictating Music

We have had some distinguished musicians who
were blind, notably the eminent pianist and lec¬
turer, Mr. Edward Baxter Perry. In conversation
some of them have mentioned the manner in which
their musical repertoire was acquired. This was
done by having the music read or dictated to them.
It was suggested that the same expedient might be
made use of, in the case of students who were not
blind. The experiment was tried and proved v.ery
successful. In the case of beginners, when every
step is a struggle for teacher and pupil, this plan is
a gr.eat help. The teacher takes the book and reads
the notes quietly and slowly, having the pupil play
them. It is well also for the teacher to read the
notes and have the pupil count. The method of
dictation is especially us.eful, when a new difficulty
is presented, for instance, playing different notes
with two hands. The teacher would read: Right

hand. C left hand E, etc., leaving the attention <.f
the pupil to be devoted to placing the fingers and
striking the keys. The same method may be used
to advantage in any grade, and whole pieces may
be taught in this manner.
Some pupils are abnormally slow in getting to
play anything. They struggle through grades, ex¬
ercises, and, perhaps, pieces. If they could arm <•
at the point of playing a few pieces acceptably, it
would advance them wonderfully.
Choose a rather slow piece, in the reverie or she,
waltz style, with large stretches. Taking it line by
line, dictate first, the notes and then, the time; ha
the pupil stand with back turned, while th.e teach,
plays until the rhythm is learned by ear. Be gen
erous about playing for slow pupils, give them ever-\
chance. All this will cost some trouble, but tin
effort will be well repaid.

The Mystery of Genius
He who would explain the mystery of genius must
first of all explain the mystery of life itself. Lombroso and other philosophers who have enjoyed specu¬
lating upon such problems, have devoted volumes to
the subject, but the miracle itself is still as amazing
as ever.
In music Mozart is recognized as one of the out¬
standing instances of pure musical genius. Of course
he was wonderfully trained and his finely-mated and
sympathetic parent knew, first of all, the art of making
music a joy to the child. Therefore much of his early
musical education became as natural and as pleasurable
»to him as eating or sleeping. Music was his life from
infancy, and he must have acquired his great proficiency
without even thinking about it, much as we take on
the habits of walking or reading.
Having assimilated the technic of the art at so early
an age, it was possible for him to accomplish more
before his death at the age of forty-five than many
other masters have accomplished during a longer life.
Don Giovanni, probably his greatest work, was an
indication of the delightfully easy way in which such
a masterpiece comes to a real genius. His opera The
Marriage of Figaro had been such a success at Prague
that he was invited to write another; de Ponte, then
official poet for Austria and later a Professor at
Columbia University, New York, wrote the libretto.
The music was written in 1787. It is estimated that
it took not longer than four months to complete. How
rapidly he wrote may be estimated by the story that
on the evening before the opening performance (Oct.
29), Mozart, with his well-known conviviality, was en¬
tertaining a party of friends. The hilarities lasted

until well after midnight. Suddenly Mozart remem¬
bered that the overture, now a classic, had not been
written. He hurried to a hotel with his wife and sat
up all night writing. His wife kept him awake with
glasses of punch and by telling him stories while he
was composing. In the morning, at seven, a copyist
was sent for, and the parts were extracted. The over¬
ture was played at sight without a rehearsal and was
a- huge success. This story is perfectly believable as
other masterpieces have come into being in very short
time under conditions not entirely dissimilar.
In¬
deed, it is the opinion of many composers that they
are utterly unconscious of the source of their melodies
or how and why they come. To the composer sup¬
plied with an abundant technic, they may come at any
time and notwithstanding disturbing influences. Noth¬
ing can prevent the composer recording them if he
has access to pen and paper. Once the composer is
seized with the idea, and the plan of the work, he ap¬
parently is unconscious of his surroundings. It is
said that much fine literature has been produced in
the busy rooms of newspaper offices, where there is
likely to be little of the seclusion and quiet which the
average person imagines ought to accompany the pro¬
duction of a worthy piece of artistic work. Many
enduring musical compositions have been written under
very uninspiring conditions in surroundings of a wholtv
plebian and uninspiring kind. All this merely serves
to illustrate that fact that inspiration comes through
the art soul, and not to the art soul from without. The
mystery of genius and inspiration is too near the
infinite to make human investigation along psychologi¬
cal lines anything bttt ridiculous.

Interest at the Very Beginning
By Andrew J. Young
One of the great secrets, if there is a secret, in
teaching is to make the lessons interesting from the
very commencement. The impression made at the first
lesson is, perhaps, more important than that made at
any subsequent lesson. This is particularly the case
with little pupils. If the pupil can at that time be
made to see that music is a pleasurably study, a road
that becomes more and more enjoyable the more one
travels instead of a dreary path paved with rocky ob¬
stacles, he will get a start that will take him a long,
long way. It is hard work, but one reaps a just
reward by observing even the dullest of pupil’s steady
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a good, steady, hard-working and conscientious
It is not always an easy matter to find out any
pupil s strong and weak points, and be able to arr
study ,which wm f^ter the strong
, “f,hen the,weak ones, and still give that
interesting work. Of course, it is only by long
perience that one is able to do this with anv degri
profieieney, but it is worth while to give it though!

The piano is an instrument of definite and evident
limitations. There are a number of things which it
cannot do. It has no true sostenuto. From the instant
of its production the tone begins to diminish in volume.
So pronounced is this diminuendo, and so sudden,
that reproductions of piano playing on instruments of
the phonograph type often produce a most disagree¬
able effect of sharp accent and weak, discordant echo;
of staccato out of tune. This serves to emphasize the
piano’s deficiency in the direction of true legato—its
most serious limitation. To this one must add its
monochromatic tone which is essentially incapable of
qualitative variation.
Yet the piano can give a fairly satisfactory repro¬
duction of orchestral compositions, while, conversely,
the orchestra, with all its resources of tone-color vari¬
ation, is unable to accomplish an adequate version of
a typical piano composition. There are, of course, ex¬
ceptions to this rule. Many Beethoven sonatas are
admirably fitted for orchestral amplification, just as
few of the Beethoven symphonies suffer in essential
musical effect by skillful transference to the keyboard.
On the other hand, Tschaikowsky, Debussy or Strauss
reduced to the monochrome of the piano loses values,
just as the MacDowell or Liszt of the keyboard cannot
be reproduced by the orchestra. For the essential and
characteristic color of the piano is derived from the
damper pedal, a device for which the orchestra has no
equivalent.
In proof of this assertion let me cite two examples
of orchestra transcription from the piano—Emil Oberhoffer’s arrangement of MacDowell’s Woodland
Scenes and Frederick Stock’s orchestral version of
Liszt’s familiar Dream of Love. Each of these gifted
men has done his best for either work. Each has at
his disposal—Mr. Oberhoffer in Minneapolis and Mr.
Stock in Chicago—an admirable orchestra; yet each
has confessed his inability to discover an orchestral
equivalent for the pedal.
The pedal, then, being the piano’s particular and dis¬
tinguishing possession, it behooves the pianist to mas¬
ter its manifold capacities for variety of effect. He
heeds them to counterbalance the instrument’s deficien¬
cies in other directions.

information. The sostenuto pedal is an American in¬
vention. (Dr. Henry L. Hanchett devised it.) Most
European pianos lack it Only those European pian¬
ists whose careers have matured in the United States
—Ganz, Grainger and Bauer for example—have ex¬
perimented extensively with its use. Busoni, in my
humble opinion the greatest master of damper pedal
effects, makes but slight use of the sostenuto pedal.
Mme. Carreno, last representative of that great school
• of pianists who immediately succeeded Liszt and
Rubinstein, expressed her opinion of the sostenuto
pedal by having it removed from the pianos which
she used in her last tours of America. Yet the sos¬
tenuto pedal can add astonishing beauties to piano
music and may be used to advantage in every school
and type of piano literature from Bach to Busoni.
But of that, more in detail.

X

M <Ex. 1 Chopin Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2, first two
measures.)

To the average pianist the only new idea in the fore¬
going pedal indications will be discovered in the sug¬
gestion that the damper pedal be depressed before the
composition is begun. Otherwise the example is but
another instance of the now familiar “syncopated”
pedal. It remains, however, to emphasize the fact that
the pedal alone, even though most nicely and accu¬
rately syncopated, will not accomplish the desired effect
in this example unless aided by those contrasts of
touch which alone can define the three levels of mel¬
ody, bass and accompaniment. Many exercises have
been recommended to the pianist for the acquiring of
this most important of pianistic illusions—the singing
tone—so called. For the piano; despite its non-legato,
unsustained tone, can yet convey to the listener a
convincing illusion of song, if the melody be made to
move in contrast to- a subordinated accompaniment.
The various conventional recommendations as to mel¬
ody touch—such as the flat finger, the Delsartian sway¬
ing of wrist, etcetera ad infinitum—serve one purpose
only: i. e., that of providing contrasts in sensation in
direct association with contrasts in sound. They also
have certain histrionic or pantominic advantages in that
they bring the listener’s eye to aid the listener’s ear.
Proportions in Playing

A Sensible Pedal Marking
The American pianist should approach the subject
with confidence; for he may congratulate himself upon
the fact that it was an American who first devised
markings that adequately indicate the prevailing use of
the pedal commonly called “syncopated pedal.” Wil¬
liam H. Sherwood was the pianist who invented the
sign ----1 to replace the European desig¬
nation Ped ....*; and if I mistake not, Theo¬
dore Presser was the ’first publisher who demon¬
strated sufficient progressiveness to depart from Euro¬
pean traditions in this respect. It is possible, of
course, that Mr. Sherwood was merely publishing a
lesson learned from Liszt, who, according to reliable
tradition, devised a variety of new markings to indi¬
cate pedalings, touches and other means of expression,
all of which were suppressed by German publishers.
In any event these implacable conservatives adhered
and still adhere rigidly to classic tradition in the mat¬
ter of pedal markings to the general retarding of the
art of piano playing throughout the world. The re¬
markable thing is, however, that obviously excellent
and clear as this pedal marking is, none of the other
publishers have adopted it despite the fact that it has
been in use thirty years.
In another respect the American student of the
pedals is obliged to turn to his own countrymen for
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Many stories are told of his phenomenal powers. A
French critic once said, “Thalberg is the first pianist;
but Liszt is tire only one.” Grieg once brought Liszt
a new violin sonata, and was amazed to hear him read
it at sight, and add the violin part to the piano accom¬
paniment with exquisite ensemble. On another occasion
Rubinstein brought in a Fantasia for two pianos. At
first, when the two artists played it. the crowd was
evenly divided; but soon all the auditors had gathered
around Liszt’s instrument, leaving Rubinstein to finish
his part without a single spectator. Liszt’s great skill
made many people think that he must have had abnor¬
mally large hands. This was not true, however. It was
his marvelous mastery of skips that made his intervals
seem superhuman—merely another case of the quick¬
ness of the hand deceiving the eye, as well as the ear.
Rubinstein, too, could sometimes make mistakes. At
one of his Boston concerts he invited financial disaster
by issuing a number of false notes. At the close of the
recital a gushing lady began to rhapsodize over his
playing; but he threw cold water on her ardent spirits
by remarking laconically, ‘‘Madam, I could give another
concert with the notes I left out.”
■In spite of this lapse from accuracy in Rubinstein’s
playing, the definition of genius must stand unchanged
—a capacity for taking pains, plus a natural gift of
ability and breadth of sympathetic understanding. A
few false notes in later life do not do away with the
necessity for hard work during youth.
In connection with the need for practice, Von Bulow
.once remarked, “If I abstain from practice one day, I
know it; two days, my friends know it; three days, and
the public knows it.”
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Turning first to the discussion of the damper pedal,
still generally misunderstood by publishers at home
and abroad, but nevertheless a subject on which infor¬
mation is general, sound, and widely disseminated
among American pianists and teachers, let us quote Mr.
Harold Bauer. Speaking in quaint hyperbole he says:
“The piano is ready to be played when the lid has
been opened, the music rack adjusted, the fall board
raised and—the pedal depressed. In other words, the
normal position of the pedal is depressed that the
dampers may he elevated, the strings free and the
tone enriched by all possible sympathetic vibration.
The actual use of the pedal takes place when it is
lifted, not when it is depressed, the accepted habit of
thought and conventional pedal markings to the con¬
trary notwithstanding.
“The foot rises as the hands fall upon important har¬
monic changes, not before such changes, as the con¬
ventional markings indicate.” (See Ex. 1.)

In this connection the teacher may offer his pupils
an interesting experiment. Carefully observing the
pedal markings indicated, let him play the Nocturne
employing, first the “wrist stroke melody touch,” then
the legato, flat-finger touch, then the non-legato arm
touch. If played with the pedaling indicated and with¬
out variation of power, it will be impossible to distin¬
guish by sound between the three touches. This ex¬
periment supplies evidence in support of Harold
Bauer’s contention that the piano is incapable of quali¬
tative variety of tone. Mr. Bauer insists that the
only tone quality which he can produce from the
piano is just the particular tone quality of the instru¬
ment which he happens to play at the moment: that in
playing isolated tones there is no difference in the
quality of tone produced by him and by anyone else.
All the individuality, beauty and distinction which in¬
disputably attaches to his command of tone he ascribes
to subtle contrasts of power between tones simultan¬
eously sounded. These subtle differences in power he
describes with the word “proportions.”
The Chopin Nocturne, cited as a simple example of
the characteristic use of the damper pedal becomes,
therefore, an equally simply study in proportions; in
contrasted levels of tonal intensity moving in a kind of
acoustic counterpoint to produce those, illusions of
varied quality of tone whereby the piano becomes an
artistic instrument. These refinements of touch and of
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pedaling represent the true beginning® of technic,
to which mere velocity and power are but the neces¬
sary preface.

(Ex. V.

Liszt’s Orage.

10 bars.

Presto furioso.)

(Ex. II Chopin Prelude in C minor. Op. 28, No. 20.)
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Few pianists learn to play the hands together. Fewer
still learn to play all tones of a chord with absolute
unanimity of attack' and faultless equality of power.
Usually the inner voices are weak because most pian¬
ists, pursuing the generally misapplied dogma of re¬
laxation to its inevitably absurd conclusion, try to
play chords with relaxed instead of stiff hands.
In the fifth measure of the Prelude, the tonal proportions
of the chord must be modified to emphasize the alto voice,
a task easy of accomplishment for anyone who can combine
a sense of balance with a sense of touch. In the sixth,
seventh and eighth measures, the soprano must be empha¬
sized, which anyone can do with tile same sense that enables
him to stand on either foot or on both with equal or unequal
distribution of the weight of the body. The ninth and tenth
measures invite an emphasis of the bass and the piece ends
as it began, with full, equal-toned chord touch.
Space is taken for detailed examination of these
simple problems in touch and pedaling because they
represent that minimum of knowledge on these sub¬
jects which must be possessed by the pupil before the
fascinating possibilities of modern pedaling are ap¬
proached. For the most part these newer uses of the
damper pedal represent experiments in resonance
which are addressed to the ear and which recognize no
other critic; which ignore harmonic clashes which can
be seen but not heard, or if heard do not impress the
ear unpleasantly. Thus the conflicting seventh-chords
which preface the first Chopin Scherzo sound better if
played without change of pedal. (See Ex. III.)
(Ex. III.
Scherzo.)
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First Eight Measures Chopin B minor

However, it is not only in fortissimo and bravura
that the pianist can indulge in long pedals. Passages
of the utmost delicacy invite frequently similar treat¬
ment. Liszt’s charming little barcarole from the
same series of pieces entitled Au lac dc Wallenstadt
offers a graceful melody which floats above an undu¬
lating accompaniment in which tonic and dominant har¬
monies alternate; yet the first thirty-six (36) meas¬
ures can be played without change of damper pedal
and with a beautifully transparent but colorful and
truly atmospheric effect. (See Ex. VI.)
(Ex. VI. Lac de Wallenstadt, 10 measures.)
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enough to deserve separate discussion obviates the
necessity for many of the “half-pedal effects so ard¬
uously cultivated in Europe. Nevertheless one should
practice it, for it is highly important.
The phenomenon which governs this use oi the
damper pedal is the superior resonance of the miss
strings of the piano as compared with the sin i ter
strings of the upper register. By permitting the
dampers to touch the strings but slightly and immedi¬
ately depressing the pedal again, it is possible t<>
long bass tones through several changes of pedal.
Such pedalings Liszt doubtless had in mind win n lie
wrote the Consolation in D flat, No. 3. The same
effect may be accomplished by depressing both the
unacorda and sostenuto pedals with the left foot imme¬
diately after the first D flat is struck, and thereafter
employing the damper pedal as usual.
In this case,
however, care must be taken to depress the damper
pedal after, not before, the sostenuto pedal ha- been
depressed. Reasons for this will be discussed later in
this article. (See Ex. VIII.)
(Ex. VIII. Liszt’s Consolation D flat, first six
bars.)

This pedaling makes the passing tones with the result¬
ing seconds part of the harmony producing a strikingly
Debussyian color. It is well to add that this piece profits
by a stiff non-legato treatment of the melody. Modern music
is filled with such opportunities. As a typical example ex¬
amine Debussy’s charming Bells Across the Trees from
the second volume of Images. The opening measures, based
upon the whole-tone scale need no change of pedal; indeed,
most whole-tone passages require long pedals. The return

Will Ragtime Turn to Symphonic Poems?
From an Interview with

MAJOR RUPERT HUGHES
Author, Playwright, Musical Lexicographer and Critic
The First Section of this Entertaining and Informative Interview Appeared in THE ETUDE for April

“The American boy who takes up music really has
a wonderful chance. American music is sweeping the
world, and its progress is due, not to any artificial char¬
acter but to certain elemental melodic and rhythmic
features which /have given musical vitality to all who
listen to them. This started with the strong, original,
stimulating marches of Lieut. John Philip Sousa. Al¬
though distinctively new they were so human that they
were adopted right around the globe. At one time they
were the pet marches of the Turkish army. Mr. Sousa
told me that at Queen Victoria’s Jubilee, just as she
stepped out to receive the cheers of the crowd, three
bands of the Guards struck up the Washington Post.
All the academic symphonic poems we ever produced
never carried the vernal youth and vigor of America as
far as have the Sousa Marches.

“Once, when I claimed that ragtime was the dis¬
tinctive music of modern America appearing for a
time in a crude fashion, a New York critic wrote:
“ ‘Bless his innocent heart, Eighteenth Century opera
is full of it!’
“When I ventured to say that I was reasonably
familiar with' much of the opera of the Eighteenth
Century and would like to know where the passages
that might be termed ragtime came in, I was told that
every page or so there were evidences of the Scotch
snap. The Scotch snap is merely a sharply accentuated
rhythm, and totally different from ragtime as Ameri¬
cans know it.

Europe Wild Over American Jazz

The second half of the measure represents the
“snap.”
“Indeed, ragtime is more than syncopation. It is a
kind of native rubato, a kind of intoxicating lilt, in¬
troduced by the negro in his music with inimitable
unctuousness. Everything is played ad libitum. In¬
deed, the word 'ad lib’ becomes a verb, and the players
are directed to ‘ad lib’ this or 'ad lib’ that. This results
in a kind of abandon, a sort of frenzy, reminding one
of the camp-meeting. Like the spirituals in which
the singers join, with impromptu harmonies which
would astonish both Debussy and Strauss, the music
is a kind of exhortation, like the shout from the Amencorner. All the while the negro is laughing, even in
his blues, when he is laughing at himself. There is
the element of good-nature in his singing and dancing
which makes it irresistible.
“The American man of to-morrow who elects to
compose will find new, creative fields in our wonder¬
fully intense life, and he will find means to present his
works second to none in the world. The metamor¬
phosis of musical opportunity in America is going on
right before our eyes in most marvelous fashion.
Twenty years ago the idea of an American producing
works that would be accepted for performance at the
Metropolitan or by the Chicago Opera Company would
have been ridiculed, yet we have had now several most
successfully performed.

“Europe simply went wild over American Jazz. The
demand for Jazz was so great that some of the .Ameri¬
can Military bands had to split up to teach the French
and British bands the startling American novelty.
Lieut. Jim Europe became the musical hero of France.
Of course, this amazed many of the musicians at home
whose noses went in the direction of their back collarbuttons whenever the word ‘Jazz’ was mentioned. It
is the habit of all school-bound, tradition-plated, con¬
vention-shackled Americans in art and scholarship to
have an immense regard and respect for anything that
is distinctively un-American. H. L. Mencken, in his re¬
cent brilliant book, The American Language, says that
no American college professor would ever think of
making a serious study of our native tongue, with its
different verbal tints which distinguish it from other
phases of the English language.
Is America Addicted to False Scholarship?

plying “color” for the colorless piano. Finally, the second
division of the work with its deliberate imitative effects calls
for the utmost stimulation of resonance. (See Ex. VII.)
(Ex. VII. Debussy’s Bells Across the Trees.)
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The half pedal is a great aid in diminuendo because
the dampers, when they remain slightly in contact with
the string, take off part of the force of the blow.
To measure accurately with foot and ear this partial
contact of damper and string is one of the most dif¬
ficult tasks which the student of the pedal must master. Examples of its use are numerous. (The seventh
and eighth measures of the Chopin Prelude, Op. 28,
No. 20, in which the pianissimo is prepared, may serve
as simple illustration.)
(A Second Section of Mr. Gunn’s Exceptionally Fine
Article on Pedaling Will Appear in The Etude for
Next Month.)

Chopin B flat Minor Scherzo.)

Tone Deaf Pupils
By M. T. Commerford

In bravura playing the pedal often may follow the
phrasing rather than the harmonic structure. , Thus
Liszt’s Orage from the First Year of Pilgrimage
should be begun with the damper pedal down, nor
should it be released until the end of the chromatic
octave run. The second phrase should be pedaled like
the first, and the long octave passage based on the
diminished seventh needs but one pedal, provided,
of course, the performer possesses adequate strength.
The melody proper can be played with one pedal to
the phrase, whether it be two measures or six measures
in length. (See Ex. V.)

Because of the subtleties of touch and the constant
study of damper pedal effects demanded, Debussy
should be studied as soon as the pupil has grasped the
essentials of conventional pedaling as outlined in con-

It will be difficult to forget the day when a voungster
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“American school and college men have long been
the victims of a false scholarship. When they write
books upon the English language and its literature,
they will give lengthy lists of somewhat mediocre
modern English writers from the other side, including
several who are distinctly fourth class. If they hap¬
pen to mention one of the modern American writers,
it may be in a patronizing foot-note. Thus the Ameri¬
can Ragtime, or ‘Jazz,’ which is Ragtime raised to the
Nth power, is scorned as fit only for the musical waste¬
basket. Naturally much that ‘Jazz’ has brought has
been hopelessly cheap and artificial, but behind it all
there is a germ of something very wonderful, which
the composer with ears made in America will build
into the American master-music of to-morrow. We
clasp our musical arms affectionately around the Czar¬
das, or the dances from the Volga and the Caucasus,
while we kick away a growing musical art springing
fresh and original from some of our native elements.
New Material for Future Symphonlsts
“Young men and women—you who would become
the symphonic writers of to-morrow—let us suppose
that you were born in Budapest instead of Keokuk,
San Diego, Tampa, Bangor or Seattle. Being born in
Budapest, you would naturally be proud of being a
Hungarian. Would you regard the music of the gypsies
with scorn just because they strolled through the streets
in rags and dirt? Would you say that the music of
the gypsies is fit only for the people with low and
vulgar tastes? If you did, you would never become a
Brahms or a Liszt. Here we have in America some¬
thing really vital in music. It is right before you, yet
you pass it by in lofty scorn. This is not a new stand
with me. It has been my contention for years that in
ragtime the American will find his most distinctive
rhythms—his most characteristic music.

What Paderewski Did
“As an instance of the modern man in music the
case of Paderewski, long my friend, is remarkable.
When the war broke out he of all his people was the
best known throughout the world. Thousands who
knew little or nothing of Poland knew the name of
Paderewski as well as they did their own. He was
ready at all times to sacrifice his all for his native
land. Not only did he give his money with a lavish
hand, but he gave unendingly of his time and energy
to stimulate an interest in the rebirth of his native
land.
“When the time came he was called hack to Poland
as Premier. Vernon Kellogg said that he was un¬
doubtedly the greatest statesman at the Peace Table.
With his diplomatic skill, his worldwide experience,
his grasp of all modern languages of Europe, few
could keep pace with him. Yet this man, this million¬
aire, who was giving his all for his country, was not
a contractor, a merchant, a manufacturer, but a
musician.
“Do you wonder, then, that with such examples of effi¬
ciency among musicians, men here and there and every¬
where have had their attention drawn to music very seri¬
ously. Once in the swirl of the art they become as
enthusiastic over their music as the most ardent golfer
over golf. I know of one gentleman out in Keokuk who

had been a lawyer all his life. He was the last man
in the world, one might suppose, who would become in¬
terested in music. He retired, and among the first
things he bought was a player-piano. He had a large
collection of rolls, and he came to see me about select¬
ing Wagner opera arrangements for his piano. He
would sit by the hour and operate his piano with a de¬
light indescribable. All over the country America is
beginning to ring with music. The timid little teachers
who were once afraid the mechanical instruments might
take away their daily bread and butter are finding that,
instead, they have really become kind of conservatories,
training another generation for a desire to have more
and more knowledge of music.- As I see this, music teach¬
ers of the future should not only have as much work
as they can possibly attend to, but also should have
vastly increased tuition rates, merely because the de¬
mand for music is becoming so tremendous.
Our Coming Composers
“My faith in coming American composers is limitless.
Why? Because we shall combine with Yankee sense
our pioneer love of freedom. By this do not think
that we shall make incessant attempts to se§ how freak¬
ish music can he made a la Schoenberg, Ornstein et Cie,
but we shall make music do our bidding and make it
express real messages from real emotions and convic¬
tions. We shall be Americans in music, not Americans
trying to be Germans or Frenchmen in music. We shall
be conventional only when it suits us to be conven¬
tional. The whole idea of saying to the student of
harmony, for instance, ‘You must not do this under any
circumstances !’ and replying to the student’s “Well, Bee¬
thoven did it!’ with ‘Yes, the giant Beethoven could do
it, but you cannot’—this idea will go out of teaching
practice. Suppose you are in a race, and someone says,
‘The champion can go without shackles on his ankles,
but you are too young and weak not to wear them,’
would not this he very discouraging to you? For good¬
ness’ sake, if Beethoven, Bach, Brahms or Wagner have
done a thing well and proven that it can be done why
shouldn’t any student use the same principle? In no
other art than music are there prohibitory text books
which say, You shall not put this color beside this one.
Mind you, I am not talking about the grammar of the
art, for every art has a certain grammatical perspective.
If one sets out to write a sonnet he must know the
laws of the sonnet; hut there should be no one to tell
him that if he does not want to write a sonnet he will
have to write one anyhow.
America, the land of liberty, will one day find a new
freedom in music, and then we shall see a new and
significant art which will contribute one more impetus
to American ideals.
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Some Interesting Facts About Famous Women Musicians
By T. L. Rickaby
By Thomas

B.

Empire

Teresa Comelys
Who knows now—in our year of grace 191^-anything about "The Circe of Soho Square?” Yet for
twelve brilliant years this Venetian singer held the most
fashionable musical entertainments in the whole of
England, to- which the nobility and even royalty ih
the person of the King of England and the King
of Denmark, were graciously pleased to come. This
woman, whose professional name—for a while at least
—was Madame Teresa Comelys, was rich enough to
purchase Carlisle House in London, and had a thrilling
social career. The great Bach himself conducted her
concerts, and was one of the adjuncts of Madame
Comelys’ musical ventures.
And this was the upward curve of madame’s soaring
rocket. But unfortunately, “what goes up, must come

The history of the long succession of celebrated
musicians has a painful sameness. One and all, they
are—“discovered” in childhood, acclaimed as coming
wonders, caught and chained to the wheel of unremit¬
ting practice and drudgery—stretched upon the rack
of routine—cultivated up to the last notch, until at last,
they appear in public and achieve the expected success!
Colbran
Mile. Isabella Angela Colbran, a Spanish singer,
who later became the wife of Rossini, is one of
the long-forgotten women—a singer who in the high
noon of her day—from 1806 to 1815—was known as
one of the foremost singers in the whole of Europe.
Later, she began to sing so excruciatingly out of tune,
that it was all her admirers could do to listen. But
listen they did, and- not only listened and applauded
her to the echo, but actually fought duels with any
bold critic who found flaws in her art.
She was a favorite of the King of Naples, and the
royalists upheld her stoutly—it was an act of faith to
their party.
An Englishman attended one of Mile. Colbran’s con¬
certs, one night, and, distraught by the excruciating
discord, asked the man in a neighboring seat, how he
liked the singer? “Like her, signor?” the man ex¬
claimed with emphasis and pride, "I am a Royalist!”

The approval of royalty, however, was not always so
comfortably expressed; as Gertrude Elizabeth Mara, •
one of the greatest singers of the early part of the
eighteenth century discovered to her cost. This mu¬
sician began, in her fourth year, to show the signs of
musical genius, by surreptitiously learning to play the
violin. Her father was an obscure mender of instru¬
ments, and it was on these temporary inmates of the
home that the child exercised her budding talent. But
for this she was riot commended—quite the reverse.
She was soundly spanked.
Later, through the intervention of musical friends,
she was allowed to study the violin, but after achieving
sufficient proficiency to enable her at nine years of
age to travel on concert tours, and to be patronized by
no less a personage than the Queen of England, the
ultra-decorum of the day decreed that the violin was
an “unfeminine” instrument, and she was persuaded
to learn to sing instead.
After the usual ups and downs of professional life,
the child matured into a lovely and brilliant woman
with a voice of wonderful extent and beauty. She
traveled to Dresden, where King Frederick of Prussia
heard her make her debut in an opera of Hasse’s. He
was so entranced with her singing that he at once en¬
gaged her for life, to sing at his court. And here
is where the inconvenience of kingly favor came in,
for King Frederick tyrannized over the singer to such
an extent, that, between him and the dissolute husband
she had annexed, poor Mara led a martyr’s life.
On one occasion, when Mara was seriously ill, she
sent a message to the King, that she would not be able
to appear that evening at the operatic performance.
But the King was so determined that she should fulfill
her contract to the letter, that he sent an officer and a
guard of soldiers to her bedside and forced the un¬
fortunate songstress to rise, don her costume, and
sing the opera through.
Mrs. Coleman
One of the first women to appear upon the English
stage, was the wife of the chamber musician to King
Charles I. No doubt, in the splendid flurry of wonder
ovef the astounding innovation of the invasion of the
stage by an intruding “petticoat” in an age when all
the female parts were acted and sung by men, it
seemed that the fame of this prodigy would never
die. Yet to-day, the bygone lady is listed in the bio¬
graphical dictionaries as “Mrs. Coleman,” and owes
her survival in history largely to the fact that the
great Pepys mentions her in his famous Diary. He
writes in October, 1665, “She sung very finely, though
her voice is decayed as to strength, but mighty sweet,
though soft.”

There came the dawn of a grey day, when Carlisle
House with all its luxurious appointments, furniture
and rich draperies, was cried out on the market by the
harsh voice of the auctioneer. All was changed in¬
cluding the name of the social favorite. . For the next
few years she sought refuge under the unassuming
name of “Mrs. Smith.” And the ballroom, where she
had held her brilliant musical court, became the quar¬
ters of a debating society.
Her only son, who supported her, died when she was
quite an old woman; and this turn in fortune’s inex¬
orable wheel sent the former “Circe of Soho Square’
out to Knightsbridge to sell asses’ milk. As to the final
scene, history is vague—but Fleet Street Prison records
bear the name of “Mrs. Smith” as-having served part
of a term in its gloomy walls, before her death there—
an old, broken, tragic woman of seventy-four!
How many of us know that the first complete ballet
d’action ever produced on any stage (introduced at a
performance at Covent Garden in London, in 1734),
was the work of “a” Mile. Salle. This young singer
also made important changes and reforms in theatrical
costuming. No doubt she felt highly elated at the.
"undying” fame she was achieving. She was the orig¬
inator of a graceful dramatic dance called “Pygmalion.’'
Cuzzoni
Who was the soprano whom the irate Handel grabbed
by the waist and threatened to throw out of the window
unless she sang one of his songs in the opera, Otho,
to which she had taken a dislike? It was just before
the performance, while the audience waited for the
curtain to rise. And, strange to say, this very song,
which the singer was compelled, by the composer’s
angry threat, to sing, proved to be the one which made
her reputation before the critical London public. And
now for her name. Francesca Cuzzoni she was, an
Italian, who was said never to have sung out of tune.
She became the rage, sang all over Europe with tre¬
mendous success, scored brilliantly at the court of
Vienna. The world was at her feet.. She was capric¬
ious and whimsical, extravagant and overbearing—a
famous singer could well afford such eccentricities 1
And—she sold buttons in her old age, to provide a
scanty living for herself, after serving a long sentence
in a Holland jail for debt. And this latter episode
was in -strange contrast to the fact that one of the
greatest Dutch painters that. ever lived (Hogarth)
painted—amongst his other caricatures of famous peo¬
ple—one of Francesca Cuzzoni, as the singer to whom
the Earl of Peterborough was presenting a thousand
pounds sterling with an air of extreme deference suited
to the dignity of one of the foremost singers of
Europe.
So much for the singers of the past. As for those
of to-day, it is interesting to note that Madame Melba
—or, to give her her court title, “Dame Melba”—is the
daughter of a Scotch contractor who settled in Aus¬
tralia. The famous singer has been heart and soul in
war work. It is said that she has lost every male
relative of the younger generation in the world war.
Madame Mathilde de Castrone Marchesi, the re¬
nowned singing teacher of Paris, was not, as most
people suppose, a French woman, but was a native of
Austria, and spent six years more of her.life in Ger¬
many and Austria, than in “la belle Paris.”

Three World-Famous Prima Donnas
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Watch for the remarkable interviews with these great singers coming in THE ETUDE

Aj-ter reading musical- magazines for over forty
At . f ju:t occurred to me that I have unconyC;irS’l1 formed the habit of turning first of all to the
-StCoL«,~ “Questions ,»d *£**•
“R .md Tables” or whatever they may be called, not
Round T
feature of the magazine,
value, and i, 1, . feature .ha,
?s often overlooked .by students who need it most. It
s a safe assertion to make, that few who read the mag¬
azines realize how much information of the greatest
value may be extracted from these instructive pages,
which exist because there are some people who know .
enough to ask questions of those who know enough to
answer them. It is a sort of oblique lesson givingsomeone else asks the questions-wc get the informa¬
tion It is a musical wire-tapping, which carries with
it a reward instead of a penalty. It would be diffi¬
cult to estimate the value of this particular phase of
magazine work, to any such earnest seeker after mu¬
sical knowledge. Only those who have taken advantage
of it can form an adequate idea of its worth
f
I have just picked up at random a bound volume of
The Etude. It happened to be that of 1890. printed
over a quarter of a century ago, when, valuable as it
was, it had not anywhere near reached its present plane
of usefulness and influence A mere glance over the
question-and-answer columns proved that her, was a
rich mine of information concerning a multitude of
subjects such as harmony, transposition, ear-training,
vocal methods, schools of technic, time, rlnthm, fin¬
gering, ornamentation, sight reading—all treated lucidly
and with authority. There were illuminating thoughts
on music lessons by mail, study abroad, the importance
of State Associations of Teachers, on annotated editions
of studies and classes, on history, biograpln. touch,
phrasing and interpretation. There was much advice
and abundant suggestions regarding the many various
problems that continually confront the teacher: On
the care of the piano, size and specifications .. f pipe
organs and tuning. There were valuable hints on first
lessons to children on the use of the metronome, the ped¬
als, and the use and abuse of mechanical aids t - attain
technical proficiency. There were exhaustive li-as of
teaching pieces and books for teachers’ use; defini¬
tions of musical terms and phrases; pronunciation of
names of composers and their works. Much was said
of the reed organ and its uses, together with the music
suitable and available for it. There were descriptions
and explanations of the various musical forms, their
origin and development, and a score of other topics of
both value and interest, of which lack of space for¬
bids even mention. Some of these answers required
but two or three lines, while to others was devoted a
column or even more.
All this, remember, is merely a casual and incom¬
plete list of subjects treated in the “question and an¬
swer” columns of one single volume. It is safe to say that
each succeeding volume since the one mentioned, has
contained, at least as much, so that a few years’ perusal
of a musical magazine maintaining this valuable ped¬
agogical feature, might he the foundation of a genuine
education in musical matters. Some of the informa¬
tion given was, of course, nothing more than what
would be included.in any good course of instruction—
provided the teacher were adequately equipped. But it
cannot be denied that in this single volume there was
an amazing amount of matters treated that, for lack
of time or suitable opportunity, might never receive at¬
tention at a lesson. This is the day of the performer.
Students aim to do things well with the voice, at the
keyboard or with the bow, bu; many know little or noth¬
ing of the thousand-and-one things that belong to real
musicianship.

STSiSf.'U-

In these days of conservatories, lectures, books and
study clubs, much is being done to attain this real
musicianship. Even where these advantages exist the
question and answer” columns may be studied with
a vantage. But there are remote small towns and dis¬
tricts where music teaching is done which is sincere
enough so far as the efforts made are concerned; but
which falls far short of what it ought to be, because
the teachers themselves do not know enough, having
nad little or no opportunity to learn. To them this
SOwlu°fTkn0Wledge WOuld be of Sreat value.
WhUe I am indebted to many teachers for much
W a
now’. *t S'ves me much pleasure to acknowl., S „my oW,Sat'on to those inquisitive folks who made
tnr» lUT°n and answer” columns a permanent fea¬
ture of the music magazine.

Secrets of the Success of Great Musicians
By EUGENIO DI PIRANI
The previous contributions to this series were: Chopin (Ft ruary); Verdi (April); Rubinstein (May); Gounod (June);
Liszt (July); Tscliaikowshy (August); Berlioz ( eptember); Grieg (October); Rossini (December);
Wagner (January); Schumann (February); chubert (March), and Mendelssohn (April).

Ludwig van Beethoven
One should keep in mind that the purpose of this
series is -not to offer biographies. In the case of
Beethoven, as of all the others, my aim is- only to find
out the elements which were for the most part respon¬
sible for his unparalleled career.
Of course genius like that of Ludwig van Beethoven
is a divine gift which cannot be acquired either through
study or through favorable circumstances, but one
should -not forget that even exceptional gifts are not
alone sufficient in order to attain the highest goal. They
must be cultivated, nourished, assisted in their develop¬
ment like delicate flowers and very often the lack of
this helpful support can be the cause of the withering
and dying of the tender sprouts before they have
reached maturity. How often one meets promising in¬
dividuals who show astonishing talent for art or for
other branches of human pursuit, and one wonders
why they never amounted to anything in life. They
remained undiscovered, unaided, and perhaps never
knew themselves what precious treasures they
possessed.
Like other great masters—Bach, Handel, Mozart,
Rossini, Liszt—Beethoven (born 1770 in Bonn) was a
wonderchild. His father Johann, a tenor singer at the
Electoral Chapel in Bonn, was prompted to commer¬
cialize little Ludwig’s talents. He resolved to make
of the boy a “prodigy” and forsaw in his precocious
efforts a mine of wealth which would do away with any
necessity for exertion on his father’s part. Ludwig was
kept at the pianoforte morning, noon and night till the
child began positively to hate what he had formerly
adored. Still, the father was relentless. The boy, a
baby of five years, was turned over to Pfeiffer, an
oboist in the theater, who was only too willing to second
the father. When the two came from the tavern late in
the night, as was often the case, little Ludwig would
be dragged from his bed and kept at the pianoforte
till daybreak. Pfeiffer was, however, an excellent
pianist from whom Beethoven declared he had learned
more than from anyone else. The ruthless conduct on
the part of the father, although inhuman, probably
laid the foundation of the technical skill and power
over the pianoforte which so greatly distinguished
Beethoven in after years. The boy was also forced to
learn the violin although he disliked it more than the
piano.
A Tribute to a Teacher
W-hen Ludwig was nine years old Pfeiffer left Bonn
and the boy was placed under the care of Van der
Eeden, the court organist, and after his death, to his
successor Neefe, whose pupil he remained for several
years. Neefe was one of the best musicians of his time,
and thought worthy to be compared with Bach and
Haydn. Beethoven wrote later to his old teacher:
“I thank you for the advice which you so often gave
me whilst striving in my divine art. If I ever become
a great man you have a share in it.” The first public
notice of Beethoven (in Cramer’s Magazine) runs as
follows:
“Louis van Beethoven, a boy of eleven
years, shows talent of great promise. He plays the
pianoforte with great execution and power, reads very
well at sight and, to say all in brief, plays almost the
whole of Sebastian Bach’s Wohltemperirtes Klavier
which Herr Neefe has put into his hands. If he con¬
tinues as he began he will certainly be a second
Mozart.”
He had barely emerged from childhood when he was
installed as assistant organist to Neefe. Thus we may
picture the boy Beethoven to ourselves at an age when
other children are frolicsome and heedless as already a
little man, earnest, grave, reserved, buried in his own
thoughts, his Bach and his organ. Soon after young
Ludwig was appointed cembalist in the orchestra of the
theater. This, his early initiation, may be attributed
to the extreme facility he had already acquired in read¬
ing a prima vista, the most involved and complicated

scores, even when in manuscript, written by Bach in a
manner to drive any ordinary reader to despair!
Altogether we have here a clear case of extraordinary
natural gifts aided in their development by the most
favorable circumstances.
Also later, when Beethoven went to Vienna, he found
helpful friends who made it possible for him to devote
himself entirely to composition without having to fight
for existence. The princes Lichnowsky, Lobkowitz
and Kinsky contributed yearly large sums to that pur¬
pose; although Beethoven accepted these generous gifts
he did not change in the least his thoroughly demo¬
cratic independent tendencies.
In Vienna, Beethoven had the immeasurable advant¬
age of coming into contact with Haydn and Mosart.
The latter receiving for the first time the young aspirant
from Bonn, heard him play, but did not realize that he
was in the presence of a young genius until Ludwig ex¬
temporized on a theme chosen by himself. Then,
amazed, Mozart called to some of his friends assembled
in an adjoining room to listen to one who was destined
to make a noise in the world sooner or later.
Beethoven went to Haydn for lessons in harmony
and counterpoint. The lessons proceeded with regular¬
ity and Haydn’s new pupil was an earnest student.
Ludwig felt that his footsteps were on solid ground
and he wrote to a friend at that time: “Here I shall
stay. Even if the elector chooses to cut my pension I
shall not return to Bonn.” He was working constantly,
sometimes even fiercely, spurred by his awakening
ambition. Haydn was blandly content with his young
pupil’s efforts and was rather inclined to check his
ardour than to urge him on.
Beethoven’s Appearance
Beethoven was introduced to the highest aristocratic
circles of the Austrian metropolis, although his appear¬
ance was not very attractive. He was short, broad, a
somewhat awkward young man with a large head,
broad overhanging brow, bright, keen, even piercing
eyes, and a shock of dark hair. His dress was careless,
his manners brusque and shy, his whole bearing un¬
gainly,- even bearish, but his fascinating playing oblit¬
erated every other impression.
In this time a great change was taking place in piano¬
forte playing. Until then, technical execution was
greatly developed, with the result that many superficial
musicians acquired a certain amount of popularity which
was altogether out of proportion to their merit.
Improvisations were still popular and Beethoven was
compelled to enter such contests with the best known
pianists of his time. Gelineck, a well-known pianist,
was once invited to a competition with Beethoven.
“The young man has a devil,” he said afterwards. “I
nfever heard such playing. He improvised Fantasias
on an air I gave him as I never heard even Mozart
improvise. Then he played compositions of his own
which are in the highest degree wonderful and grand.
He brings out of the piano effects the like of which I
never heard. He is a little, gloomy, dark and stubbornlooking fellow and he is called Beethoven.”
It is said that Beethoven was endowed with a rare
muscular force, possessing an iron will which con¬
quered all obstacles, glowing with a lofty enthusiasm
he was enabled to produce entirely and astonishingly
new, rich and grand effects. Indeed, he gave the piano
a soul and succeeded in winning from it a poetic ex¬
pression. They say that his performance was not so
much playing, as painting with tones, all of which state
the fact that in his playing the means disappeared
before the meaning of the music. Beethoven called
such merely virtuosi as Hummel, Woolffl and Kalkbrenner: “gymnasts,” and expressed the opinion that
the increasing mechanism of pianoforte playing would
in the end destroy all truth of expression in music.
Of course he was soon worshipped by society, and
beautiful women were attracted by the wealth of his
emotional and intellectual nature. Although in family
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connections they were above him they were willing to
sit at his feet in homage to his genius. The “eternal
feminine” appears constantly in his music and in his
life. He formed very romantic attachments, which may
not have been always platonic, but they were always
pure and lofty. It is certain that he derived from them
a wealth of inspiration which for an artist is like the
sun to flowers.
Among those with whom he became intimate were the
Baroness Ertmann, the Countess Erdody, the Princess
Odescalehi and Julia Guiceiardi, to whom he dedicated
the sonata Fantasia. It will be of interest to hear what
he had to say to some of his beloved ones:
To Eleanor von Breuning (1793) :
“I am anxious to be so fortunate as again to possess
an Angola waistcoat knitted by your hand, my dear
friend. Forgive my indiscreet request, which proceeds
from my great love for all that comes from you and
I may privately admit that a little vanity is connected
with it, namely, that I may say I possess something from
the best and most admired young lady in Bonn.”
And again to the same:
“The beautiful neckcloth embroidered- by your own
hand was the greatest surprise to me; yet welcome as
the gift was, it awakened within me feelings of sadness.
Its effect was to recall former days and to put me to
shame by your noble conduct to me. I, indeed, little
thought that you still considered me worthy of your
remembrance. As a slight requital of your kind souvenir
I take the liberty of sending you some Variations and
a Rondo.”
To Countess Guilietta Guiceiardi;
“My angel! my all! my second self! Only a few
words written with a pencil (your own). My residence
cannot be settled till to-morrow. Why this deep grief
when necessity compels?—can our love exist without
sacrifices and by refraining from desiring all things?
Can you alter the fact that you are wholly mine, and
I wholly yours? You do not sufficiently remember that
I must live both for you and for myself. Were we
wholly united you would feel this sorrow as little as I
should, ... My heart is overflowing with all I have
to say to you. Ah! There are moments when I find
that speech is actually nothing. Take courage! Con¬
tinue to be ever my true and only love, my all, as I am
yours. The gods must ordain what is further to be.
Yours faithfully,
Ludwig.
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To the same:
“However dearly you may love me, I love you still
more fondly! O, Heaven! So near and yet so far!
Is not our love a truly celestial mansion, as firm as
the vault of heaven itself t . . . I must live either
with you or not at all. Indeed I have resolved to
wander far from you till the moment arrives when I can
fly into your arms and feel that they are my home and
send forth my soul in unison with yours into the realm
of spirits. Alas! It must be so! You will take cour¬
age for you know my fidelity. Never can another
possess my heart—never! Great Heaven! Why must
I fly from her I so fondly love? Yesterday, to-day,
what longings for you, what tears for you! for you.
my life! my all! Fardwell! Oh love me forever!
Never doubt the faithful heart of your lover.
Ever thine
Ever mine
Ever each other’s!
Does it not sound like a “Sonata Appassionata” ?
I shall dwell a little longer on Beethoven’s relations
with Bettina Brentano, later Countess Arnim, as this
remarkable woman had indeed a wonderful inspiring
influence on the immortal author of Fidclio.
Beethoven’s Inspiration
It must be explained that Bettina Brentano was as it
were the spiritual child of the great poet Goethe.
Ludwig Nohl relates interesting details of the friend¬
ship between the wayward, beautiful young creature (a
born hero-worshipper) and the rough, ill-kempt, deaf
composer. She was small, delicately moulded, with
pretty features, great unfathomable dark eyes and a
wealth of long black hair. She seemed the incarnation,
or rather, perhaps, the original, of Mignon. Her
nature was passionate, wild, but generous to excess.
Once appealed to by a poor woman, Bettina seized a roll
of banknotes and thrust them without a second glance
into her hands. Her mental and physical artistic gifts
must have been prodigious. Full of poetic fire and
fancy, with a wonderful voice, her improvisations seem
to have been magnificent. When singing she usually
perched herself on a writing table and warbled like a
cherub from the clouds. This beautiful young creature
made the acquaintance of Beethoven in 1810 on a visit
to Vienna. She grew very fond of him and was lost xn
admiration of his wonderful playing. As she described
he poured out his soul in a flood of harmony. “In all
that regards art,” she writes, “he is commanding—so
true. In all the minor circumstances of life, he is so
naif that one can almost do with him as one pleases.
But his absentmindedness in all mundane matters is so
great; he is taken so unfair advantage of that he_mostly
lacks money for the bare necessaries of existence.
Owing to his brothers’ and friends’ demands he is illclothed; still, even in tatters, he is grand, imposing!
Very deaf—and he can hardly see. When he has just
been composing he is literally stone deaf and because of
the inner world of harmony at work in his brain the
external world seems to him all confusion.”
Thayer, the great biographer of Beethoven, said that
his genius seemed to Bettina Brentano to shine with a
brightness of which she had had no previous conception,
and the sudden revelation astonished, blinded her, took
her aback. Hear the poetic picture she makes of
Beethoven in a letter to Goethe: “What could replace
this spirit? He gazes upon the ordinary doings of the
common herd as before a machine at work. He alone
produces from within his soul the uncreated the un¬
foreseen. What is ordinary intercourse with the out¬
side world- to him, who already, before sunrise, is at his
sacred work and who, after sunset, hardly glances
around him; who forgets his bodily nourishment and is
borne on the stream of inspiration far beyond the
shores of flat, everyday life? He himself says: ‘When
I open my eyes I can but sigh, for what I see is
against my religion and I cannot but despise a world
which cannot see that music is higher than their cutand-dried wisdom and philosophy. I have no real
friend. I must live alone. But I know that God is
nearer to me than so many others in my art and I com¬
mune with Him fearlessly. I have ever acknowledged
and understood Him.’”
The following letter written by Beethoven to Bettina
Brentano shows his utter disregard for rank distinc¬
tions : “Kings and princes can indeed create professors
and privy counsellors and confer titles and decorations
but they cannot make great men—spirits that soar
above the base turmoil of this world. There, their
powers fail and this it is that forces them to respect us.
When two persons like Goethe and myself meet, these
grandees cannot fail to perceive what such as we con¬

sider great. Yesterday on our way home wemetthe
whole Imperial family. We saw them coming some
way off, when Goethe withdrew his arm from ml"e
order to stand aside, and say what I would I could
prevail on him to make another step in aava"ce'
pressed down my hat more firmly on my head, ou
toned up my great coat and crossed my arms benino
me. I made my way through the thickest portion ot
the crowd. Princes and courtiers formed a lane or
me. Archduke Rudolph took off his hat and the Em¬
press bowed to me first/ These great men of the eartn
know me. To my infinite amusement, I saw the pro¬
cession defile past Goethe, who stood aside with his
hat off bowing profoundly. I afterwards took him
sharply to task for this. I gave him no quarter, and
upbraided him with all his sins especially towards you,
my dear friend, as we had just been speaking of yotj*
Heaven! If I could have lived with you as he did,
believe me I should have produced far greater things.
A musician is also a poet, he too can feel transported
into a brighter world by a pair of fine eyes, where
loftier spirits sport with him and impose heavy tasks
on him. What thoughts rushed into my mind when I
first saw you in the “observatory” during a refreshing
May shower, so fertilizing to me also! The most
beautiful themes stole from your eyes to my heart. If
God vouchsafes to grant me a few more years of life
I must then see you once more, my dear, most dear
friend, for the Voice within to whom I always listen,
demands this. Spirits may love one another and I shall
ever woo yours. Your approval is dearer to me than
all else in the world ...”
This letter demonstrates in its first part the indomi¬
table feelings of Beethoven for liberty. It is easy in
our time to show indifference for royalty but in the
epoch of servility, of slavish submission in which
Beethoven lived, it reveals an heroic nature which com¬
mands admiration. The second part reveals that even
Beethoven thought that the most beautiful themes very
often owe their origin to a pair of lovely eyes.
The seeming departure from his principles suggested
by the dedication of his Sinfonia Eroica to the Emperor
of the French needs explanation.
Sinfonia Eroica
When General Bernadotte, the French ambassador,
arrived in Vienna in 1798 Beethoven made his acquaint. ance. Bernadotte had enlisted at sixteen in a French ma¬
rine regiment and served in Corsica for a couple of years.
When the revolution began (1790) he was at Marseilles
and later he distinguished himself in the Austrian-Prussian war and was appointed General. He fought with
Bonaparte in Italy, doing prodigies of valour. After
he was dispatched to Vienna he saw much of Beethoven.
The appearance of Bernadotte seems to have been more
that of a modest and courteous young knight than of
a warrior. Attached to his retinue was RudolphKreutzer, the well-known violinist, then a young man
of 32. There were music meetings at the ambassador’s
quarters. Beethoven and Kreutzer played (to Kreutzer
Beethoven dedicated later his famous Sonata Op. 47).
Beethoven was a born radical, Bernadotte was an en¬
thusiastic republican and believed in the savior of
France, General Bonaparte, who was accordingly the
worshipped hero of the French embassy. Once the con¬
versation grew warm on the Napoleonic theme and
Bernadotte suggested to Beethoven to write some great
work and dedicate it to their hero. This was the first
beginning of the Sinfonia Eroica. It was not com;
pleted until 1809. A fair copy of the work was prepared
with a dedication: “To the First Consul of the French
Republic.” It was about to be forwarded through the
embassy, when news arrived in Vienna that Napoleon
had assumed the title of Emperor of the French. To
Beethoven this was an ugly shock. When he was
forced by subsequent events to believe that this which
he heard was true, a storm of anger ensued, he tore off
and destroyed the title page with its dedication, and flung
the work upon the floor with execration upon the “new
tyrant.” It was considerable time before he allowed
the symphony to be given to the world with its title
of Sinfonia Eroica and the motto: per festeggiare le
memoria di un grand icomo.”
About the terrible sickness which deprived the master
of the sense of hearing let us listen to Beethoven’s
own words in a letter to his brothers Carl and Johann
written 1802 when he was 32 years old:
“Oh ye who think or declare me to be hostile, morose
and misanthropical, how unjust you are and how little
you know the secret cause of what appears thus to you 1
My heart and mind were even from childhood prone to
the most tender feelings of affection and I was always

. , or0om0lish something great. But you must
disposed to ac
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remember that
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The Teachers’ Round Table

af“Born withVpasrionate and excitable temperament,
obliged early

Conducted by N. J. COREY

time resolved to surmount all this,

S°“ cruelly was I again repelled by the experience
ever of my defective hearing! And yet I

This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,’’ "What to Teach ”
Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department, bull n

Three Questions

Thirty-five Years Young

“1. Would you consider that a pupil of fourteen
had made satisfactory progress, after nine months
of study, who plays such things as Heins In a
Gondola, Kerns’ Cavalry Trot and Geibel s En¬
chanted Moments?
„
. ..
“2. Do you consider a course of studies in the
early grades, consisting of Heller with the Czerny

“If you were a young woman of thirty-five
years, and had been taking lessons two and onehalf years, and had during that time worked up a
good reading ability, developed flexible lingers, bad
a good memory, and natural aptness for time and
rhythm, would you feel that (in spite of the fact
that your opportunity for beginning music came
late in life, and the world says that after twentyfive but little can be done in music) you had
started too late to become a fair musician, playing
many of the beautiful classics? When I started to
study I was in hopes that I could learn to play
enough to amuse myself, but as I continue I long
to learn to play all the difficult compositions, and
I am afraid to think about it on account of my age.
I do not wish to waste any money in attempting
the impossible. Please give me your opinion. If I
am not too late I will find a good teacher and get
down to work.”—M. T.

Elements of Success

“Which system is considered better in giving
the finger stroke—to raise the finger above the key
before striking, or to let it remain on the key and
give the pressure touch?”—Y. A.

ftiness °f his character which made even

Men ™Su,P““s °»* » ™«

\_;

Lagging in Interest

1. Give them your individual interest and encour¬
agement.
2. Seem very enthusiastic yourself, and
make them think you enjoy hearing the music they play.
3. Make them feel you are glad when the lesson hour
comes, and that you are specially glad to see each
pupil in turn. 4. Do not call attention to any inequality
in the work of various pupils. 5. Rather cultivate a
spirit of comradeship among the students in their work.
6. Do not give them too many exercises or etudes. Do
not overdo, in other words, what they hate. 7. Do not
make them learn long sonatinas. One movement at a
time, interspersing a very pretty piece of sharp con¬
trast. If any given movement of a sonatina is very
uninteresting, do not make them learn it just because
it is in the composition. They will not keep happy in
their work if given much that makes them unhappy.
8. If possible, give occasional recitals, perhaps in your
studio, or house, at regular intervals, and let them feel
these appearances are incentives to work towards. 9.
It is also a good plan to have little home parties for
them. For these some of the musical games that the
publisher will send you can be used and interest them
greatly. In these days of high cost of living a glass of
lemonade and a sweet wafer or cake is all that will
be needed for refreshment, if any. These social and
recital events are more easily managed by those who
live in one of the 'smaller cities or towns than by those
who are residents of the very large cities, where par¬
ents have to send their children miles in the street cars.
If, however, you can get a feeling of genuine com¬
munity interest among your pupils, and that they have
a good time when they get all together, it will help
much to arouse an interest. 10. If you play yourself,
give them little recitals in which you explain the music.
A good game in these is to teach the pupils how to
count the measures as you play, and give little prizes
of cards to the ones who succeed in getting nearest to
the number of measures. This will teach them to pay
close attention. Use your ingenuity to think of other
things by which to interest them.

mercenar d H"6* °W hefore hi"- He never allowed
mercenary motives to influence him.

it

.. v-

ot technical problems pertaining to
dress must accompany all inquiries.

“Can you suggest a way of keeping a large class
of pupils interested in tlieir work? While they are
enthusiastic at the beginning and work faithfully
for a few weeks, their ardor soon lessens, and they
fall into the old, listless rut again. —C. O. H.

I cannot do this! Forgive me therefore, when you see
me withdraw from you with whom I would so gladly
mingle. My misfortune is doubly severe in causing me
to be misunderstood. No longer can I enjoy recreat.on
of the mutual exchange of thought.
Completely
isolated, I enter society only when compelled to do so
I must live like an exile. In composing I am assailed
by the most painful apprehensions-the dread of being
exposed to the risk of my condition being observed.
. . . Such things brought me to the verge of despera¬
tion and well nigh caused me to put an end to my life.
Art, art alone deterred me. How could I possibly quit
the world before bringing forth all that I felt n was my
vocation to produce? And thus I spared this miserable
life. It is decreed that I must now choose- Patu nce for
my guide. I hope the resolve will not fail me, stead¬
fastly to persevere till it may please the inexorable
Fates to cut the thread 6f my life. Perhaps I may get
better, perhaps not. I ant prepared for either. Con¬
strained to become a philosopher in my twenty-eighth
year!” . . . (Beethoven was 32 years old when he
wrote this letter, referring to the inception of his in¬
firmity four years previous).
I shall not try to analyze Beethoven's compositions.
They have become treasured property of the whole
world. Everybody who is interested in music has en¬
joyed and enjoys them. When composing, Beethoven
made a poetic picture in his mind, which he endeavored
to reproduce in music. He was a slow, conscientious
worker, continually polishing and improving his work
up to the moment that it reached the engraver’s hand.
The character of Beethoven corresponded with his
glorious gifts. His contemporaries relate that his
morality could be described as childhood and innocence
hand in hand. He had a profound hatred for all that
was base or unclean. Truth was the fundamental part
of his disposition. He never allowed himself to make
concessions either to the multitude and its frivolity or
to please the vanity of its executants. He was proud
but not vain. He had the consciousness of his intel¬
lectual and spiritual power—he rejoiced to see it
recognized, but he despised shallow everyday applause.
In 1827 alarming symptoms of dropsy made their ap¬
pearance ; a violent cold added to his dangerous condi¬
tion and after an operation for dropsv his forces
gradually decreased and he died the 26th of March, 1827.

Resuming, the following elements of success should
be pointed out:
1. The forceful musical training he received in his
early youth at the hands of eminent teachers. The
pitiless avidity of his father who would make of him
a prodigy contributed in laying an excellent foundation
to his artistic development.
2. The immeasurable advantage he had in coming into
intimate connection with Haydn and Mozart, the first
as a teacher, the second as a friend.
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, what a glorious
trinity! What an invincible triple alliance! What
mighty, divine sparks were necessarily generated from
this powerful battery of geniuses!
. ' ']e g’’eat care he took in constantly polishing and
improving his works as proved by the numberless cor¬
rections in his manuscripts, and the many almost duplicate copies of them found after his death.
bp '
i mspmng and exalting influence of noble and
beautiful women.

a

Both

Did it occur to you that letting the finger rest on the
key, and then pressing, would not be a stroke? It
resolves itself into two touches, and which is correct?
The finger stroke is first practiced by raising the finger
and then giving a decided downward throw. When
the motion is acquired fairly well the hand may be
slightly elevated so that the finger tips are about the
same height as the tops of the black keys, and the
stroke may be made from this point. In rapid passages
the fingers are constantly in readiness for action when
held in this manner. Furthermore, there are some
hands so chubby or stocky that it is impossible for the
fingers to rise above the horizontal of the back of the
hand. When held in the foregoing position they are
provided with ample distance for the downward stroke.
For rapid- pianissimo scale passages the fingers should
be held nearer the keys. The pressure touch with the
fingers resting on the keys also has its place, as I have
frequently remarked. In modern piano-playing almost
every possible controlled condition of the fingers and
hands is made use of. The old-fashioned idea of just
one “finger” touch and one “wrist” touch, is obsolete.

Liebling Studies, superior to Coneone with Kohler?
“3. Should the scales be taught in contrary mo¬
tion? X do not find them In any of the scale guides

1. I should consider that such a pupil had made ex¬
cellent progress, rather more than the average if he
plays third grade pieces well in that length of time,
with only one lesson a week. Be very watchful that
you do not force your pupils too rapidly. Let the
foundation be thorough and correctly laid.
/
2. Heller is superior to Coneone because the music
of the former has a high ideal which is well carried
out. He may be said to have done for young players
what Chopin did for virtuoso students. They come
under the head of what is termed the artistic etude.
Many of them are poetic and more interesting to play
than many pieces that young players perform, though
often rejected by young students because of the term
etude. It takes a long time for many pupils to learn
that etude is not synonymous with exercise. Mean¬
while Concone’-s etudes are just average music, and for
this very reason will be accepted gratefully by some
pupils who are totally unable to appreciate music of a
higher class. You must use your judgment in cases
of this sort. Kohler was one of the ablest educators
of his time, and when his studies were first published
they were hailed by many as superior to Czerny be¬
cause more musical. There are many fine teachers who
regard them very highly. You cannot go astray in
using them if correctly taught. The merit of the
Czerny-Liebling collection is that Liebling has selected
the best and most suitable out of a vast number and
collected them together. This is getting to be more
and more of a selecting age along all lines, because
the mass of good material is increasing so rapidly. If
a teacher has a very large clientele he sometimes wel¬
comes music from more than one etude composer, as
he thereby rests his brain from hearing the incessant
repetition.
3. Most certainly the scales should be practiced in
contrary motion. Having learned the fingering it is
not necessary that they should be written out, al¬
though you will find them in many of the manuals.
Three and Four
“I have a pupil who has completed Grade III of
the Standard Course, Czerny Op. 299, etc., and is
very good In scale and arpeggio work. What would
you suggest to use with Standard Grade IV?
“Also one Just beginning Grade III, and minor
scales?”—P. A.
During the fourth grade you should select the best
and most useful out of Heller’s Op. 46 and 45, as
they treat of certain technical matters in an artistic
way, and lead to the modem artistic etude. Also if
she is fond of the classics, an introduction to Bach
may be obtained by way of Little Preludes, or some of
them. The first book of Jensen’s Etudes, Op. 32, will
also interest this pupil. Presser’s Octave Studies will
also introduce her to an important department of piano
playing. There are many of Mendelssohn’s Songs
Without Words that can be taken up in this grade, and
are invaluable. Standard Fourth Grade pieces will pro¬
vide excellent recreation work that will be profitable as
well. , Scale and arpeggio work must be kept up con¬
stantly.
For Grade III, the second book of Czerny-Liebling
Selected Studies cannot be excelled. Heller's Op. 47
should be used for the same, reason as stated in first
paragraph. Whether or not’ she shall take up the First
Study of Bach will depend on the grade of her intelli¬
gence and appreciation.

You omitted just one most important thing in your
letter in making it possible to give a complete diagnosis
and appraisal of your case. How far did you advance
in your two and one-half years of study? Your list of
what you have gained shows that you accomplished a
great deal more than one usually expects at thirty-five.
But you say nothing as to the difficulty of the music
you can play. Your enthusiasm, however, would lead
one to think that you had accomplished far more than
you had expected. If this is the case, you really do not
need any advice as to continuing. Your satisfaction
with your work speaks for itself. The average stu¬
dent has little more than this to go on.
The statement that little can be done after the age
of twenty-five represents the average experience. Every
little while someone comes along and completely dis¬
proves the statement by extraordinary progress after
that age. This, however, does not offset the discourag¬
ing experiences many teachers have with older pupils.
The muscles and ligaments are usually set and rigid
after years of maturity, to say nothing of the fixed¬
ness of the mind, which all constitutes a physical diffi¬
culty hard to overcome, and in many cases impossible.
None of this, however, applies to the individual excep¬
tion, and it is the individual exception that we are
always looking for, whether young or old. Every
teacher hopes to find it in every new pupil that hap¬
pens into his studio. There seems to be in your case
a good deal of the individual exception. Your enthu¬
siasm seems buoyant and hopeful—a good example to
place before others—and your attainment indicates that
you have made a good start to lead you on to a fair
degree of ability as a player. I certainly should not
recommend you to give up, after having progressed so
satisfactorily as to place your playing mechanism in a
reasonably good condition for continuance. Find a
good teacher and get down to “brass tacks,” a homely
expression, but one that seems to fit your state of
mind. With a bright intelligence you may surprise
even your own friends as well as yourself. There are
many, many people throughout the country who are in
the same frame of mind as yourself, hesitating as to
just what step to take. It will encourage them to
know that you are going to make the effort with all
the application, energy and enthusiasm you can com¬
mand. Let me suggest that after one year you write
again and let the Round Table readers know the re¬
sult of your experiment. We give our counsel or en¬
couragement in so many instances, and would be so
glad to know the results, but in comparatively few do
we hear after success has been accomplished.
Sometimes this condition you mention is due to a
genuine lack of talent. If the pupil is totally devoid
of natural aptitude for music your problem will be still
more difficult Still, even if the musical seed is very
small, you will be able to make some progress, and I
have known pupils who were in the beginning seem¬
ingly hopeless, who gradually were able to develop a
considerable taste for music. With such pupils the
program outlined in the foregoing will need to be still
more carefully and slowly carried out.
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Modern Piano Pedagogy
By Sidney Silber

One of the saddest defects of much piano teaching,
which strangely enough is still well thought of, is t e
tendency to treat all students alike and make them go
through a prescribed technical course of mechanical
exercises, most of which are of little value. W 1 e
such a procedure may possibly bring results with a
certain limited number of students, it cannot satis y
all types. Comparatively speaking, a deplorably small
number of piano teachers of to-day recognize the im¬
perative necessity of making different psychological
appeals to individual students of varying disposition

MAY 1920
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continue
*“• rexperience proves’c,n
%\i satisfactory .«»».■
Five Important Principles
1 Teachers should apply different methods of appeal
and instruction to different students.
2 There is no one method, there are many methods.

(Mr. Silber is head of the Piano Department, Uni¬
versity School of Music, Lincoln, Nebraska. He was
born at Wampum, Wisconsin. He studied at the Uni¬
versities of Berlin and Vienna. His piano teachers
BC, ^Tteacher can justify himself, nor will the public
have been Jedliczka, Barth, and Leschetizky. He was
justify him,' but he and his art and his students all
with Leschetizky for three years.)
suffer! when he, the teacher, refuses to keep pace with
The last thirty years have brought to light a larger
and character.
new discoveries and new methods.
array of proven principles (not rules) in teaching
Leschetizky was undoubtedly (all things considered)
4 Teachers should recognize the fact that the teach¬
music than all preceding time put together. This is
the greatest piano teacher of all times, up to his death.
ing of music is as much a means of character develop¬
especially true of pianoforte instruction. Modern
His 5'0-called “method” consisted in the fact tnat he
ment as the teaching of other subjects.
music teachers of the highest attainments have studied
had no one method, but he did have “methods.” He
5 Develop at least one principle for yourself nut of
philosophy, aesthetics, anatomy, physiology, and even
would speak in a soft tone of voice to one type of
the'above paragraph entitled “Illustration.”
biology in their search for means by which to increase
students; to another he would speak loudly, sometimes
results, at the same time eliminate undue waste of
even abusively; to others he would make strong ap¬
energy.’ While musical pedagogy might well be said to be
peals to the imagination, while with others his remarks
still in its infancy, it can nevertheless show substantial
Auto-Suggestion
discoveries; enough, to say the least,
to combat successfully the popular
By Otto Fischer
belief in a “method” as a guarantee
for the attainment of results. Every
The story is told of a to
teacher should know that the flexible
friends played a practical joke upon
wrist; the limp elbow; the loose
him in that each one meeting him
shoulder; positive, negative and
on a certain day commented mi how
finger staccato; the arm in its mani¬
bad he looked, how ill lie appeared,
fold agencies; finger stroke; pressure
The Power of Music is Infinite
etc. Though in perfect health, the
touch; after-pedaling; the entire field
For Centuries Thinkers Unnumbered have tried to grapple its
man took sick that night ami died
■of technic, and a multitude of other
soon after. Now. why did not these
matters of a more or less physio¬
force with words.
cruel friends conspire to make some¬
logical nature are of but recent dis¬
A
Japanese
Sage
came
nearest
when
he
wrote
one who was really sick into a well
covery.
In the field of beautiful tone pro¬
man by reversing their suggestions?
duction, too, as far as it relates to
“Music is the power of making
Do you realize that you can make
teaching, profound discoveries have
yourself musically well—that is, over¬
Heaven descend to earth”
been made. We have come to know
come any fault, weakness or diffi¬
how to handle the tone of the piano
culty by constantly suggesting to
Music—The great anodyne for the sufferings of mankind—from
in a most perfect manner. Artistic
yourself the ideal you wish to attain?
illusions are nowadays so effectively
the lullabies that turn the baby’s tears to smiling slumber—to the
For instance, if you have difficulty
mastered as to make it possible for
in concentrating, call to yourself
dear old songs that bring back the dreams of youth to tottering age.
the piano to outdo all other single
every few moments, “Concentrate!”
instruments.
Music—The spark that fires the brain-engines of the giants of
and note how your brain obediently
sits up and takes notice. If your
Mastery of the Piano
commerce, statecraft, science, industry—the men destined to make
touch is hard, say to yourself, “Beau¬
The piano is doubtless the easiest
the World of to-morrow a nobler, grander edifice for posterity.
tiful tones,” or “Soft, velvety tones”;
musical instrument to learn, and,
if it is weak and flabby, say “Round
alas! the most difficult to master.
Music—The glad song of life—the inspiration of the poet and
and noble tones,” or “Strong and firm
There is hardly a faculty in man
tones.” Nervousness incident to pub¬
the seer and the priest—the guiding force that makes us who live
which is not required in mastering
lic appearance may be counteracted
this obstinate and cold instrument.
on this atom of the firmament, akin with the Almighty, beyond the
in like manner. In our youth we
It requires a finer and more com¬
are taught not'to contradict, but it is
ocean of stars unseen.
plete co-ordination of all faculties
wise to flatly contradict such thoughts
than any other instrument. Rubin¬
“Music”—writes Carlisle, “is a kind of unfathomable speech
as “I know I am going to break
stein aptly said: “Piano playing is
down,” “I hope none of my friends
prone to be affected by mannerisms,
which leads us to the edge of the infinite.”
will come,” or “I can never remem¬
and when these two precipices have
ber that passage.” From the moment
Music—The
wings
of
the
soul,
that
lift
us
from
the
Man
world
been luckily avoided, it is apt to be¬
that you begin to feel the least un¬
come dry. The truth lies between
to the Oodworld.
certainty—be it a week or a month
these three mischiefs.”
before your appearance in public—
According to Kobbe, “The true
forcefully contradict such thoughts
aim of piano technic is the produc¬
and say instead, “I WILL play well,”
tion of a tone of beautiful quality
“I never forgot and never will for¬
and singing character under all con¬
get,” “Everyone in the audience loves
ditions of force and speed. There¬
fore, beauty in piano playing is the
this music and wants me to do it
result of high intellectual conception
well,” “God is with me and is helping
me always.” Does it help? Of course
warmed by emotional force and
were couched in scientific, prosaic, matter-of-fact lan¬
it helps if you are honest with yourself.
made known through the medium of ample technic.”
guage.
Do
not
only
think
these wonderful, life-giving
How much of all of this can be taught? The writer
The writer recalls the three lessons on one of the
thoughts—-say them out loud to yourself. Most of our
ventures to say that nine-tenths of it can be, and is,
master’s own compositions, entitled Waves and Bil¬
thinking is too hazy, but the spoken word (you may
taught to-day by our best pedagogs. They are fairly
lows. I had studied Leschetizky’s own edition, which
emphasize it by . stamping your foot or banging your
numerous. Touch, tone and technic no longer hold any
not only gave most complete fingerings, phrasings,
fist on the table) cuts a sharp and clean furrow in our
secrets. The scores of distinguished and great pianists
thinking.
dynamics and the like, but also all pedal indications.
of the present generation, most of whom teach during
At the first lesson he showed me an entirely different
a part of the year, assure us of this fact.
set of fingerings, phrasings, dynamics and pedals. At
About Pedals
While the instructor cannot create talent or genius, he
the second he gave me yet another set. Each version
The pedals effects in the olden times were not opermay develop them to-day as never before. Unfortunately,
was most excellent and thoroughly convincing from an
ated from the foot, but by means of knobs like organ
however, we still have with us large numbers of con¬
artistic as well as musical standpoint. This incident,
stops These brass knobs were located to the left of
scientious teachers, who, in all good faith, are holding
to my mind, proves Leschetizky’s phenomenal teaching
the player over the keyboard. The “loud” and the
to and teaching ideas which were the vogue twenty-five
gift and his ability to bring to the student’s conscious¬
17Rt 1 U
we know them now, were invented in
years ago. One example among many others is suffi¬
1783 by John Broadwood.
ness the possibility of many good and satisfying ver¬
cient. Serious observers and thinkers have long ago
sions
of
one
and
the
same
composition.
decided that the seat of activity in playing octaves re¬
J^r,Sre*ded by a contrivance operated by the
KMes
called
the
Genouillierc.
By moving up the knee
Can this gift be acquired? The answer is both sim¬
sides in the shoulders. In spite of this, many teachers
ple and difficult. Leschetizky’s genius cannot be ac¬
persist in teaching the wrist strokes only. Why not
so thaiTb P!?Ced ,)C,0W thc keyboard could be operated
Tn bi hC d?mpers werc removed from the wires,
quired, but there is so much that can be acquired that
emulate the example of such masters as Hofmann,
there is no reason why modern piano teachers of
word pJ
rrks Beeth°'e" did not employ the
Rosenthal, Carreno and Lhevinne? These did not in
a’’ as tlle invention was at that time prob¬
truth practice octaves; they “played” them.
serious intent should close their minds to this fact and
ably too new to warrant its general use and adoption.

Music—The Joy of the Universe

Music—The Joy of the Universe!
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A fanciful novement in ballet slyle. Graceful and rippling Grade3

Intro. Allegretto
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homeward bound
MARCH

bert R. ANTHONY, Op. 165

THE KING’S IN TOWN!
Come quick, Johnny;the bells are ringing!
Come quick, Johnny, the kings in town!
I can hear people cheer, and the band playing.
Two little sixteen measure pieces, easy to play, but good music
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Flags are out, hear the shout, well be last down.
Come quick, Johnny, the bells are ringing!
Come quick, Johnny, the kings in town!
MARY GAIL CLARK

nevertheless.

Grade 1.
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SONG OP MAY
CHANSON DU MAI
OHArNO

FRANCESCO
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Sostennto-p La Melodia Mqrcato

the etude

B.de LEONE, Op 31, No,3.

effect of double time in the right hand a-

A cleverly conetructed cumber bearing a ....enable title. The“croee fir. of rhythms, g
gainst triple time is very fascinating. Grade 5.

Allegretto non troppo

PURPLE ASTERS
Useful as a first study in grace notes. Grade 8.

PAUL LAWSON
5

4

3

Andante

British Copyright secured
Copyright 1»*0 by Theo. Prosser Co.
British Copyright secured
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THE WHIPPOORWILLS CALL
The Whippoorwill’s Call
Appeals tousall:

PAUL LAWSON
From a new characteristic set of pieces, basesupon“bird

calls’,’ entitled

Nature’s Orchestra.

Grade 2 a
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YOU

Recent Publications
in Sheet Music for
Piano, Voice, Violin and Organ

Words by Albert Morse
Music by

Arthur Cleveland Morse
Low in Bb, Medium in C, High in Eb 60 Cents
PART OF THE TEXT AND MELODY FOLLOW:
Waiting for the time, dear, when you’ll be my own.
The charm of all your being, which is for me alone.
All that keeps me living and loving my life through.
Is told in just one word, dear, and that one word is
‘
[YOU.

Any of These Numbers Sent for Examination
WHEN ORDERING GIVE ONLY CATALOG NUMBER AND MENTION PRESSER PUBLICATION

PIANO SOLOS—Continued

PIANO SOLOS
ARMSTRONG W. D.
16781 Christmas Suite.
BADER, HELEN D.
16789 Valse Gracieuse .
BERGER, W.
16700 Dragon Fly. Caprice.
BLOSE, J. M.
.
16640 Souvenirs De Chopin.
BRAINE, ROBERT
16738 Hunting Song^.
16696 Olden Court Days .
16740 Parisienne^U Valse

i Wee Bonnie Lassie
WILDE, EDWIN E.
\ Picnic Party, A.

PIANO SOLOS FOR LEFT

16739 BROWN, ARTHUR^.

A
Ballad
of
Exquisite
Charm
Containing all the

CHABRIER, EMMANUEL

ia di Lam
3X
Arranged by P. W. Or
SARTORIO, ARNOLDO
16637 Ten Melodious Study Pieces for the
Left Hand Alone, Op. 1136.3-4
SPINDLER, F.
16649 Romance, Op. 156, No. 2
5

CHOPIN, F.
16664 Processional Iron, Nocturne^,.
Minor,Op. 37, No. l. Arr
16681 Valse, Op. 64. No. 1. Tr ,s. by M.

...

DUBOIS, THEODORE
16639 Scherzo «. Choral, Op. 18.«
ELLIS, JOSEPH
,
16685 Dainty Dorothy.
16626 Sunshine Valley
..**
16654 Sweet Surprise. Waltz
EYER, FRANK L.
N
16747 In the Palace. Polonaise, Op. 41, No.^

PIANO—FOUR HANDS
DVORAK, A.
16680 Polonaise
GRIEG, EDVARD
16648 Norwegian Dance, P

16748 Queen o! the Revels: Mazurka, Op.
41, No. 1.1
FONTAINE, L. J. OSCAR
16666 Eole. Valse Vive, Op. 155, No. 6... .5
HEYSER, E. H.
,
16790 Arcadian Joys. Minuet . A
JOHNSON, WALLACE A.
16697 Menuet Joyeuse, Op. 41.

elements for popu¬
larity. A beautiful
text and a haunting
melody.
Being
used by singers
everywhere
1 through your Regular Dealer

GET
16765 I
16764 I
16763 1
RACHMANlNUf l*, a. v16624 Prelude, Op. 3, No. 2.5

YOUR COPY
TODAY

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO.

TWO PIANOS—FOUR HANDS
',6728
16651 Rabbit Chase, ft,
16659 Twilight Thoughts
Op. 39
ghts, Op16652 Village Bells, Op. 409, No
16660 When the Shadows Grown
Reverie-Melody
KJERULF, H.
16741 Berceuse. Lullaby.
KRONKE. EMIL
16672 Cavatine Op. 142. No. 1
On. 142. b

FONTAINE, L. J.
16667 Eole. Valse Vive. Op. 155, No.6..5
\:.y)
2'A

VOCAL SOLOS
GALBRAITH, J. LAMONT
16661 Oh! Heart o! Mine.3
GALLOWAY, TOD B.
JONES, WALTER HOWE
There is a Green Hill Far t
LIEURANCE, THURLOW

16655 Frolic ..e..— 16620 Full ot Fun .,
16635 In Shadowland .
16688 Little Golden Locks
;; v/3
16642 Suga'r' Cane Dance
^
16727 When Dolly Sleeps^
UEURANCE. THURLOW
16616 Coral Isle. Idyl.*
LOEB-EVANS, MATILEE
16633 Cricket, The
• ■ •
4/2
MARTIN, GEORGE DUDLEY
16658 Dance of the Snowflakes. Mazurka. 3
MORRISON, C. S.
16678 Frolic. A Novelette, Op. 186. ... 3
16689 Spring Time. Intermezzo, Op. 178. .3
PRESTON, M. L.
16750 Hero March
\
16749 Sunbeam Dance.—
RACHMANINOFF, SERGEI

A Book Every Student and
Lover of Music Should Read

in Viilag
PONTIUS, WILLIAM H.
Little Girl Blue. Medium Voice. . . 3
RISHER, ANNA PRISCILLA
Lullaby to Baby.3
STOUGHTON, R. S.
He that Dwelleth in the Secret Place. 3
STULTS, R. M.
Children of the Heavenly King
3
TOURJEE, HOMER

The Masters

WARD, HERBERT RALPH
One Sweedy Solemn Thought.3

ByW. S. B. MATHEWS

Their Music
CLOTH BOUND—PRICE, $2.00

PIPE ORGAN
ALEXIS, UhKHAKU I.
0 Andante Pastorale.3
LACEY, FREDERIC
rKI
2 Love's Evensong.
LEMARE, EDWIN H.
4 Bouree in D (In the Old Style).
SCHULER, GEORGE S.
2 At Twilight.
SHEPPARD, ERNEST H.

...zy.
16657 Com
16656 Day in springtime, ..
ROLFE, WALTER
16645 Reunited.
16646 Till We Meet Again
— •: • • •
16644 Yearnings. Song without Words .
ROMILL1, G.

VIOLIN AND PIANO
SARTORIO, A.
16625 Sea Dreams, Op. 1201
SMALLWOOD, WILLIAM
16725 Sweet Violet, The
SPAULDING, GEO. L.
16622 Indolence.
16623 Sleighing in the Country ..........
16621 Sounds troro the Cornfield. Intro
“Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Grouni

HAESCHE, W. E.
16665 Chrysantheme
HARTMANN, ARTHUR
16668 Songs My Mother Taught Me
MORRISON, C. S.
16679 Frolic. A Novelette. Op. 186..
YOUNG, ROY

T

HOUSANDS have read this work designed as an introduction to music
_as literature. From the beginning it holds the reader interestingly and
imparts a wealth of knowledge as to the individualities of style and mus¬
ical expression as well as the influence exerted by each. Many illustra¬
tive programs with biographical, esthetical and critical annotations are
given. The book is excellent for the use of clubs, classes or private study.
Theodore Presser

Special
Cash Offer
Send this coupon

16639 Serenade

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Music Publishers and Dealers

->

Mail Order Music Supply House

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Co.,

14

chestnut's

Enclosed find $..

Philadelphia,
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H'he Brunswick Method
of Reproduction

Period models

Cabinet models
in seven sizes

of rare design

Etude readers can judge tonal values
You who are versed in music want the best in a phonograph.
We ask you, then, to hear The Brunswick first, then
Style 135

W

make comparisons. IVe seek your decision

Qhe

This

accounts for

the

technical

betterments in

repro¬

E find that among the most critical music lovers
there is a decided preference for the Brunswick
Phonograph, bringing, as it does, an entirely new

and improved Method of Reproduction.

The public has already shown a

marked preference for The Brunswick,

amplification.

The Brunswick fostered the idea of an all¬

wood sound chamber.

This is indeed gratifying, for it means additional and more
authoritative-endorsement.

duction.
There is another factor of equal importance. That is tone

This instrument is

now one of the foremost sellers; its popularity is nation-wide.
The Brunswick Method of Reproduction includes two ad¬
vanced ideas.

The old idea was to have a cas-t metal throat connecting
the reproducing* arm and the amplifier.

That is still in prac¬

tice in many instruments.
But not in The Brunswick.

We have an all-wood, care¬

Style 122

fully molded amplifier, conforming to acoustic laws.
These two basic improvements have brought such uni¬

One is the Ultona, our all-record player.

Brunswick was

versal acclaim for the Brunswick Method of Reproduction.

the leader in the all-record feature; we began with the sen¬

Before you buy

sational announcement: “The Brunswick plays all Records.
At that time no fine phonograph was so equipped.

You will appreciate the superiority of Bruns¬
It is true that many claim to play all records

wick

tone

the

minute

you

hear

this

super¬

now, but it means attachments and makeshifts.
instrument.
You will find new qualities.

Exclusively Brunswick

Here, you will agree, is the instrument for

The Brunswick is the only phonograph with
the Ultona.

music-lovers.

We own the patent.

This reproducer, at a slight turn, presents the
correct diaphragm, the proper needle and the
exact weight for each make of record.

In other

words, each make of record is played precisely

Brunswick Records
can be plMed on any
phonograph with steel
or fibre needle

as intended.

You will not be satisfied with a

lesser.
Go to a Brunswick dealer now.

Branch Houses in Principal
Cities of United States, Mexico and Canada

General Offices:

A, „
623-633 South Wabash

Ask him to

play this better instrument. Ask for your favorite
records. Judge this instrument as you would any
other musical instrument. It will stand the test.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER COMPANY^
The (^othejn

And you will find

old harshness gone.

Avenue,

, .
Chicago

Canadian Distributors:
Musical Merchandise Saies Co., su Yonge st„

Style 117
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mfF ETUDE
by G.v. Sternberg?

Snrineiime Is Outdoor Time

Harmony Book
for Beginners
By PRESTON WARE OREM
Price $1.26

AN
IMMEDIATE
SUCCESS

ADMIRABLE
FOR
SELF-HELP

Brief, Simple, Vital,
Practical, New
and Distinctive
Lays a strong foundation for
future musicianship by giving the
main essentials of the subject in such
simple, understandable and interesting
manner that it will prove invaluable in
the class or for self-help work.
Read this letter from JOHN
PHILIP SOUSA,Famous
Composer and Conductor:
The system adopted in your
Harmony Book is admirably adapted
for the student who requires an
instruction book that is “as plain as
a pike.” The text is so lucid that
he “who runs may read”—a decided
virtue in any text book.
I congratulate you on your
work and commend it to the student
of harmony.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
SHEET MUSIC
MUSIC BOOKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Why Not a New Set of Dishes This Spring?

—Mistakes and Disputed
Points in Music by
Louis C. Elson-

School of the Pianoforte
Volume One
By Theo. Presser
Price $1.00
This elementary piano in¬
structor has had an unprece¬
dented success, being wel¬
comed by teachers everywhere
as just the thing for the
youngbeginner; the next thing
to a kindergarten method.
You Have Never Used This Work
Order a Copy Now for Examinatior

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Theo. Presser Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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AT THE CONVENT

MAY 1920

AU COUVENT

A. rSUxvU

Alex. P. Borodin 1834-1887, was originally a surgeon, became a friend of Franz Liszt, and eventually became a renowned exponent of the
Russian School. This piece contains beautiful chime effects, organ-like passages, and plain chant of the Greek Church. Read Mr. Sternberg'e explanatory motes and follow carefully his editorial markings. Grade 5.
Andante
■
^
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NOCTURNE
from themusio to MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
F. MENDELSSOHN

.

Mendelssohn’s music to Midsummernight’s Dream,
ly nocturne, asarranged by Mdszkowski, makesn beautiful piano number,retaining
ft

,
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GRAZ IB LL A
POLKA
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HORACE CLARK

Introducing a variety of light and showy finger-work. A valuable practice piece. Grade 3^
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LITTLE HUNGARIAN
MARCH

WALTER ROLFE

Full of go, introducing the theme of a favorite concert number. Grade 2-£
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NADJI

m7m°

DANSEARABE

,

CHAS. J.WILSON,Op.861

A fantastic and very enjoyable characteristic piece in the oriental manner. Grade 8j

Allegretto mode rat o

m.m.J=108

TRAUMEREI
Arranged by Frederic L. Hatch

FOR THE LEFT HAND ALONE
An interesting novelty, one of the most famous piano pieces brought within the reach of the left hand alone.

for such arrangements. Grade 5

Copyright 1920 by Theo.Presser Co.
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TM» melody he, become

,0

LITTLE SANDMAN

Transcribed for Violin and Piano
by ARTHUR HARTMANN

RHENISH FOLKSONG

identified with Brahms' vocal arrangement that it's frequently attributed to Brahms himself. Such however Is not

the case. It is one of the lovely old folk songs. .

Softly, gently, yet with motion ^
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THANKSGIVING
JESSIE L. PEASE

A dignified and sonorous semi-sacred song for low voice.

Joyously

Lord,

I

am glad

for the

f'

great

gift ofliv - ing,

Glad forthe days of sum-mer rain

J

Copyright 1920byTheo.Presser Co.
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To Mr.Orville

THE REVELATION
Ad intense love song,with a big Clin,.*, a fine concert number.
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SING AGAIN THAT SONG TO ME

Zforro/rf

The Poem and Music by
JOHN PRINDLE SCOTT

BALLAD

R. M. STULTS

Andante espressivo

words
love

Also Published for Low Voice.
Copyright MCMXI by The William Maxwell Music Co.

re-peat, She
sang “Love’s old
sweet
sodear Love’s dear - est, sweet - est

song.”song.^_—^

-gain

that

song to

me,

Sing it

o’er

and

British Copyright secured
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THE1 SHEPHERD AND'THE MOCKING-BIRD

I

iiiiiiiiuniiiiuiiiiiuii
By W. S. Cottingham

IDYL

Bw. soft string or soft 8'
Gt. D. Flute if enclosed
Ch Clarinet or orchestral oboe with soft 4' flute tremolo

A delightful eh.::^.i.CL“?ude:r“rr“i.,.t.o. 1, Mt.CutW. .»», — >» hi. recite!..

Moderate) m.m.J=6I

MANUAL

Your Mental Musical Temperature

W. BERWALD

Leschetizky used to say, “Americans
are always in a hurry-but they are
seekers—des chercheurs. They are hard
workers—too much so perhaps. I hate
being told ‘I worked eight hours to¬
day’ when half that time would have
sufficed. Nor do I care to have much
ground covered.
I prefer two pages
played with finish, to the longest piece
indifferently learned.”
The great master’s comment should
not be taken lightly by American stu¬
dents. We are all hard workers, but we
expect to accomplish a lot by drudgery.
Drudgery cannot be escaped, but at the
same time there is something more im¬
portant than drudgery and that is the

intense white heat of achievement. Five
minutes with the right intellectual tem¬
perature is better than four hours of
lukewarm practice.
The writer has a garden, and it is in¬
teresting to note in the spring that cer¬
tain plants simply do not move until the
temperature is right.
Lettuce and
radishes may De planted in the very
finest soil but the seeds do not begin to
show themselves until the thermometer
goes over forty. Piano students may
practice for hours and hours and accom¬
plish absolutely nothing unless they have
the ability to raise their mental ther¬
mometer to above that point where real
work commences to be effective.

Raise the Standard
By Nanette van Alstyn
The day is gone and past when a musi¬
cian was considered as something mid¬
way between a criminal and an idiot.
Those who specialize in the making of
sweet sounds, are no longer obliged to
advertise that they have a gracious
“patron” of wealth or title, to succeed.
The worst nowadays—from a purely
material point of view—is the widespread
belief that musicians are “shiftless,” “im¬
provident,” without ordinary “horse”
sense about dollars and cents.

Now, while this is no crime, yet it in¬
volves a certain half-veiled contempt in
the everyday world’s estimate of the
musician. And this not unjustly, for
thrift is an integral part of that balance
which goes to make up the perfect char¬
acter.
We owe it to our profession to dress
well, live comfortably, and to face the
world properly.
Raise the standard.

All night • all day • your skin
never rests from its work

D

O you realize that your skin is
far more than a mere covering
for your body ? It is a living

organ with vital work to perform.
If for some reason your skin looks
tired, dull—if it lacks the color and
freshness you would like it to have
—then you can be sure that it is
not functioning properly.

The

pores are not doing their work—the

When the Flood Comes
By Carol Sherman
Out in California an inventor, con¬
vinced that history repeats itself, has
erected upon dry land an ark in which he
purposes to voyage a la Noah when the
next great flood comes. He is not going
to be caught napping. Of course the
flood might come to-morrow and the
laugh would be upon the neighbors who
have watched the queer land-locked boat
go up with curiosity. Yet preparation of
this kind is highly absurd and a waste of
the gentleman’s time and imagination.

little muscular fibres have become
relaxed.
This condition can be relieved—
your complexion can be made as

Most teachers of music err in another fresh, clear, and colorful as you
way. They make little preparation for would like to have it. For every
future eventualities. Changes come in day your skin changes—old skin
teaching methods. The younger, more
dies and new skin takes its place.
alert teachers become acquainted with
these changes and the older ones are By the proper treatment you can
transformed into back numbers. One stimulate this new s^in which is con¬
should not be possessed with a fear of stantly forming, into healthy, normal
“what might come.” Usually things turn activity—you can give it freshness
out all right, but one should watch the
trend of the times in musical education and color.
How to rouse a dull,
and be guided thereby.

sluggish skin
To correct a skin that has become

Folk Songs for Children
The following is an extract from an
address by Thomas Whitney Surette
given before the International Kinder¬
garten Union, at Boston, Mass.:—
Children like almost any music pro¬
vided it is simple and tuneful, but that
has little to do with the case. Children
are, I suggest, being taught, as well as
entertained, and it is our business to see
that they are taught to love good music.
The average kindergarten song is spe¬
cious, or mawkish; its sentiment is mock
sentiment and it has no truth in it.
Let us turn away from these and use
only the best folk melodies not only
because their worth lias been demon¬
strated over many years, but because they
ring true. People who write and people
who use the other kind are debasing not
only the taste of the children but their
own taste as well. In fact the situation
has become such that these bookmakers
and some of these teachers can no longer
feel the force of the very argument I
am now making. But a wide experience
of bringing real songs to children leads

me to say that they detect the difference
even though their teacher may not.
In addition to this difficulty there is
another, namely, that kindergarten music
has been made of too little importance
in itself. Any tune to hang the proper
words on has been too much the rule.
The training of the aesthetic sense—a
great source of human happiness—has
been too much neglected. This difficulty
is a part of the other, of course, but
it is necessary that kindergarten teachers
should think more of the value to chil¬
dren of a love of beautiful sounds, as
such. There are endless examples of
bad taste and of bad judgment in the
books provided children. Even beautiful
folk songs introduced in these books have
often been mutilated. There are certain
popular American composers of chil¬
dren’s songs who are steadily and cer¬
tainly lowering the inherent good taste
of little children. Let us cry a halt to
all this and try to preserve the precious
heritage of music which each child pos¬
sesses anew even though its parents and
its teachers have squandered it

Special treatments to meet the
needs of each individual type of
skin are given in the little booklet
which is wrapped around every cake
of Woodbury’s Facial Soap. Find
the treatment that is adapted to
your skin—then begin to use it every
night, regularly and persistently.

dull and sluggish, try using every
night this special treatment with
Woodbury’s Facial Soap.
Before retiring wash your face
and neck with plenty of Woodbury’s
Facial Soap and warm water.

If

your skin has been badly neglected,
rub a generous lather thoroughly
into the pores, using an upward and
outward motion.

Do this until the

skin feels somewhat
sensitive.

Rinse

well in warm water,
then in cold. When¬
ever possible, rub
your skin for thirty

You will find that the very first
treatment leaves your skin with a
slightly drawn, tight feeling.
This
only means that your skin is
responding to a more thorough and
stimulating kind of cleansing than
it has been accustomed to. After
a few nights the drawn feeling will
disappear, and your skin will emerge
from its nightly treatment with
such a soft, clean, healthful feeling
that you will never again want to
use any other method of cleansing
your face.
Woodbury’s Facial Soap is on
sale at any drug store or toilet goods
counter in the United States or
Canada. Get a cake to-day—begin
using it to-night. A 25-cent cake
lasts a month or six weeks.

We shall be glad to send
you a trial size cake
For 6 cents we will send you a
trial size cake of Woodbury’s Facial
Soap (enough for a week or ten
days of any Woodbury facial treat¬
ment), together with the booklet of
treatments, “A Skin You Love to
Touch.” Or for 15 cents we will
send you the treatment booklet
and samples of Woodbury’s Facial
Soap, Facial Powder, Facial Cream
and Cold Cream.
Address The
Andrew Jergens Co., 5605 Spring
Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

seconds with a piece

If you live in Canada, address The An¬

of ice and dry care¬

drew Jergens Co., Limited, 5605 Sher¬

fully.

brooke Street, Perth, Ontario.
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Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers
Edited for May by the Well-known New York Teacher
DUDLEY BUCK
“Thank

You

for

Your

Most

Sweet

Vo i c e sS H A K ESP EA RE

How Much Anatomy Must the Singer Know?
In these days of advanced science one
would almost think after reading many
of the modern books on voice culture
that singing was not a normal function,
but one that could only be acquired with
a wonderful knowledge of anatomy, the
knowledge of how all the muscles con¬
nected with the vocal apparatus work, the
nerves that govern them, the tension
necessary to produce a given tone, the
amount of breath required to start the
vocal bands vibrating, etc., and ad lib.
However, this is not true, the fact re¬
mains that the voice is an automatic in¬
strument and that there are simple phys¬
ical laws which govern its action, and,
furthermore, the nearer one comes to
what is normal, the nearer one is to fine
art.
I do not meah to be understood as con¬
sidering the pathological knowledge I
have spoken about as not necessary to the
vocal teacher; I consider it as absolutely
essential, and I know of no profession
that I would like to see licensed as much
as that of the voice teacher—where the
applicant would be obliged to answer and
demonstrate on himself, before a board
of competent medical judges, his knowl¬
edge of all physical action connected with
the production of the voice. In this way
many a beautiful voice would be saved
and standardization of tone would be
nearer realization.

mental tone itself. Therefore, there can
be no doubt that the key to all good voice
production lies in the power to automat¬
ically control the breath with the dia¬
phragm and those muscles that co-operate
and co-ordinate with it, allowing the
throat to remain free, the vocal bands to
have their normal play and the breath
to soar into the super-laryngeal cavities
unimpeded, thereby generating the neces¬
sary overtones absolutely vital to a per¬
fect tone. This is a short statement of a
great art. An art that requires much
time and decided perseverance to master.
It is a very difficult thing for the human
mind to conceive two things at once, but
that is exactly what happens when you try
to control the breath with the diaphragm
and relax the throat at the same time.
Relaxation does not mean flabbiness
either, for muscles must have elasticity in
order to perform their functions nor¬
mally, and any hard effort which tends to
take away this elasticity can only result
in ultimate destruction of all beauty of
tone.
The student can give himself a fair
criterion of a free throat and the possi¬
bilities of automatic breath control with
the following exercise: Take a breath as
deep as a contented sigh, feeling the body
lift and the ribs expand. When you have
the breath, keep it, then silently and
slowly sigh it out, trying to keep a gentle
pressure against the ribs and the sensation
of control with the entire lower part of
the trunk, always feeling the sensation of
elasticity as if. you could increase the
pressure or diminish it at will or stop the
breath any moment you so desire with the
throat still free. The sensation of relax¬
ation at the throat should be like the first
part of a yawn. After you have done this
a number of times sing a very soft tone,
seeing if you can come anywhere near the
sensation that you had while doing it
silently. All the basic principles of free
tone emission are contained in this
thought.

Aid from Books
Many able books have been written on
the production of the voice and no doubt
some singers and teachers have profited
by the knowledge that they contained, but
it has been my observation, that as far
as students are concerned—and I will not
confine myself solely to students—that
most books on voice-production are per¬
fectly comprehensible when you have
mastered the subject and are of little aid
until that has come to pass.
Nobody can learn to sing through read¬
ing books. Theory and practice are two
different things. I have heard a number
Using the Diaphragm
of people talk voice production quite as
It was my personal experience and un¬
well as I can talk it myself, but when it
came to giving a personal example could questionably the experience of most stu¬
barely demonstrate any of the things dents of voice that when I was informed
about which they talked so well, and I that I must use my diaphragm and relax
have always contended that a teacher of at the throat, thus calling upon" the dia¬
singing was not worthy of the name—in phragm to regulate the breath, that organ
fact, was more or less of a humbug— refused to work—at least refused to work
who could not personally do anything graciously; on the other hand, the vocal
bands labored and refused to speak freely
which he demanded of a pupil.
Voice production can only be acquired the moment I obliged the diaphragm to
through two things, i. e., SOUNDS AND work effectively. It seemed almost im¬
SENSATIONS. It is how it sounds in possible for me to work out this problem,
your ears and how it feels in your mouth but one day I was talking with a great
and head cavities that finally decides the singer, a man whose breath control and ,
question of a well-produced tone, and free emission of tone was well nigh per¬
nobody can teach another with authority fect, M. Pol Plancon, and he said, “The
who does not know the sensation himself diaphragm will work effectively if it be
and the physical laws that govern its well treated and helped by the muscles
control. Science has demonstrated that directly connected with it; these muscles
all tone is complex, that it has a funda¬ can give greater sufccor to the diaphragm
mental tone and certain other sounds if they are helped by those muscles with
known as “upper partials,” “harmonics” which they in turn have a co-ordinate
and “overtones.” Upon these latter de¬ relation, but ask the diaphragm to carry
pend the richness and resonance of a all the weight which should be propor¬
musical tone, and anything that can am¬ tionately distributed all over the body
plify the overtones will enrich the funda¬ and the result can only be RIGIDITY

AND LACK OF SUPPORT.” In other
words, it is a question of division of
labor. The support must be felt all
around the lower part of the torso if one
would have good breath control, and a
singer who does not know that the lower
part of the trunk is the all-important part,
as far as breath control is concerned, will
never go very far along the road to sucNo one can build anything to any
height without a good foundation, and
the foundation of all singers must be a
fine technic. You’can point to very few
singers in the profession that have at¬
tained to any eminence at all who have
not had a fine technic, and those few who
have reached the height have been men
and women of wonderful interpretative
powers and great magnetic personalities.
Naturally technic is only the foundation
of the art, but the development of the
aesthetic side can only be safely accom¬
plished after the technical side has be¬
come subservient to the will.
Falling Stars
How often one hears a young singer
hailed as a coming star, only to find that
in a few short years she has fallen from
the skies, unquestionably due to lack
of technic—working the voice until hard
effort has taken away its elasticity and
diminished its beauty. The approval of
the public is something to fear—they ac¬
claim with great enthusiasm and con¬
demn with equal force the moment the
flower begins to fade. Therefore, all
singers should bear in mind that if they
would enjoy a long singing career they
must have the necessary technic and live
for their voices. Madame Sembrich made
her debut in New York, when I was a
boy, with good success, but she must have
realized that she lacked that something
necessary for a great artist, for after that
single season she returned to Europe and
studied for a number of years before
singing again in public. When she did
appear she was a sensation!
Students should practice breathing at
least one-half hour daily for the first year
or two of their studies, so as to develop
the necessary physical strength and sta¬
bility of the breathing muscles and
throat. If this is systematically adhered
to they will find that their path to ulti¬
mate success will be beset with fewer
difficulties in the future years of their
work. Unquestionably one of the great¬
est aids to good breath control is the
staccato. It should be practiced on single
tones repeated rapidly, then slowly and
on short arpeggios, not more than an
octave in length. Here one can instantly
feel the flattening of the abdominal wall,
the setting downward and forward of the
diaphragm and the sensation of throwing
the tones from the lower part of the
torso, which at once produces a spontane¬
ous tone, the fundamental principal of all
free tone emission. In singing a staccato
arpeggio it is well to do so with “ha,”
making a good deal of the aspirant. The
sensation of the throat must be that of
letting go and dropping open, care being
taken that the body expands, thereby lift¬

ing it and supplying the necessary sup¬
port for the throat. In ascending the
arpeggio always imagine that each tone
is tipped further back on the palate.
This is simply a mental suggestion to help
the head tones generate the necessary
overtones.
After a student has learned to sing
vowels with free emission of tone, natu¬
rally he must learn to articulate conso¬
nants. As vowels are the only medium
by which a singer can vocalize, conso¬
nants are therefore apt to cause much
trouble. However, they are to be found
in all languages and must be conquered.
As I have said above, the student having
learned how to produce a tone or vowel
without interference has come to the real¬
ization that in order to accomplish this
he must have no activity in the throat
and facial muscles. This same rule ap¬
plies to the consonants. A singer must
articulate all consonants with the lips
and the tip of the tongue. A consonant
articulated with the back of the tongue
at once' causes rigidity and constitutes
one of the many interferences to be
avoided. A completely passive throat
must therefore be maintained in articu¬
lating consonants, as must also be the
case with the muscles of the face and
those of the tongue and jaw. A student
must always remember that he sings
through the throat and not with the
throat, and this mental suggestion will
often aid in the elimination of interfer¬
ences. Naturally all vowels and conso¬
nants must be approached with absolute
breath support, and the thought that the
tone rests on the sternum or breast bone
aids tremendously in support.
The Truly Musical Person
It is a very difficult task to hold back
a truly musical person, and all young
singers want to graduate from the purely
technical side as rapidly as possible, but
at this period of development, that is to
say, before a conscious control of the
technical requirements of singing are
fully mastered, if they are allowed to pay
too much attention to the artistic or poet¬
ical side of the art, it seldom fails to cost
years of work to eradicate the faults they
acquire. I know it makes the greatest
possible demands upon their patience and
perseverance in order to arrive at high
ideals, but there is no short cut in art
and students and teachers must always
maintain a careful and constant attention
to this end. If the natural desire to sing
the great works of the masters is curbed
until he has mastered the technical side
of his art, then he will find that the
aesthetic side, the power to interpret
through his personality, will be far
greater than if he were subjected to the
limitations of a poor technic.
We hear a great deal about standard¬
ization of tone nowadays, and in my opin¬
ion it is a decidedly pertinent question.
You hear many people say that it is im¬
possible, but that is not true. Standard¬
ization of tone is possible, for it has noth¬
ing whatsoever to do with character,
quality or interpretation. It is solely a
question of how to control the instru-
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ment, how to avoid all strain, effort and
physical contortion which are the condi¬
tions which interfere with freedom of
tone emission.
Of course, you will find one person
with a freer throat than another. This
will always be so, but when the great ma¬
jority of a teacher’s pupils sing with free
tone emission, never forgetting that this
has nothing whatsoever to do with qual¬
ity 0r interpretation, you may be sure
that that teacher’s system is based upon
a true fundamental principle, that his
knowledge of anatomies is correct and
that he has the keen ear and the necessary
analytical mind to produce the same re¬
sults in each pupil. You hear a pupil of
a given teacher sing, perhaps, with a
beautiful production, but that does not
prove necessarily that that teacher is re¬
sponsible for the entire result. The Lord
is more bountiful to one than to another.
You find comparative freedom of throat
in one person and the opposite in another.
The construction of the head and throat
in all persons differs, and therefore the
quality, perforce, is different, BUT

FREEDOM OF THE MACHINERY
SHOULD BE THE SAME.
Few people consider what a great re¬
sponsibility the vocal teacher has, and I
am sorry to say that there are many
teachers that do not seem to realize it
themselves that if the basic laws of voice
production are not understood and ad¬
hered to, the result may be the permanent
injury to a voice, to happiness and even
to health itself.
In concluding, let me say, ARTISTS
ARE NOT BORN, THEY FORM
THEMSELVES BY LONG PREPARA¬
TION. A fine voice may be a divine gift,
but in the majority of cases it is the thor¬
ough cultivation of moderately good ma¬
terial.
Also remember this, success, of course,
affects character, it develops some and
dwarfs others. Where success is a stimu¬
lant there is constant artistic growth. Try
to avoid holding any false notions about
yourself, for the simple reason that such
a viewpoint brings a wrong perspective
which ultimately will prove injurious to
ability.

Studio Talks
I have assemblies in my studio, that,
for the lack of a better word, I have
over-dignified with the title “A Lecture.”
In reality, they are only little talks that
I give to my pupils, to try and help
them by inciting their interest in any¬
thing and everything that would tend
to help them along the road of vocal
art. It is a rocky road at best, beset
with many difficulties, but not insur¬
mountable if the student is satisfied to
travel slowly and realize that without
a good foundation he cannot build to
any great height. All athletic training
must be gentle and slow, and so must
that of voice-production.
I had a father who was not only a
distinguished musician, but a learned
man and a deep thinker. He made a re¬
mark to me when I was a boy that I
have never forgotten, and which made a
student of me, at least as far as the
subject of the voice is concerned. His
remark was :
“If you understand a subject you can
explain it.” This hit me pretty hard in
early teaching days, for I found that
there were many things that I could
not explain, and I realized that super¬
ficial knowledge was poor equipment for
a teacher, that being able to demonstrate
a thing yourself was quite different from
being able to impart that knowledge to
another. I started my musical career
as a violinist, and I found that my
father’s remark was quite applicable to
the teachers of that instrument, that one
found standardization of method there,
but when I came to the study of the
voice I soon found that there was no
such thing as standardization; that few
teachers had the same ideas, and when
it came to explanations they were am¬
biguous, to say the least.
It is said that language was given
us to disguise our thoughts; well, the
man who said that must have been in¬
timate with the singing teacher of my
youth. However, times have changed, I
am happy to say, for to-day in America

we have a number of teachers who are
well worthy of the name of Master,
who have devoted their lives and brains
to the study of the voice, know the basic
laws that govern its use and control
and adhere to them; so I am glad to
think that many students, of voice are
not obliged to go through the vocal
wanderings that I had to, where, if you
inquired, for example, how a tone
started or how you should breathe, you
generally received the reply, “Just natu¬
rally.” It is true that after a student has
studied long enough, learned what cor¬
rect breath-control means, and how to
emit tone without interference, he does
sing naturally or, as I like to express
it, normally, meaning that the machin¬
ery works automatically, as the good
Lord intended it should. Still, I doubt
very much whether the suggestion to
sing “Just naturally” would help any¬
body very far along the road to good
voice production! It did not do much
for me, and I was very unhappy until,
through studying with several of the best
teachers, talking with many of the most
distinguished singers of the day, and
reading everything I could find on the
subject, that at last I was able to rec¬
ognize and understand the physical laws
of breathing, and finally came the power
of breath-control.
Naturally, after a person has had con¬
scious control of his breath long enough
to have it become a habit, the action
becomes subconscious or natural, if you
want to call it that.
Mr. Edmund J. Meyer, the well-known
pedagogue, in one of his lectures, said,
“There are two great voice teachers in
the world, the first, NATURE, and the
second, COMMON SENSE.” If the
student will follow these masters he will
appreciate more and more the weight of
this remark, for the closer one comes to
nature, the closer one is to perfection,
and common sense must naturally gov¬
ern all work.
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A Compilation of
Forty-six Master Songs

HE most notable collection of songs,
ancient and modern, made in recent
years. Mr. Bispham personally su¬
pervised the preparation of these
songs and there are copious notes,
revisions, English translations, breathing
marks and teaching directions prepared
with the view of making this work of the
widest possible use for the music lover,
student and teacher. Contains three
complete analytical lessons upon three
song masterpieces, also a 2,000 word in¬
troduction giving advice upon how to
select songs for recitals. The songs are
all in keys affording the most convenient
range common to all voices. Substan¬
tially and attractively bound.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street
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Profitable Vacation Courses
WITH THE

Standard
History
of Music
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
MENDELSSOHN

Price $1.50

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

Eight Delightful Weeks of History Study
On the Porch.

In the Garden.

By the Shore.

Anywhere.

Thousands of teachers in all parts of the country have organized successful
and profitable classes in past Summers with the following Schedule from the
Standard History of Music:
1st Week. How Music Began. Music in the Early Church. How Notation Was Evolved. The
Troubadours and Meistersingers. Polyphonic Music. Palestrina. Early English Music.
2d Week. Opera and Oratorio. Scarlatti and His Contemporaries. The Bach Family. Early
French Music. The Story of the Organ, the Violin and the Piano.
3d Week. J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart.
4th Week. Quck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendlessohn.
5th Week. Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance.
Opera Writers of the Nineteenth
Century. Great Teachers of the Pianoforte.
6th Week. Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modern Italian Composers. Rubinstein. Great French Composers
7th Week. Modem Masters. Brahms, Grieg, Tschaikowsky. The Art Song. Famous Pianists of
Yesterday. Great Virtuosos of To-day. Great Violinists. Composers of Valuable
Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller Forms. Composers of Teaching Pieces.
8th Week. Music in America. Masters of Today. Summary of Musical History. Formation of
a Music Study Club for Next Winter.
The Standard History of Music demands no previous experience^ in teaching musical
leading*educatorsthududUng S’w, Arthur Folte, I. Philipp, v'dePachman'w. H.
nany others. The London Musical Standard
Sherwood, Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler, and many
---- .
s facts appei
“* the book °e theAlfeer enjoymTnfoMt!”
tnt beginner going steadily through

Vocalists will be glad to hear that THE ETUDE will
■present next month a remarkable inter¬
view with Geraldine Farrar.

We Will Help You in Securing a Class
Send us a postal request for information regarding our “Special History Class Plan,” and receive in
return the material which will enable you to start at once and ifiake your plans for turning your Sum¬
mer from Waste and Loss to Profit and Pleasure. We have a special introductory price by the dozen.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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in reality is a normal function. ^Simplictty, the finest flower °
>
^ gatis_
where nature s dema d h
of

vi,: “The human voice knows more
about singing than it has ever been
taught.
This is absolutely true; there
can be no argument about it. Nature
has never made a poor anything. Hie
mechanism of the human voice, although
intricate, is perfect, and the whole world
orld of singers if the mawould be a world
chinery were only allowed to function
with the freedom that its Maker intended. However, through bad use of
speech and song, we find very few peo¬
ple to-day who are able to allow the
voice to show what it knows of singing,
anil
usuauy takes
ioa« months
™ aim
and IX
it usually
and months,
yes, years, many times, to acquire what

£<1hJ°JIS™ofti?tll„eJ n».t te
teactmrs and ^
^ ^ ^
fdgr what Puscles are used when
mQving the arms> well> in the final accounting) neither must one when breathjt must be automatic. However, I
am" nQt w;ujng
am
w;ning to subscribe to the statement that
necest]iat correct breath control,
co....—, sariiy> means free
emission
of tone.
A
sari]y(
'
’
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A
person can have fine control of breath
-and still have throat interferences. As
no perfect tone can be produced without
a passive throat, it means that the com¬
bination-passive throat and automatic
bination-passivi
breath control are indispensable to artistic tone production.

Singing Out of One’s Compass

you buy an instrument that
you will regard with ever¬
growing satisfaction as the
years go by.

BOSTON

In some of my readings on voice production I remember having read with
much interest the following statement,

-
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One of the greatest dangers of the
young student is trying to sing out of
his natural compass. A contralto tries
to become a mezzo-soprano, a mezzo
wants to become a dramatic soprano, a
baritone is only satisfied with tenor
roles, etc. As a result, the larynx is
strained, and the blood vessels in the vo¬
cal chords become distended and con¬
gested. Of course, we all know that
high tones are many times electrifying j
that the public rise to the “big top tone”
and naturally we want them to rise, but
if this is obtained at the expense of
singing out of one’s register the life of
the voice is* sure to be of short dura¬
tion. Therefore, the teacher and student
should pay strict attention to the mid¬
dle voice, for the importance of these
fundamental tones cannot be overesti¬
mated. They are the foundation upon
which the whole vocal structure is built,
and the effect of their proper use can be
traced to the extreme registers. Trust to
the true basic principles of voice produc¬

tion, i. e., automatic breath control and a
passive throat, and allow your voice to
grow naturally. If nature intended you
for a soprano you will sing soprano, and
never mind what you do, you will never
be anything else. Santley, the most dis¬
tinguished English baritone of his day,
tried to make himself a tenor, but was
never given a consideration by the pub¬
lic. Finally, some teacher told him that
he was a baritone, taught him in that tes¬
situra, and he became a world-renowned
artist.
I used to gonsider that all arias and
songs should be sung in their original
keys, and it took me some years to get
that thought out of my mind, to realize
that if one desired to deliver a message
it must be sung within the compass of
the singer, otherwise the message was
never more than half delivered. There¬
fore, I tell my pupils—do not try to sing
out of your natural compass, and you
will make a success; otherwise, you are
sure of failure.

Schomacker
Style F

GRAND
The quality of its tone
enraptures the heart as its
beauty of construction de¬
lights the eye.

D. A. CLIPPINGER

Train!
Seasick
Thousands of Travelers the world
over depend upon

MOTHERSILL’S
SEASICK REMEDY
Prevents and relieves nausea. Practically all
Steamship Companies on both fresh and salt
water have officially adopted, and advise, this
remedy. No cocaine, morphine, opium, chloral
coal tar products or their derivatives nor othei
habit forming drugs. Sold by leading druggist:
everywhere on guarantee of satisfaction 01
money refunded. 60c and $1.20.
MOTHERSILL REMEDY COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

necessary breath support and the relaxa¬
tion at the throat, so that the funda¬
mental tone, finding a free throat, can
soar into the head cavities generating
the necessary overtones. It is not nec¬
essary to think them there, for if the
throat be free, you cannot keep them
away ; the Lord is a good mechanic, and
has built an automatic instrument, won¬
derful and perfect. One sings with vol¬
untary and involuntary muscles, and if
they are allowed freedom and are given
support by the breath they will work to
perfection. Therefore, do not reach for
high tones—WILL your throat to let go
and drop open—support the tone by muscularly lifting the body and expanding
the ribs, thereby sensing the support of
the entire lower part of the trunk, the
back as well as the front, and the result
will be a sensation of ease, security and
elasticity that is the joy and goal of
all who would be worthy of the name of

Voice 'Aphorisms

ff FRECKLES
v'/'Now Is »!»• Time to Get
iff r Rid ot These Ugly Spots.
'1 J/rS There’s no longer the slightest need of leel/ fly'/, Ing ashamed ot your treckies, as Othlne—
’ /ill double strength—Is guaranteed to remove
)/, //
these homely spots.
A1’ Simply get an ounce ot
y
OTHIN E —
double strength—from your druggist, and apply a
little of It night and morning and you should soon see
that even the worst freckles have begun to disappear,
whHe the^ lighter ones have vantah«irattxely^ ^ItTs
pletely clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear

All expression of Stress or tenseness
on a singer’s face is a sure sign of inter¬
ference which will rob tone of ease and
freedom.
Interference with emission of tone, or
interference with vibration, means but
one thing—lack of overtone, and that,
in turn, can only result in loss of quality.
The question of vital importance to
the singer is, “How long is my voice go¬
ing to last?” The answer can be deter¬
mined chiefly by the kind of care the
voice receives—there is nothing more
susceptible to abuse.

In singing high tones do not forget
that much less air is actually in use
than in producing low tones. The vocal
bands in low tones do not set together
so closely, hence the escaping volume
of air is relatively greater than in a
high tone where the bands are very
closely approximated and the pressure
must not be so great as to overburden
them.
In art there is no short cut—knowl¬
edge is the only medium through which
art can possibly develop and exist. Ex¬
ercises must be constructive or they are
simply a waste of time.
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SIMMY’S CORNER

I hope they do not think it right
To judge my talent by that night.
Oh, won’t some Paderewski great,
Soon recognize my lonely state,
And write a lively tune or two
And give me something nice to do?

ful correspondence teacning. n rue rut nee ™
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING
_-_
. _OltTTI F r.DFFK. MICMIC

It is said that Victor Hugo once did
an important piece of literary work un¬
disturbed by the bullets that were whis¬
tling around his head during the Siege
of Paris.
If you have to wait'for just a certain
kind of quiet, a certain kind of mental
condition, or a certain kind of environ¬
ment before you commence to work you
have not yet mastered the art of concen¬
tration. Of course, if you can have ideal
conditions in which to practice or to compose—fine! But if you cannot have these
remember that some of the best literary
work ever done has been done in the
newspaper editorial office with a perfect
hubbub going on, and that some of the
best musical work has been done in con¬
servatories with a perfect pandemonium
of sound heard every moment of the

Will keep your music
in order, free from
damage and where youj
can easily find it. Var¬
ious sizes, holding 200
to 1200 pieces or more.
Oak or Mahogany.

By Wm. H. Bush

Glistening Teeth
Are Seen Everywhere Now—This is Why
All Statements Approved by High Dental Authorities

Look about you and you’ll see that
countless teeth look whiter nowa¬
days. It is evident on every hand
that a new method of teeth cleaning
has come into vogue.
All over America leading dentists
are advising it. And millions of
people have proved it at home, by
using a 10-Day Tube.
That new method is Pepsodent,
and this is what it does.

It Combats Film
There forms on teeth a viscous
film.
You can feel it with your
tongue.
It is the teeth’s great enemy—the
cause of most tooth troubles. Yet
brushing in the old ways left much
of it intact. No tooth paste could
dissolve it.
So millions of teeth,
despite the brushing, discolored and
decayed.
The film is clinging.
It enters
crevices and hardens. The periodic
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As a thoughtfully prepared record for the
music teacher—especially the teacher of in¬
strumental music, the Music Student's Lesson
Record by Leola Arnold is unquestionably the
most practical book of its class that has yet
been presented, It embodies more in its direct
purpose than any book of the kind we know of
and it provides every incentive on the part of
the pupil to measure up to all requirements.
The provision for credit is on a percentage
basis. It enables the teacher to mark credits
upon actual merit, and it has especially i
in
the accuracy of ere * ‘
‘ n be handed
L~
to boards of educaL«u nu«G
--music with outside teachers is permissible.
Alternate pages are provided for new lesfeatures all tending to make the study of
The book has enough Report Charts and
Practice Records to cover one year’s work
whether one or two lessons per week are given.
A valuable and practical book that every
teacher of music should adopt.
Price 35 cents

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
Publishers
64 E. Van Buren St, Chicago, Ill.
Eastern Agency
Harold Flammer, Inc., 56 W. 45th St., New York

Where Generosity Counts

LINCOLN - JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY, ILL.
Dean of the College of Music, Dr. Orlando
A. Mansfield, Mm. Doc., F. B. C.O.,
f. a. a. o.,ac.
Correspondence courses jeadii
soctete, Licentiate and F
-i. Write for Bulletln t
239N, Chicago, III.

Kill The Haii
only way to prevent thj

cleaning in the dentist’s chair is to
remove it.
But between times it
may do a ceaseless damage.

Film Ruins Teeth
That film is what discolors—not
the teeth. It is the basis of tartar.
It holds food substance which fer¬
ments and forms acid. It holds the
acid in contact with the teeth to
cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it.
They, with tartar, are the chief cause
of pyorrhea.
Dental science has for years sought
a way to fight film. Now that way
is found.
Able authorities have
proved this beyond question. The
use has spread, through dentists and
through home'tests, until millions of
teeth are now benefited by it .
The method is embodied in a denti¬
frice called Pepsodent. And every¬
one who writes us is supplied with
a 10-Day Tube.

Watch the Quick Results

ramreuBEB

■s’MSsfcorrec'ted.
ALFRED WOOLER, Mua. Doc.
\ 322 W. Utica Si.. Buffalo, N. Y
♦

I never made a sound but once,
And then I felt just like a dunce;
’Twas when one night the Thomas cat
Tried every natural, sharp and flat;
And all the family tiptoed down
To see what ghost was stalking round!

Can You Concentrate?

Send for Catalog /
TINDALE CABINET CO., 8 East 34th Si. .New York

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL
Alfred Wooler. winner of Inten

The rest of the ebonies seem to please
For they are grouped in twos and threes.
The ivories all in peace reside
Cosy and cuddled side by side,
While I live down here all alone,
And nobody cares to hear my tone.

THE WORLD PAYS FOR SKILL
This profession now offers unusual opportu¬
nities for making money. It is uncrowded, your
time is your own. Our Correspondence Course
with tools, and the wonderful Tune-a-Phonf onr
patented instrument of precision in sound,
i v. ^
HifficnU parv to understand!)

TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS
Just what you
have been wanting

The Balance of the Machinery
In singing, it is a question of having
the machinery maintain a perfect bal¬
ance. The moment that this is dis¬
turbed perfection of tone is impossible,
therefore, terminologies can only be dis¬
turbing. The moment one is given the
thought of the tone being placed in the
nasal cavities, in the mask of the face,
or anywhere else, that moment the
thought is directed to that point, and
subconsciously there is a sense of reach¬
ing which cannot fail but have its ef¬
fect on the larynx, disturbing the balance
of the machinery.
Whether a person is singing the high¬
est or lowest note in his voice the fact
remains that the tone is produced
through the mouth, therefore, one really
sings along a horizontal line, so, why
think up when singing a high tone? The
answer is, ONE SHOULD NOT. The
only thing to think of is the lifting and
expanding of the body, which gives the

Schomacker

Summer Term for Singers

By Carolyn E. Churchill
I’m just a little ebony key
That players never even see,
When fingering music up and down
The keyboard notes of Piano-town,
For I live ’way down in the bass,
In a very, very lonesome place.

Root
iir from grow,au°tykcuiturc:

Try not to indulge the little spirit of
professional jealousy—not for the sake
of the other fellow, but for your own
comfort. When you grudge him his hardwon success you do not harm him, but
you do harm yourself. Rather cultivate
the fine, large spirit of generosity, so
that you can sincerely rejoice over the
success of another musician. You will
have twice as much fun, and it will help
on your own success. Music is too high
an art to be admixed with ugly feeling
and professional grudges.

Mahler. 755-X, IV

Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the
digestant of albumin. The film is al¬
buminous matter.
The object of
Pepsodent is to dissolve it, then to
constantly combat it.
A new discovery has made pepsin
possible. Pepsin must be activated,
and the usual agent is an acid harm¬
ful to the teeth. But now a harm¬
less activating method has been
found. Now active pepsin can be
constantly applied.

Pansadan.t
REG. U.S. R

Your Music Is Torn!
It will Take One Minute to
Repair it by Using

Multum-in-Parvo Binding Tape
5-yard roll of white linen nr 10-yard
Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissue
10 cents per package
If your music dealer does not carry it, send to
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Piano Tuning and Health
You have your piano tuned—why? So
that you may get better music out of it.
Wouldn’t it be a good idea to see to the
human machine as well? The.sensitive
machinery of the muscles, the nerves and
the emotions, to say nothing of the
brain, which conceives and executes the
commands of the composer through his
written music, is at least as important as
the “cold white keys” of the piano. You
will make all the better music if you keep
regular hours, eat regular meals of ra¬
tional food, take regular general exercise
and keep cheerful.

i
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The New-Day Dentifrice

Send the coupon for a 10-Day
Tube. Note how clean the teeth
feel after using. Mark the absence
of the viscous film. See how the
teeth whiten as the fixed film disap¬
pears.
Do this for your sake and your
family’s sake. There are few things
more important. The damage which
film does to teeth is life-long in
effect. Cut out the coupon now.

i

10-Day Tube Free

!

! THE PEPSODENT COMPANY, |
:
Dept. 394, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., ■
Chicago, Ill. J
J Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to {

The scientific film combatant, now ad¬
I . I
vised by leading dentists everywhere and I .
supplied by druggists in large tubes.
J
Only one tube to a family.
.

Luiel Brothers

MUSIC PRINTERS

ENGRAVERS
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Nothing for Nothing
These is probably no class of musicians
more imposed upon than organists. They
are called upon endlessly to give their
services to this, that and the other cause
in connection with the numerous affairs
which are continuously going on in the
churches, such as special meetings, lec¬
tures, benefit concerts, free recitals, etc.,
■ etc. And, although their salaries as a
rule are ridicuously low, yet they are ex¬
pected to give unstintingly of their time,
even to the extent of playing for wed¬
dings and funerals without any compen¬
sation.
If their services are not worth any¬
thing, of course they are entitled to noth¬
ing, but the musician'who has devoted his
life to perfecting himself in his profes¬
sion as a means of livelihood, has a right
to demand proper financial recognition
and appreciation. He cannot afford to be
forever giving his services to the public.
And in the matter of teaching the sin is
even greater. Charity pupils are pro¬
verbially ungrateful, and sooner or later
they look with scorn upon anything which
they get for nothing.
In these hard and exceedingly trying
times, when political and economic dis¬
turbances follow each other in such be¬
wildering succession, and when strikes
are so frequent and universal that they
spread even to the ranks of the clergy,
ijie college professors and school teach¬
ers, it is a wonder that the organists thus
far have failed to organize and defend
themselves by demanding better compen¬
sation for their services.
There is no branch in the musical pro¬
fession so poorly paid as the average
church organist. The situation is not en¬
couraging. On the contrary it seems to
be continually growing worse in spite
of the price schedules which are steadily
increasing in the matter of living and
other expenses. The fault is not alone
with the organists themselves, who fail to

demand commensurate and more just
compensation, but with the management
of the churches, who are satisfied to pay
absolutely nothing, or as little as possible.
The organist who will accept the smallest
amount is frequently engaged, while in
many cases a good position is withheld
from a competent player because a
student wishes to practise upon the
organ, and will play the church services
for nothing for that privilege. This is
not right, nor fair! Unfortunately in
this beloved country of ours there is a
lack *of proper respect for, and national
pride in, our own artists and our own
music. In spite of a certain fanatical
prejudice which exists towards anything
and everything which may be considered
alien, the old labels, “Made in France,”
“Made in Italy,” etc., are still used with
the. evident purpose of belittling our own
“home production” in the estimation of
the public. Anything with a foreign
stamp upon it immediately commands a
higher price than the domestic article!
Where music is concerned we are not
at all patriotic, and we really do not
judge a thing upon its merits, but are
very apt to award the first prize and place
to a foreigner. This was true before the
war, it is true to-day. And in no branch
of the musical profession is this more
applicable than to the organists of this
country.
Gigantic Strides
Gigantic strides have been made here
in organ building, until it is safe to say
that at the present time we lead the
world. What is more, the organ builders
know it! But although the art of organ
playing here has kept an even pace with
organ building, yet the organists them¬
selves do not know it! They are always
ready to encourage and patronize the fel¬
lows from across the sea, but seem quite
satisfied to accept a second place for
themselves. In other words, they are

not only willing to take a back seat, but
to endorse and support first and foremost
the “stranger within our gates.”
Until we learn the lesson of true pa¬
triotism, we will never be a power in the
world of music! “No nation has ever
become great in music by advertising the
supremacy of other countries, but through
the development of its own abilities and
resources.”
Courtesy and modesty are excellent at¬
tributes and all very well, unless they
tend to cast one too much in the shadow.
A well-known organist was invited to
play recently at an important public func¬
tion. He accepted. Nothing was said
about a fee, and perhaps nothing was
expected, but after the affair was over
the organist was asked to name his terms.
He very modestly replied: “Oh, I don’t
know, pay me anything you like, would
twenty-five dollars be too much?” The
committee sent him a check for twentyfive dollars, but facetiously remarked to
a friend that they expected to pay him
a hundred!
If an organist is rated by what he
charges, is it any wonder that the rating
in the majority of instances is so low, for
if they are willing to cheapen themselves
continually by giving something for noth¬
ing—or practically nothing—how can they
ever expect that the public will recognize
them at a higher valuation? Of course
there must always be given full value for
the money received and unless an organist
is qualified to render proper and adequate
service, he should not attempt to compete
with others who can. This is just as much
of an imposition, as for the public to ex¬
pect something for nothing.
The present scale of tuition fees for the
majority of our music teachers (like the
salaries paid to most of our organists)
is entirely out of keeping with existing
circumstances. Some' teachers have al¬
ready raised their prices considerably, but
I fail to hear of many organists whose

salaries .have been increased one iota.
This is a decidedly practical age, in which
business plays an important and vital
part, and it is absurd for anyone to con¬
tend that “business has nothing to do
with art.” The teacher who is super¬
sensitive in this time and generation,
should put his pride in his pocket, and
see what can be done to protect himself
by enlarging his income.
Upon general principles I am opposed
to free organ recitals.
If programs
are to have any artistic value wliatsoever, a vast amount of pains and time
will have to be expended, not only in
their selection, but in their preparation,
and for this expenditure of time and
energy the organist should receive proper
compensation, otherwise why give recitals
at all! The pianist, the violinist, or the
singer would very soon go out of busi¬
ness if he were to pursue such a course,
and then where would the managers be!
Unendowed free organ recitals in this
country have become such a formidable
institution that legitimate organ playing is
at a discount.
Players Should be Paid
Many church organists give recitals to
advertise themselves, or maybe to keep
up their technic, while others are obliged
to consider them as a part of their
church duties, and therefore purely inci¬
dental. I am aware that some recitals
are given in colleges, churches and even
public halls largely from an educational
standpoint, and that the audiences are
thus made acquainted with considerable
literature for the “king of instruments.”
But in many such cases the player is (or
should be) subsidized by a salary or
special compensation, therefore these ex¬
ceptions do not come under the general
condemnation. Yet, from a point of
equity, I think it would be far better for
both organist and public if all absolutely
free recitals were done away with.

Affectation in Organ Playing
A young but very talented boy, who
plays a very large organ in one of the
biggest movie theaters in this country,
and who has been so much in the lime¬
light that his small head is completely
turned, was highly complimented upon
his execution of certain selections, but,
asked if he did not find it very difficult
to manipulate such a colossal instrument,
he replied: “Oh, no! I have absolutely
nothing more to learn. I have reached
the top, and when I leave here there is
nothing for me to do!”
The inquirer probably said, “Oh, very
well!” but he might have suggested to
the boy that “life is short and art is
long,” that possibly he had not studied
out all of the combinations of which that
wonderful organ of eighty or more stops
is capable of producing, and that it would
be well to reflect upon the following

statement recently made by George Ash¬
down Audsley, the eminent authority on
scientific matters pertaining to the sub¬
ject of organ construction, namely, that
with merely forty stops the following
number of combinations can be made:
1,099,511,627,735, and furthermore, when
allowing a different combination to be
made every second, without a single in¬
termission during twenty-four hours of
every day, the time required to execute
the entire series of combinations would,
in round figures, be thirty-four thousand,
eight hundred years. This disposes of
one phase of affectation in organ playing !
I knew an organist who occupied a
city position, and who was ambitious to
be known as having a wonderful reper¬
toire. He placed upon his programs en¬
tire Widor Symphonies, entire Mendels¬
sohn, Rheinberger, Guilmant and other

Sonatas, and all of the most important
pieces in the catalogue for the organ.
He had extra copies of his programs
printed and sent out broadcast, but it
was known to a great many that in his '
recitals he actually played only frag¬
ments of the symphonies, sonatas, etc.,
and that his playing generally was un¬
finished, and a mere pretense.
I knew another organist who had re¬
markable facility in playing “at sight,”
and who was quite in the habit of placing
items upon his programs with no prep¬
aration whatsoever, saying that he wanted
to “try them on the dog” («. e., the pub¬
lic), and if successful, he would then “go
to work and practice them.”
And still another organist, holding a
responsible position, declared that he sel¬
dom practiced, for the reason that the
public were “ignorant and could not tell

the difference.” The facts, however, are,
first, indifferent and slovenly playing, and
second, that the public does—or soon will
—know the difference.
The art of organ playing in this coun¬
try has been brought to so high a stand¬
ard already that a fine sense of discrimi¬
nation exists, and a greater degree of
perfection is now required than for¬
merly. People are not satisfied with
fake playing, “thunderstorm” and cheap
effects, but are' able to apply the same
standards of appreciation which they
bestow upon artistic piano playing and
other forms of musical endeavor.
Those who play the organs in out
moving picture houses have a great mis¬
sion to perform, but they are not keeping
apace with the times, nor the demands
of the public, for they seem to be satis-
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fjed with mere noise, claptrap, and in. the
ability to simply “put it over," which in
reality they succeed in doing very simply,
for they have neither technic nor
knowledge of legitimate or artistic
organ effects. Their outrageous perform¬
ances have actually driven people of re¬
finement and musical taste away from the
theaters. Fortunately the standard is
being raised in many sections, and a
higher class of music is demanded. If
the average player would only realize this
and qualify himself by study under the
right teachers for a definite period, he
would find a vastly improved and wider
field, but he must not expect to know
it all in a few lessohs unless he is like
the little boy in the big movie theater,
who felt that there was nothing more for
him to learn, and that he had already
“reached the top.” For such there can be
no improvement, and sensitive people
will continue to squirm in their seats
under their musical ministrations!
Another form of affectation lies in the
belief that the only way to play the
organ is without notes. A few are able
to do so successfully, but these exceptions

by no means prove that all the dther
players are or will be successful as
virtuosos. It is a well-known 'fact that
many eminent organists have invariably
played from the written or printed score,
and among them are the following:
August Haupt, Gustav Merkel, A. G.
Ritter, Adolph Hesse, Alexandre Guil¬
mant, Charles M. Widor, Eugene Gigout,
Filippo Capocci, M. Enrico Bossi, W. T.
Best, Frederick Archer, Dudley Buck,
John K. Paine, Samuel P. Warren; and
the number of excellent present-day
organists who play in public from their
notes is legion. There is no reason why
anybody, blind or otherwise, who pos¬
sesses a retentive memory, should not
avail himself of that gift to any desired
extent, but the burden of memorizing an
extensive concert repertoire for the organ
is so enormous, especially when instru¬
ments of the, various organ builders are
so complicated in their nature, and utterly
devoid of any standard in their design
and construction, that it is exceedingly
doubtful if the added expenditure of
time to memorize is warranted, or neces¬
sary in the majority of cases.
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Ten years
without a com
Countless people boast that record now.
Years ago they started using Blue-jay. Never since

Auditorium and Concert Organs
One of the most encouraging signs of
the times is the cry from all parts of the
country: “Wanted, an Auditorium!” but
still more encouraging is the fact that
many Civic Auditoriums, Memorial Halls,
etc., have already been built in the United
States during the past few years, and that
they actually contain highly important
and magnificent organs, which have been
manufactured in our own country. A
great many more public halls are being
built, but even at the present time we are
the possessors of some of the world’s
greatest and most notable organs, and as
Americans we are justified in being proud
of this achievement.
The demand for more and a better
class of organ music is constantly grow¬
ing, and it is “up to” the organists and
students of the organ to keep abreast of
the material aspect of the times, to im¬
prove and qualify themselves musically
and technically, and thus prove them¬
selves equal to every demand to be met.
The organ is no longer looked upon
merely as a church instrument designed
solely for use in religious service, but
also as a concert instrument, adapted to
the requirements of the concert room,
the theater and the home. As the great¬
est and most complicated of all musical
instruments, it calls for profound re¬
search, and an endless amount of study.
Also a special aptitude and ability for
combining stops of the various tonal and
mechanical characteristics, unusual skill
in manipulation of a well-developed
finger and pedal technic. The musical
resources of a large, modern concert
organ are practically inexhaustible, while
its difficulties of control and manipula¬
tion require a clear intellectual grasp and
almost incessant study and practice.
In comparison, the pianist has not one
hundredth part of the difficulties to con¬
tend with. Even Hans von Billow said,
after hearing W. T. Best play: “If I
were not too old I would give up my
career as a pianist and begin to study the
organ.”
Saint-Saens acknowledged that he
found in its vastly increased powers of
expression, “the utmost pleasure and
satisfaction in studying and playing the
organ.”
As long ago as 1872, when I was study¬
ing with August Haupt in Berlin, he de¬
clared that “America would be the land
of organ playing.” He little dreamed,
however, of the tremendous musical

activity which has set in over here, nor
of the fierce political struggles which
would encompass the whole world! In
spite of the terrible upheavals, we are
now forging ahead in this country, and
building not only for the present but
future generations.
Music will play a most important part
in the march of progress, and our organ¬
ists have a tremendous mission to per¬
form. Greater attention is being given
to-day to music as an educational neces¬
sity in our leading colleges, and a higher
standard of attainment is required in our
music schools and conservatories.
The erection of splendid organs in our
auditoriums and music halls is nothing
less than a boon, and will prove to be a
wonderful stimulus to the cause of organ
music and organ playing in this country.
It is hoped, however, that a fund will al¬
ways be provided for properly carrying
on organ recitals of the highest artistic
merit by the best available talent. Further¬
more, we trust that our own countrymen
will receive quite as generous patronage
and appreciation as is invariably given to
those from other countries. It is apropos
and fitting at this time that a greater
spirit of loyalty should be cultivated here
and manifested towards American artists.
This spirit of American patriotism must,
however, grow right out from the “rank
and file” of the musical profession; from
the composers, artists, teachers, critics,
publishers, music dealers, etc. If they
are antagonistic or lukewarm to each
other we cannot expect to develop any
true appreciation or progress. In every
other line of endeavor excepting music
it would seem that Americans are inclined
to take quite as much stock in them¬
selves as do our neighbors, and they are
exceedingly fond of insisting that every¬
thing we have in this country is “the best
in the world.”
It might be well to apply some of this
spirit of egotism for a while to music,
and indeed to our organists as well as
to our organs and auditoriums!
Before leaving this subject let us in¬
dulge the hope that the future will bring
to this country concert organs in public
halls in every community in sufficient
numbers, so that organ concerts and
recitals may be taken out of the churches,
with their unbusinesslike methods and
humiliating voluntary contributions' and
collections!

has a corn pained twice. And never has a corn stayed
a week.
You can quickly prove that corns are needless.
Millions have already done it.
Think what it means.
No more paring, no more pain, no more unsightly
pads. Dainty shoes without unhappy hours.
Apply a touch of liquid Blue-jay or a Blue-jay plaster.
The corn pain will end.

And soon the whole corn

will loosen and come out.
The action is gentle but sure. Blue-jay is the scien¬
tific method, created by this world-famed laboratory.
It is not like the methods which are harsh and crude.
Try Blue-jay on one com. Buy it tonight from your
druggist. Live the rest of your life without corns.
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difficulty and cover practically all styles.
Cloth Bound.
THE ORGAN PLAYER, PRICE $2.00
One of the best pi|
obtainable. There a
has never been placed. Cloth Bound.
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SINGER’S
LADDER
Herbert Wilber Greene

_... _„-:m and of the ty_-should have convenient as they are in this
flexible cloth bound collection.
THE STANDARD ORGANIST, Price 75c
An organ collection that is something
else besides low in price. Contains 43
.11 of good character and wide
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A NEW BOOK for Singers, would-be Singers, and
those who teach, which outlines clearly the demands
that must be met by those who would become Artists.
A Prominent Critic wrote of the book, “The Chapter
on 'Breathing' is the best writing on that subject I have
seen in any book.”
One should not enter upon or persist in the study of
Singing without reading “THE SINGER’S LADDER.”
Published by CARL FISCHER CO., New York City
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Opportunities for the Organist

GUILMANT
Organ School
Dr. William C. Carl, Director

150 Students Holding Positions
Practice Facilities
The Individuality of Each
Student Studied
Send for Catalog

Choral
Orchestration
A practical textbook in
scoring compositions,
especially anthems

By CECIL FORSYTH
Cloth, $1.50 net

New York: The H. W. Gray Co.
Sole Agents forNovello & Co., Ltd.

THE“ORGOBLO”
will solvi

(AUSTIN ORGANS
“I believe you have achieved
the best console now in use.
Never have 1 given a recital
with such perfect comfort. It
is so easy to get at every acces¬
sory. Tonally the organ was
excellent.”

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
165 Woodland St.

Hartford, Conn.

Music Theory and
Writing Book
By CARL VENTH
PRICE 75 CENTS
There is nothing that impresses a new¬
ly-learned fact more firmly in the mind
than to put it down in writing.
There is nothing that requires a more
exact memory than the rudiments of
musical theory. Therefore, this book.
It provides abundant space for writing
the exercises given and can be taken up
with almost the first lessons at the piano.
Teachers may obtain a copy of this

The November issue oi The Diapason
contains an able and interesting article
by Kenneth S. Clark on the subject of
“post-war opportunities for the active
• „ t-v • ,
.
, ,
organist. Particular attention is called to
the following extracts therefrom:
“Some years ago the problem was:
‘What can the organist do to secularize
the instrument?’ In the last few years,
however, this problem has been partly
solved through 'the increasing use of the
motion picture houses. Nevertheless, the difficulty still exists as ap¬
plied to the organist in his relation to the
church. Moreover, a new problem has
come up as a result of the war and the
greater spirit of idealism that it has left
among us. The new problem is: ‘What
can the organist do in the way of service
to his community?’ There are several
answers to this question, which are based
upon experience in community work.
Non Sectarian Centres
“One particular scheme which gives
the organist opportunity to do real com¬
munity service has already been promul¬
gated in a certain city by the War Cam£>
Community Service. The pTan is to make
use of a church which has been one . of
the community centers in the city. In
this setting a community course of
sical programs has been planned for this
season—five concerts before Christmas
and five after Christmas. The feature
of the concerts will be an organ recital
program to- be. given by visiting organ¬
ists from the various churches, assisted
, by instrumental or vocal artists. A set
fee is to be paid to all artists participat¬
ing in these programs. This fee is to be
in line with community work. It is
planned to charge possibly 50 cents ad¬
mission to cover the five concerts of each
series. It is intended .to use a piano as
accompaniment for the various soloists
who assist in the program.
“It is expected by the organizers that
the following good results will be real¬
ized from this innovation:
. Cooperation of the best musical
talent in the city will be secured
help
promote this community work, and < the
same time the artists will feel that they
are doing their work on 'a professional
basis.
“2. It will enable the people of the
community to have the wholesome recre¬
ation of hearing good music regularly at
the smallest price.
“3. It is believed that the bringing in
of visiting organists will create an inter¬
est which will be a step forward not only
in the inter-relation of the organists
themselves, but in bringing the churches
closer together in their community work.
“The organists of any city aye in a
position to put through such a program.
It can best be done, however, in a broad
community way, by having the concerts
n the hands of a civic committee rather
l to proceed
than have the scheme ;
from the organists themselves.' This
committee should include representatives
.« « «.
• •
i
of the leading civic elements
.v as
„„ well as
„„___.
_
munity^
the musical representaessentiaHo^give th7proTectth7dght
artistic handling.
“It would be necessary, in such
raunity enterprise, for the organist
depart somewhat from a certain rather
primadonna-like attitude (though a highly
justifiable one in principle), that an organ
program must be a complete entity in itself, and not interspersed with any other
forms of music. While everyone will

S to the bad taste of marring the
classic outlines of n organ recital by m: out of
eluding forms of music that
the picture, nevertheless, t is i
i
_fho
following- way •
, be
avoided
in the following
When an organist appears c the com¬
munity program with other musicians it
would be entirely practical to have his
numbers form a separate part of the con¬
cert, either to precede or follow the other
De aavisauie iur ™ s
. .. „ th
a greater number of transcriptions than
usual in his regular recitals—that he
may introduce, through these transcrip¬
tions, the great music of the world
written in whatever form.
“ ‘But suppose that there is no church
in the community that is available for
such community programs?’ is a question
that may be interposed at this point.
Here is an opportunity for the organist
to function as a musical propagandist in
his community. Has the city a municipal
auditorium in which there is an organ i
Jf ^ Jt would be wise for the organist
that agitation is begun for the
erection of a community concert hall,
built as a memorial to our soldiers and
sailors. Such a hall represents the de
luxe style of memorial among those
which are being proposed by the Bureau
of Memorial Buildings, operating under
thg War Camp Community Service. Once
again it might be well for the organist i
to appear publicly as suggesting the in, elusion of an organ in-such a community •
auditorium, lest his motives be construed
by the narrow-minded as being self-seek¬
ing. He could, however, sow the seeds of
the idea among his influential friends.
With such an auditorium the future of
the organ, not only as a secularized in¬
strument, but also as a medium of com¬
munity service, would be most practically
settled.
“Again, there are great opportunities for
the organist to do not only a musical but
a civic service to the community through
educational recitals, especially for chil¬
dren. The organist who is playing
motion picture house has especial opportunities along this line in the institution
of Saturday morning programs for young
people, possibly given free. These pro..
grams might
include a comedy, an educa¬
tional film and also some carefully select¬
ed music of various representative forms.
This music could be made especially
palatable to children if accompanied by
informal explanatory talks such as Walter
Damrosch gives so charmingly at the
young people’s concerts of the New York
Symphony.
Americanizing Children
“The church organist, provided that he‘
is employed by a congregation which uses
its church building for such secular purPoses> has similar opportunities along this
lme
In this case, however, it would
probably be impossible to use motion pict acceptable substitute
would fbe community singing, which, in¬
“dentally, could well be used by the
movie organist
nfframet in
in the
thr. children’s
Mii1/-lv-ov-.V
‘movie’
grams just mentioned There is a wide
ch°ice of s°n£s> which would be adapt¬
able for such a purpose, as well as of
interest to. the children. Further, such
programs could be made useful in the
way of Americanizing the children of the
foreign-born, through the use of such
numbers as Stephen C. Foster’s songs
and America the Beautiful, The Star’s
and Stripes Forever, My Own United
States, and our various standard patriotic songs.
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Why Not a Madrigal Club?

New Anthems
dear choir leader:—
The best that can be done in the space aflorded
compraera^
notdesire to keep them.
w0.
15640
15637
15684
15675
15582

creULUf you™

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Title
Price
Bread ol the World—W. II.
Jones. Alto Solo. $0
Come Unto Me—MendelssohnMueller .
Grant Thou Our PrayerHandel-Nevin. Alto Solo.
H the Lord Himself Had N
Been on Our Side—E.
Dicks. Tenor and Bass Du
I
' ” '
‘
Say—J. F. Ohl. Altc
I Heard the Voice of
Say—F. O. Rathbun

15685 Jesus, I My Cross Have Taken
Sop. Solo and Sop. and Ten. Duet.
15697 Just As I Am—Will H. ltue
bus1'
of God, Still Kee
15639 0 La
Me15659 Let tl Earth Rejoice—T. I
15585
15643
15629
15694
15594

Sop. or Ten. Solo ami A
and Tenor Duet.
The Lord Js My^ Por
G. Colburn.
O L< -, Thou
. Berwald. Alto Solo. .
Love Divine—W. H. Jones.
Sop. Solo.
Mlake Me a Clean Heart, 0 G„
—A. W. Lansing. Alto s.,I
My Defence—Cotton Marshal

15631 Our Refuge an
D. WiUiams.
15547 Prepare Ye tl
Short Te
15696 Rise, Gloriou:
Blessing—J. J. McGrath.
15581 Still. Still with Thee—s. ..

MUSICAL AMERICA
The leading International Musical
Weekly Newspaper Devoted to
the Musical activities of the world.
Profusely Illustrated
Subscription Price; for One Year:

Domestic . . $3.00
Canada . . 4.00
Foreign . . 5.00

Tte MUSIC TRADES
The Leading Weekly Paper devoted
to every branch of the Musical In¬
dustries. Contains all the News.
Is Constructive and Educational.
Profusely Illustrated
IT IS A VALUABLE ASSET TO THE
DEALER IN THE RETAILING OF
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Subscription Price; for One Year:
Domestic .
Canada
.
Foreign
.

. $3.00
. 4.00
. 5.00

THE

Purchaser’s Guide
Music Industries
For 1920
The Twenty-fourth Annual Edition
Now Heady. Contains complete
autbenie list and grading of Pianos
and Organs manufactured in the
United States. Also some account
of the leading Phonograph and
Talking Machine Manufacturers,
Music Roll Makers, Supply Houses
& Musical Merchandise Concerns.
Price 25 cents per copy
Invaluable to the Detler in Protecting Standard
Makes of Pianos and Players in Competition.

15679 l'.ii;. ... ...
Water Brooks—V. Novello.
15671 The Lord Is My Shepherd—II.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

___Special Offer—One Year’* Subscription (domestic) to
MUSK AL AMERICA: One Year’*
Sub.eription (Jomertie) to The MUSIC
TRAP''"

THE MUSICAL AMERICA CO.
THE MUSIC TRADES CO.
501 Fifth Avenue, New York

I fash.
ashton says
the use of

THE VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR
By EDMUND J. MYER
Price, $1.25

A logical, formulated system of

study for the voice, based
upon nature's laws or demands for
the study and development of the
singing voice. The work supplies
the singing movements,the physical
exercises and the nerve callisthenics
that develop the singer physically
and vocally. • Most systems ignore
the individual and think of tone or
voice only. This excellent work
tends to develop all the forces of the
singer—physical, mental and emo¬
tional, since it is a perfect coordi¬
nation of these three attributes that
bring artistic triumph.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Since First I Saw Your Fa<j!homas ford
The Silver Swan.O. Gibbons
”—.
^Bonnie Lass.......—
These three will be sufficient for sev¬
eral weeks’ practice. Following them we ^^^ATLANTIC CITY V
would recommend:
In Going to My Lonely Bed. .R. Edwards
Flom £avg Me Fairest Flowers
J. Wilbye
Lullaby .w- Byrde
Mow, Oh, Now, I Needs Must Part
J. Dowland
By the time all these are mastered
sufficient insight and experience will
have been gained, so that the club may
take up almost any madrigal. By t e
way.jhere are a few very beauti u ones
by Palestrina available, with English

(HALFONTE

words.

Sing Glees, Too
The madrigal had its origin in Italy,
but the glee is a native of England. (Its
name, by the way, has nothing to do with
the common modern meaning of the
word, but is simply the old Anglo-Saxon
term for a piece of vocal music. Thus
the terms “Cheerful Glee” and “Serious
Glee,” which are occasionally met with,
are both perfectly good sense.)
The, glee is a form of vocal ensemblemusic less polyphonic than the madrigal,
yet more highly developed than the partThe ability to play the piano mo
song.
It is commonly performed with
well, and thus set a pattern for the _
bolster up the vocal part with a dummy
but one voice to each part, and it is one
cbmpanitner‘ *- r J!"-"
different thing
"'
"from characteristic of the glee that there
being
o read vocal r
sight. When a singe, — should be some marked change in tempo
concerted composition and (given the key or rhythm in the course of the piece.
note) sing it correctly without further
prompting or coaching, just as any ordinary
If the Madrigal Club wishes to vary its
professional orchestra player would do with activities by the performance of glees,
his instrument, then he deserves to be classed
as a musician, and not before. To develop the following will be found excellent
this power in the fullest degree, it is necesi .
sary to practice the singing of unaccompanied examples .
polyphonic music; unaccompanied, because Strike, Strike the Lyre.. .T. Cooke
otherwise the voice leans on the aecompani- By
- Celia’s
-.
,W. Horseley
Arbour..
ment; polyphonic, because homophonic mush
has the melody too much in the upper part
Oh, the Summer Night
leaving the other voices tame and uninter
W. H. Cummings
In order to derive the full benefit from
Madrigal Singing Once a Common Accomplishment practice of madrigals it cannot be too strongly
This kind of singing was a common accom¬ impressed upon the reader that one should
plishment in England for some three hundred avoid the piano, first, last and all times, ex¬
years—say from 1500 to about ,1800. It was cept possibly as a convenience in setting the
pitch at the start, and even for this purpose
in its glory in Queen Elizabeth’?
: the time of the Purl- a chromatic pitch-pipe would answer. Re¬
rible :
never fully recovered, hearse the voices, each part singly, regarding
each as an independent melody, and demandagain in fa
_accuracy in rythm and
strumental accompaniment began HP_
ing most _
insical fashion during the rei— nuances. When occasion arises to correct an
error, the leader should not smg with the
t Charles II,i end in the nineteenth ccntu
singers, but should sing while t hey
ler than choral singing w
. iano-playing
„„ a
„..
..- In case the part in
setting
correct_ pat1—
widely cultivated form
by far the m
lestion is absolutely outside of the compass
music. To be sure, there was still plenty
of his own voice, the use of an instrument
singing, but. among amateurs,
largely of a much less musicianly type— is allowable, but even in this case, the. in¬
ial ballads or sentimental songs, strument should not be played with
_ This all
ompaniment of tonic and dominant hut ns a “pattern,” before*—"
with at
;m like a somewhat mndabout pro¬
chords.
drag a chori—
cedurc when it is so easy
It ought to be

SOFT VOLUNTARIES
Selected from late Pipe Organ Issues
Cat. No. Title
Composer Price
15271—At Sunrise.Diggle ..
15970—Twilight Devotion. .Pease .
15944—Andante Pastorale . Galbraith.
16103—An Evening Melody. .Galbraith. .
14772—Moonlight.Frysinger..
16670—Andante Pastorale . .Alexis.
11515—The Angelus.Rockwell
11543—Pastorale Scene.Ludebuenl.
11840—Adoration, Chant
Angelique.Rockwell ..
13557—Chanson De Matin. Gillette .
14172—At Evening.Kinder....
15396-Solace.Pease ....

THEODORE PRESSER CO., PHILA., PA.

BEAUTIFUL PIANO SELECTIONS
FOR TEACHERS
Forgive and Forget—Romanza
Whisperings of Springtime (Teach
Woodbine Waltzes (Very Bnllian
Pres. McKinley’B Grand March
Evening Thoughts Reverie—

sfflAk”-," i'Msr stif&sr

developed,

i

is necessary so long as sleeve,
less gowns and sheer fabrics for sleeves j
rorn. It assists freedom of moveunhampered grace, modest ele¬
gance and correct style. That is why |

“they all use Delatone”
Delator,- is an old and well known scientific pf

$thu
THE SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.
Dept; M F
339 S. Wabash
ORGANISTS; The best way to become acquainted with good organ music
is through the “On Sale” plan.
write for particulars,
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St.. Phils.
Please n

! too many vocal teachers
There
who take a narrow and purely
mercial view of their activities—so many
half-hours at so many dollars a halfhour—and have a feeling that anything
they may do outside of this, i
line,' is a pure waste of t"
pupils wish to acquire a wider musical
take
culture, they recommend the'm
piano lessons.
While this is an involuntary compliment to piano teachers, it.is also a shirking of part of the task that should belong to the vocal teacher himself—the
development of musicianship through the
practice of ensemble singing.
A vocal teacher who successfully organizes and conducts a madrigal club i
the lines suggested here will find it pays
dividends in several ways. First of all,
it gives his pupils opportunity for the
most valuable kind of practice possible,
in regard to sight-reading and general
musicianship; secondly, public perform¬
ances by the club will be a most excel¬
lent advertisement for him; thirdly, he
will have the consciousness that he is
fulfilling part of that obligation which is
implied in the old saying, “Every man is
a debtor to his profession.”

by John Curwen, of Tonic-S
writing for voices : they equalled intellectually
the very best composers of Italy, Germany
and the Netherlands, and excelled them in
melodiousness and In a feeling for what was
truly vocal in the leading of the parts.
It is a maxim of true teaching that
the
should proceed from the known
unknown, never vice versa. There are
many of the old madrigals which are
written, not in major or minor, but in
some one of the old church modes; these
sound rather strange and dreary to modern ears, and had best be avoided, at
least until later, but there are plenty that
are really tuneful and thatVound as
fresh and natural as if written to-day.
On the same grounds it may be well to
commence with those which are not excessively polyphonic, selecting .for the
first attempts madrigals which approximate the modern part-song, and going
on from these to the more intricate. The
writer several years ago organized a
madrigal club from among the members
of a chorus choir of which he was leader,
and after making a long and thorough
search among old English madrigals, selected the following, which answered the
purpose excellently:

Modern composers have produced
numerous excellent works which so
blend the particular qualities of the
madrigal, the glee and the part-song that
it is difficult to classify them with ex¬
actness. After a chorus has gained the
certainty and independence which come
from the practice of the genuine old
madrigals, they wiU be prepared to do
justice to these more modern works,
Hcre are »
^ood ones'
Real madrigals:
It was a Lover and His Lass . Goepp
Minuet .Auguste Chapms
Ronde de Nuit...Auguste Chapms
Glee madrigals:
Hail, Smiling Morn.Spoforth
Awake, Aeolian Lyre..
....Dauby
(The classing this as modern may
arouse a smile but we are speaking m
comparison of Gibbons or Lyrde.)
Were a Noddm.....W
Part-song madrigals:
You Stole My Love.MacFarrcn
The Sea Hath Its Pearls....Pinsuti
Sigh No More, Ladies . .Henry Parker
My True Love Hath My Heart.. .Smart
Cradle Song .Smart

FOUR HAND
EXHIBITION PIECES
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

PRICE, $1.25
: NE hundred and ten pages of the best
four-hand music published. The con¬
™ tents are extremely well selected and a
number of specially arranged duets are included.
Among the composers represented by both
original four-hand compositions and transcrip¬
tions are Cui, Brahms, Moszkowski, Tschaikowsky, Gottschalk, Jenson, Grieg, Raff, Dvorak,
and Rachmaninoff.
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Department for Violinists
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
“// All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together.”

R. SCHUMANN

Illustration 1

,

[THE Etude Violin Department has, of course, a general appeal to all performers upon string instruments! Many of our violin readers, :ce /:nd are
interested in the 'cello and it has been our custom now and then to print a *cello article.
However the proportion of the number of cello players to jio in
players makes it necessary for us to devote most of our space to the violin.—EDITOR’S NOTE.]

,

The Best Positions in ’Cello Playing
Even the smaller towns usually have
one or more violin' teachers, but teachers
of the ’cello, who really understand the
art, are exceedingly rare. Many alleged
cello teachers are; pianists, violinists, or
other instrumentalists who have picked
up a smattering of cello playing in a
theoretical way, but who do not even
know how the instrument sho'uld be held,
or the correct ’manner of bowing and
fingering.
Pictures illustrating the correct posi¬
tions assumed in playing a bow instru¬
ment are seldom clear, and often give an
incorrect impression, through some fault
of posing before the camera. For this
reason, the following pictures, taken from
the Music Student (London), will no
doubt be appreciated by cello students,
who have no opportunity to study with a
gOod teacher. The pictures were posed
by a first-rate professional cellist and
are remarkable for their clearness and
correctness. The student can gain much
advantage by practicing before the mir¬
ror with these pictures before him.
The Down Bow
In Fig. 1, above, the position of the
hand, and the manner of holding the

. Illustration 3

Page

Perspiration

how when playing at the frog is shown.
Observe that the stick of the bow lies
between the top joint and middle joint
of the forefinger, and note the position
in which the little finger lies on the
stick. One of the commonest faults of
the amateur is holding the stick of the
bow directly in or past the middle joint
of the forefinger, with the fingers at an
acute angle with the stick, instead of the
fingers being at approximately right
angles with the stick. Note also that the
stick of the bow is inclined towards the
fingerboard, instead of the hair of the
bow lying flat on the string. The hand
in the illustration is in the correct posi¬
tion for beginning a down bow.
In Fig. 2 the position of the bow at
the point is shown as when beginning
an up bow. Instead of being slightly
arched as when bowing at the frog, the
wrist has a slightly concave position
when viewed from above. The bow is at
precise right angles to the strings, as it
should be to get the most perfect vibra¬
tion from the strings.. Note that the el¬
bow has assumed a position at some little
distance from the side.
A Bad Fault
In Fig. 3 we have’ a view of the fingers
and thumb of the left hand when viewed
'from the right. Note the position of the
thumb underneath the neck, with the
neck resting on the ball of the thumb
and the hand held out from the neck.
Probably the most common and per¬
nicious fault of amateur, and wronglytaught cello students, - is the habit of
grasping the neck between the thumb and
the base of the forefinger, just as would
be done in playing the violin. The
stretches to make the proper intervals
when playing the cello are too great to
admit holding the instrument between
thumb and forefinger. Held as in the
illustration the maximum stretch of the
fingers of the left hand is obtained, and

the necessary power is gotten to hold the
strings of the cello, which are so much
thicker than those of the violin or viola.
Note that the fingers are arched, with
firm tips.
In Fig. 4 we have the position of the
fingers of the left hand when viewed
from the left. The curved, arched posi¬
tion of the fingers and the angle of the
fingers in relation to the fingerboard will
be observed.
The popularity of the cello in the
United States is growing at a rapid rate,
and there are hundreds of earnest cello
students, in the smaller towns or in the
country, where it is impossible to secure
a teacher .or even to hear good cello
playing. These must rely on pictures,
instruction books, and books describing
cello technic. Two excellent mediumpriced works of great assistance to the
cello student are Chats to Cello Students,
by Broadley, and Technics of Violoncello
Playing, by Van de Straeten.
The Fingers Are Drawn Closer in the
Higher Positions
One of the chief difficulties in learning
to play in tune on the violin comes from
the fact that the fingers must be drawn
closer together as the fingerboard is
ascended. On the piano, the distances
between ^the keys is the same for all
octaves, but in the violin the distance of
the fingers from each other in producing
any given interval is different for each
succeeding higher octave. In the very
highest positions, lying near the bridge,
it is very difficult, especially for violin¬
ists with very large finger tips, to get the
semi-tones close enough together for per• feet intonation. This fact should be
constantly impfessed on violin students,
who, although they are usually aware
that the fingers lie closer together in the
higher positions, have an exceedingly
hazy idea of just why this is so.

The cause conies from the scientific
fact, easily demonstrated, that the
shorter a vibrating string the closer the
intervals lie together. For instance, if
a vibrating string is, say, 12 inches in
length, and the finger is placed < xactly in
the middle of the string, six inches from
either end,‘the pitch ascends om octave.
Thus, all the intervals of a . . octave
scale will lie within the comp;,
of six
inches.
Now place the finger three
inches higher still on the string (thus
cutting the six-inch half of the string in
two) and the tone will ascend another
octave. ' It will be seen, consequently,
that in the second octave played on the
string, the intervals of this second scale
will have to be played within a compass
of three inches, the next octave within a
compass of 1)4 inches, etc. This can
easily be demonstrated by trying it on
any string of the violin. The diagram
below illustrates the point:
Fig. A
1st octave
2nd oct. etc.
note A
A
A
6 in.

3 in.

A A
1% to.

In the December issue of The Etude a could do it no longer, after which it
correspondent asks: “Can anything be was repeated again and again until I was
done to remedy perspiration of the left pretty well tired out. The fingers were
also kept moving as if playing, to add to
hand ?”
For the benefit of this reader, as well the value of the exercise. After a few ’
as anyone else who may be interested, days the perspiration disappeared and
has never troubled md since.
I answer, Yes!
While quite young I was troubled con¬
Of course one must hold the violin
siderably with this bugbear—“Perspira¬ high, letting it lie loosely on the fleshy
tion.” Well do I remember a certain part of the thumb. But take care not to
night; while playing in a theater I broke squeeze the neck between the first joint
strings galore. Between every act “and of the thumb and third joint of the first
then some.’’ This was more than thirty finger, for this "pick handle” way of hold¬
years ago and violinists in those days ing a violin does more to cause perspira¬
who used steel strings were not usually tion than almost anything else. There is
rivals of Paganini. In fact, the Barn enough real work in fingering a violin
Dance suited them better and I am not without tensing unnecessary muscles.
altogether sure but there are some of
For the advantage of those who are un¬
them still living.
familiar with up-to-date -methods of
The perspiration (in my case) was
holding the violin I have prepared the
caused by nervousness. It troubled me following exercise, to be played entirely
little in private practice, hut when I at¬ on the G' string. The first three notes
tempted solos in public my fingers fairly are in the first position and the next three
wept all over the finger board.
are in the seventh. In this last position
About the only benefit I derived from (seventh) the first, third and fourth
this experience was speed in putting on fingers must all be down at once to pro¬
new E strings, which, to have always duce the' desired results. The shifting
ready, T kept wound around the scroll of must be done smoothly, with one bow,
my violin. I got to he such an expert PP.
at this business that while the cornqt or
clarinet was playing a few measures of
the melody I could put on, tune, and
break a new string.
It occurred to me one day that this per¬
spiration was caused by over-exertion, so
I determined to work my left arm and
hand in practice to such an extent that
Repeat twenty times daily.
playing the violin in public would be easy
A player who can do this smoothly,
I procured a light dumb-bell, weighing with no perceptible jerk of the violin
approximately five pounds, and taking it while shifting, holds his violin correctly
in my left hand moved it to and fro as for modern requirements. If he cannot
the hand moves in going up and down the play this in this way then there is some¬
finger hoard of a violin, keeping the hand thing wrong with his method which can
well eh vali d, as if in playing position. he corrected at once by playing the above
This was kept up several minutes, until I as indicated.

^Tliey BuillTtieir Enne
in Bands
T

he C. G. Conn. Ltd. Victor Cor-

I1

HERE is opportunity for you, too, in a
band. The world is in need of more and
more musicians.
Any number of renowned virtuosos have built
their fame with Conn Instruments. . The ma¬
jority of the world's greatest artists use them
exclusively.
They are famous for- their ease of blowing,
lightness in action, perfect intonation and tone
quality, artistic design and finish.
FREE TRIAL - EASY PAYMENTS
You can master a Conn Instrument to your
entire satisfaction in a short time. We will
let you try any instrument you choose on six
days free trial. If you keep it you can pay
for it .on our easy payment plan.
FREE BOOK: Mention the instrument in
which you are interested and we
will send a special booklet and
beautiful photo of it,/ree.

OUR “SPECIAL”
OCp 10 Tested Lengths!

Silk Violin E, for
Violin Prices
The late catalog of a leading Amer¬
ican violin dealer offers specimens of the
best known violin makers as follows:
Antonius Stradivarius, $12,000; Antonius
Stradivarius, $10,000; Joseph Guarnerius,
$5,000; same, $6,000; Antonius and
Hieronymus Amati, $5,000; specimens of
J. B. Guadagnini from $4,000 to $7,500;
J. B. Rogerius from $2,500 to $4,500;
Dominicus Montagnana, $5,000; Nicolas
Gagliano,
$3,500; Joannes Tononus,
specimens frofn $2,400 to $3,000; Thomas
Balestrieri, specimens from $2,500 to
$3,200; Jofredus Cappa, $3,500; Nicolas
Lupot, specimens from $1,000 to $2,000;
Jacobus Stainer, $2,000.
Among the
’cellos is a Stradivarius-Bergonzi, $14,000; Antonius Stradivarius, $18,000;
Dominicus Montagnana, $9.000; Fran¬
cesco Rogerius, $3,000; Carlo Giuseppe
Testore, $5,000.

Different spedrtiens of instruments by
the same maker sell for a wide variety of
prices, according to period when they
were made, preservation, tone qualities,
beauty of wood, absolute authenticity,
workmanship,
historic
associations,
beauty of FF holes, scrolls, general lines,
e(c. The fact that a violin was used in
concert by some famous violinist also
adds to the value of an instrument. Vio¬
lins, like stamps and coins, have a col¬
lectors’ value apart from their value as
musical instruments. In the case of a
rare stamp or coin,1 if it is defaced, muti¬
lated or worn, its value is only a fraction
of what it would be if it were in the
same condition as when it came from the
mint, or—in the case of a postage stamp
—from the printing press.

THE MOST ELEMENTARY
the price you have decided upon

HUGU5T GEMONDER 8? SONS
Expert Violin Makers and Repairers and Dealers in
111 W. 42nd St. Rare 0U rtolins
NEW YORK
AKADEMIE & ETERNELLE
Silk Strings
LA FAVORITA & ELITE
Gut Strings
For Sale by Leading Importers and Jobbers
Sol. Distributors M. E. SCHOENING CO., Inc.

VIOLINISTS!

woridDiL°.rrtS

LEO J. AWAD, Box 13. Shenandoah, P.nr

Only Twelve Strads in the United States

Illustration 4

People who imagine that they have a
real Stradivarius violin will not be
pleased to learn that there are not more
than a score of genuine instruments in
the United States. In 1907 it was re¬
ported that there were not more than
twelve. It is reasonable to suppose that
this number was increased by refugee
violinists who came here and settled
during the great war in Europe.
On the other hand there are thousands
und thousands of cheap violins with fake
labels representing themselves to be

Strads. The labels were “made in Germany” at one time like postage stamps,
and the manufacturers could see nothing
dishonest in pasting a lie in every cheap
violin that went out. If you think that
you have a fortune in your old violin
remember that until some great, con¬
noisseur in a large violin center such as
New York, London, Paris or Berlin has
passed upon it, the value is nil. Your
chance of having a priceless instrument
is about one in fifty thousand.

25c

Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange St., Boston, Mar

LONG, UMBER FINGERS 3W#

ented stretcher, for Pianists and Violinists, used and
recommended by Byrd, Heifetz, Levitzki,Thibaud.etc.
Lasts a lifetime. Price $3 each or 2 for $5. P.P. prepaid.
K. FINNEY, 3231 -3 Wrightwood Ave., CHICAGO

METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN

Bel Canto
Violin Method
By Mabel Madison Watson
Price, SI.25
A method that makes teaching and
study pleasurable and combines the
art of melody playing with foundation
technic. Can be used as preparatory
or supplementary material with any
violin school for beginners. There are
attractive and original studies in this
work as well as many familiar airs easily
arranged for violin and piano, and also
as violin duets.

Theodore Presser Co., Phila., Pa.

VIOLIN STRINGS

Used by the leading artists of the Philadelphia Orchestra
i and more than equal t
tne Deal itauau strings. American mak~
Etude “D” String, 5 lengths.
Bundle Lots (80*’**orted Strings)
THEO. PRESSER CO. - Philadelphia, Pa
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
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Violin Questions Answered

SPECIAL!

Question and Answer Department
Conducted by

,

j

Fletcher Music
Method School

Special Notices
Si

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Arthur de Guichard

Great Offer to Teachers
and Musicians

Sherwood Normal Lessons
for Piano Teachers

ml]o°cl»fbySt-
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Sherwood Piano Lessons
for Students
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HARMONY |

Letters from Pleased Music Workers
Harmony Teaches You To
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Complete' absence
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Victrolas, Brunswick and Cheney
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History of Music

Victor and Brunswick Records

Advanced Composition

DUNNING SYSTEM
The Demand for Panning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied.
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Unprecedented Special Offer!
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University Extension Conservatory

Why?
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The Spring Recital
How many of you are going to play at
your first recital this month or next?
And how many of you are going to play
at your second or third?
If it is to be your first, of course you
want to do your very best; and if it is
td be your second or third, you want to
do better than you did the last time, even
though you did your very best then!
If you are a girl, dress nicely and fix.
your hair and ribbons neatly, and then
forget all about that part of it. Do not
keep “fussing” with your ribbons and
wondering how you look. Remember
that the audience did not come to look
at your decorations but to listen to your
music.
If you are a boy see to it that- your
collar is clean and that your shoes are
not dusty, and then forget all about that
part of it.
Whether you are a girl or boy wash
your hands in warm water and soap be¬
fore playing (to make them soft and sup¬
ple as well as clean) and then say to
yourself—"I am going to play better this
time than I ever did before. I know my
piece thoroughly and will not make a
mistake. The audience is not going to
pay attention to me but to the composi¬
tion. It would not be fair to my teacher
or to the composer of the piece to do any¬
thing but my best. I am going to play
well because I love to play well.” Then
take three deep breaths and show what
you are good for!

Musical Game to Teach Added
Lines Below Treble Clef
By Laura Rountree Smith
The children are seated in a circle,
and the Visitor, who is outside the cir¬
cle, taps with her cane, saying:
What do you know? What do you
know ?
Of the added lines below?
C-A-F, C-.VF,
Lines below the Treble Clef.
She raps sharply with her cane and
calls on the child behind whom she is
standing, “1st added line below, 3d added
line below,” etc. If a child fails to enswer correctly, they change places, or
the child who fails goes out. of the
game and a new visitor is chosen.

CONDUCTED BY O-IZABELTH A.GEST
Professor Nimble Fingers’ Pupil
By Eveline Nutter

stood two tiny soldiers. Before Marjorie
could rub her eyes to be sure she was not
dreaming, these two tiny men began to
march up and down the keys, keeping
perfect step. They were playing her
scales for her. Sometimes they would
turn their backs to each other, and march
in opposite directions. Then they would
turn sharply and come back to each other
again. .At last they marched over to one
end of the piano, and sat down, grinning.
Just then two little green frogs began
to leap up and down over the keys, tak¬
ing great, careful jumps. Marjorie had
to laugh, but she knew they were playing
her exercises for her.
Then the frogs sat down on the edge
of the music rack, blinking.
And suddenly there were ten fairies
with wings like great silver butterflies,
dancing over the keys! And as they

danced, they were playing Rosalies
Walts, which was the very piece Profes¬
sor Nimble Fingers had been trying for a
month to teach Marjorie. It sounded
very lovely and gay—not sad and bumpy
as .it did when Marjorie played it.Marjorie clapped her hands. And by
accident, she hit Kitty-cat-kitty. Kittycat-kitty gave a yowl and sprang off the
window seat.
When Marjorie looked back at the
piano, the ten tiny fairies, and the two
green frogs, and the grinning soldiers
were gone.
“Oh,” she cried. “I knew it was magic!
Oh, please come back!”
“Ding, ding, ding, ding!” struck the
cross old clock.

“Oh,” cried Marjorie,, “in half an hour
Professor Nimble Fingers will be here!
How I wish I could make the piano
sound as those fairies did.” She thought
a moment. “I might try to make my
fingers march like soldiers, and leap like
frogs, but I’m sure I can’t ever make
them dance as the fairies did.”
But she sat down and tried very hard
indeed.
At half-past-four in walked Professor
Nimble Fingers. He said, “Good after¬
noon, Miss Marjorie! I hope you have
practiced hard this week.”
Marjorie giggled.
“Oh, Professor
Nimble Fingers, I LOVE to practice. I
think,” she said slowly, “I learned my
lessons by magic!”
“Ah, well,” said Professor Nimble Fin¬
gers, smiling, “practice makes perfect. I
thought you would do better this week.”

The Recital
To-day at my teacher’s
There’s going to be
A students’ recital
At half after three.

I’m going to play
A piece called “The Fair,”
And I’m going to play better
Than any one there.

Musical Want Ad Column

ri

ETUDE

Letter Box
Dear Junior Etude:
I started to take music lessons when I
was five years old and I am seven now.
My teacher calls me her little Mendels¬
sohn. I like to read from The Etude
very much.
Your little friend,
Elizabeth Stuart Oberlin,
Herndon, Va.

Puzzle Corner

'JUNIOR'

The time for Marjorie’s music lesson
again. At half past four
had
would walk Professor Nimble Fingers.
He would say, “Good afternoon, Miss
Marjorie! I hope you have practiced
hard this week!”
And Marjorie would have to answer
him as usual:
“Oh, Professor Nimble Fingers I
HATE to practice. T am sure I don't
know my lesson at all.”
Then he would say, “Ah, well, practice
makes perfect, Miss Marjorie. Perhaps
you will do better next' week.”
Marjorie opened the piano and jerked
down her exercise book. But there was
Kitty-cat-kitty, curled up on the window
seat, purring.
“I’m not going to practice, so there!
I’m going to be happy, too!” cried Mar¬
jorie, and curled herself up beside Kittycat-kitty.
Then all at once she heard a tiny voice
say, “Forward, March!”
There on the keyboard of the piano
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By R. G. Wightman
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Fill in spaces with musical terms.
BANKER, very much overworked
needs
1
and will be glad to pay
forit^h1Tfew_2
.
TO. RENT, store under a 3 could
be used as a
4
if license can be
^WANTED by a butcher, a pair of
5
and a grindstone to keep his
knives
6
•
EDITOR desires to add a writer to his
7
. When writing sign letter with

if\

&

Who Knows?
1. When was Bach born?
2. What is an opera?
3. What is a major interval?
4. Who wrote The Last Rose of Sum¬
mer?
5. What is a saxaphone?
6. Who was the first American com¬
poser?
7. Who wrote Pinafore?
8. Is it an opera or an oratorio?
9. What is meant by dolce?
10. From what is this taken?

°'aGENTS WANTED to introduce the
popular “Handy
9
” for gentle¬
men. Crocheted from_10__. Gives
11
to any costume.
-RANTED
AT
ONCE—Suitable
guardian
for
two
12
children.
Must be refined and well educated along
general_15
WANT k 1)—Experienced
14
ball
15
for well-known team,
player to
up-to standard of other
Must_lo
PlNOTK 1
of
17
of the

ADVEI
column 4i

Answers to Last Month’s
Questions
1. A tuba is a large brass wind in¬
strument which produces, tones in the
lowest register. It is the bass of the
orchestral wind instruments.
2. Beethoven wrote thirty-two sona¬
tas.
3. Schubert died in 1828.
4. Tutti means all or everyone.
5. Mary Garden is Scotch.
6. Handel was born in 168S.
7. Maud Powell, one of the most
famous of American violinists, died in
January, 1920.
8. Verdi wrote Rigoletto.
9. A minor scale has the half-tones
placed between the second and third de¬
grees of the scale, and between the fifth
and sixth, instead of between the third
and fourth, and the seventh and eighth,
as in the major scale.
10. Hark, Hark, the Lark, by Schubert.
Who can fill in these blanks without
looking in a book?
Frederick -, one of the most
noted composers of-music of all
times, was born in - at-■
He is particularly famous for his-■
and- and-. He was also
a great - and made many tours
throughout Europe. He died inat the age of-.
Dear Junior Etude:
I have taken The Etude for five years
and do not know how I' could get along
without it. I am twelve years old and
am in the fifth grade in music. I read in
The Junior Etude some of the letters
from children who live in China. I have
never been there and I should love to
hear from a little girl who lives there.
Your friend,
Esther Soule (age 12),
905 Fifth Ave.,
Helena, Mont

TO PUBLIC—Prisoner has
n institution. Wore uniform
Appears
18
much
Thought to have in
I )
■ in several stolen
2d
i a person attempt to enter
kindly
21
for authorisERS—For
to B. Sharp

22

n this

Junior Etude Competition
The IrMur Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the neatest
and bcsL -I iginal stories or essays and
answers t. > puzzles.
Subject fin- story or essay this month.
“Echoes fi nun the Music Room.” It
must contain not over 150 words. Write
on one side of the paper only. Any boy
or girl under fifteen years of age may
compete.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender (not written on a
separate piece' of paper) and must be
sent to jt \ iok Etude Competition, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., be¬
fore the' twentieth of May. The names
of the pi izc winners and their contribu¬
tions will be published in the July issue.
Please comply with all of these condi¬
tions and do not use typewriters.
WHY 1 LIKE TO PRACTICE
(Prize Winner)
One day when returning home from a
concert I chanced to overhear a conver¬
sation between two little girls who
seemed to be very poor. The older of
the two was saying, “Oh, how I would
love to take music lessons, but Mamma
cannot afford to pay for them.”
This sentence suggested to me the idea
that I become a music teacher when I
grow up and help to teach such children
as these in music schools and settlements.
With this aim in view practicing my
music has become a greater joy to tne
than ever before.
Sophie Meltzer (Age 13),
Brooklyn, N. Y.
WHY I LIKE TO PRACTICE
(Prize Winner)
When I really found that I should
like to practice was one time at a party
where the majority of girls my size
played some beautiful pieces. I, unable
to do the same, had to tell my hostess
that I could not play anything from
memory and was very much ashamed.
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Later I committed some pieces to mem¬
ory and began to like music very much.
I found that when I had disliked’ to prac¬
tice, the pieces did not come to me
easily; but when I liked it, the pieces
gave 'me no trouble at all. I believe that
if we are willing to practice well, music
will come to us, but if we let our
thoughts wander it will not. It is like
one who treats another kindly—the latter
will come to the former, but if treated
badly he will avoid him.
Evelyn Jacobs (Age 13),
Techny, Ill.
WHY I LIKE TO PRACTICE
(Prize Winner)
When I first began to study music.my
teacher impressed firmly on my mind
that practice makes perfect. With this
thought in mind I began to practice
earnestly.
I learned that all great musicians
started as I had and by perseverance
succeeded.
I knew also that somewhere in this
great wide world lived someone who
would become a great pianist, and I
wondered why I, as well as anybody else,
could not be that person! Thinking of
this I found that I became so much in¬
terested in my music that I liked t'o prac¬
tice more and more.
I have made up my mind to keep this
up and reach the top of the ladder, when
I can proudly exclaim from the highest
peak in the world “excelsior!”
Helen Hurlburt (Age 13),
Greenfield, Mass.

Honorable Mention for
Compositions
Every. Jerry Jaros. Rose Sleltzer, I
Huni'ston, Susie Gallup, Robert Epes T/>uise Lucas, Ralph Connally, Margaret
Neaton, Anne Wallgren, Aimee Bostwick,
Jean Bostwick, Marie Morrissey, Laiura Lud¬
wig, Grace L. Titsworth, Anna Louise Nestnann, John Brooks, Hazel Luther, Mary
iardner, Josephine O’Grady, Beatrice Quinn,
lita Vaughn, Grace Elizabeth Drake, Naomi
Sayholt, Phyllis Phyler, j

Answer to March Puzzle
1. Sharp; 2. Dot; 3. Rest; 4. Note;
5. Fine; 6. Run; 7. Trill; 8. Flat;
9. Line; 10. Beat; 11. Forte. (Only ten
required.)

Prize Winners
Aldine Brock (Age 13), Calhoun, Ga.
Alice Moore (Age 13). Muskogee, Okla.
Carl Borchard (Age 13), Madison, Minn.
Honorable Mention
Anna Finney.
Eleanor Sul?iV8n,"“ofa’''M.“^Gates,“Catherine
Stauffer. Germaine Block. Martha Lou Overton. Virginia M. Miller. Etta Fineman, Alice
Frances Harding, Esther Lewis, Erna Lightner M. Hawthorne Price, Anna Kopelowitz.
Marian Dyar, Marian H. Post. Jewell Ash¬
worth Helen Lehman, Anna Kaufman. Vir¬
ginia Elver. Marjorie V. Ware, Ola Frances
Stephen, Minnie Lemon, Alma L. Walton,
Mildred Carson.

Procrastinating Practice
By J. Severn
I know a young lad who loves practice
As much as a desert loves cactus,
But there are delays
And a great many ways
For procrastination, the fact is.
For first he must have some fresh air,
Then a drink is the laddie’s next care;
But he gets down to work,
For he is not a shirk
And he makes the keys talk, I declare!
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Settlement of Season’s
Accounts

,

It is usual for specific directions ta be
sent out to all those having open accounts
on June I, along with the statement for
the year. This preliminary notice, how¬
ever, is for the benefit of those who do
not desire to wait until June 1 statement
and directions reach them.
This notice is intended chiefly for those
of our patrons who have “on sale” ac,,Ifb,iorb regular accounts, that is,

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers—

Program, Gift and Award
Needs for Commencement

A very important proposition! The
Commencement program needs so much
thought to make it a success. On the in¬
side of the cover of this issue will be
found a page of excellent suggestions for
chorus singing as well as exhibition
numbers for the piano, either ensemble or
solo. The singer desiring solo numbers
can readily make a selection from the¬
matic circulars that will, be sent cheer¬
fully upon request.
Those desiring piano solo numbers can
do no better than turn their attention
to the three masterly transcriptions sug¬
gested.
There is no better form
in which one can obtain and realize the
possibilities of Chopin’s D Flat False
than in Moszkowski’s transcription of this
number. One cannot get a more flowing
or artistic transcription of Rubinstein’s
beautiful Melody in F than is to be
found in the transcription by Schfitt. We
might also call attention to the fact that
Hutcheson’s arrangement of Wagner’s
The Bide of the Valkyrie, for a thrilling
virtuoso number is unsurpassable.
Further suggestions for the program
A Great Stock of Music
will be cheerfully furnished and material
at Your Service
will be gladly sent for examination. As
People who purchase only an occasional for the awards and gifts where the one
piece of music, be it a song, a piano solo graduating is a music student what could
or a composition for any one of the multi¬ be more fitting than a well-chosen volume
tude of musical instruments, seldom realize of music or a worth-while musical litera¬
what it means to accumulate and maintain ture book? Leather music rolls and
with practical completeness all the endless satchels are also very acceptable.
variety of musical publications necessary
These few words are but a reminder to
to supply the infinitely varied wants of get busy before the commencement date
tens of thousands of music buyers, includ¬ is upon you and you find yourself unpre¬
ing teachers, students, singers, players and pared. Make this commencement the best
music lovers of every description! The
general stock of The Eresser Go. is prob¬
ably unique in its comprehensiveness and Victrola
is the result of years of active contact with Records
We are now making a specialty of fill-*
the musical public. No kind of musical
want has been ignored in building up a ing mail orders for Victor Records, and
store-house of musical material represent¬ we safely send records to any part of the
ing the output of all publishers past and United States, postage prepaid, where or¬
])resent. Nothing in music that has been ders amount to $3 or over. Our regular cus¬
tomers are aware of the fact that many
printed and which is still in print and ob¬
tainable is permitted to remain perma¬ Victor records are unobtainable, owing to
nently off our shelves, but as soon as sold the shortage at the factory. However, our
is immediately replaced, unless as happens sources of supply are not limited to
occasionally it is something that the pub¬ Philadelphia alone. We are constantly
lisher has allowed to go “out of print.” on the lookout for missing numbers, and
This is why so many music buyers every¬ we frequently find limited quantities in
where have become such staunch patrons smaller cities where the demand for cer¬
of this house. It is always safe to assume tain standard records has not been suf¬
that “Presser” has it and to depend upon ficient to completely exhaust the stocks
the prompt “Presser Service” whenever of the local dealers.
We have just issued our fifth selected
any musical need arises. A large force of
trained, intelligent clerks, familiar with list of Red Seal Records, many of which
all sections of our stock, is daily filling have been reduced to one-half of former
orders from customers in all parts of the
civilized world—orders as varied in their ^ The new Brunswick records are now in
character and make-up as can be imagined, stock, and the demand for them is great.
but all receiving equally careful attention Send to us at once for our latest booklets
and all being dispatched with the utmost and lists. In ordering records it is al¬
promptness. This stock and service is at ways advisable to name a second choice.
the disposal of anyone who wants music
of any kind, in any form or any edition. Standard Elementary
There is no discrimination against small Piano Album
This book is now about ready, but the
orders; in fact, we like to handle small
orders, and, of course, we take the same special introductory offer will be con¬
pains with large ones. Not only may this tinued during the current month. In this
service be enjoyed by the known and es¬ book will be found a wealth of teaching
tablished customers, but new customers material lying in grades one and two,
may open accounts without embarrassing probably more pieces than have ever been
formalities and enjoy all the special assembled together in any similar album.
The special introductory price in ad¬
features of our convenient system of
dealing. Catalogues and other informa¬ vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.
tion free for the asking.

May,.1920
BpecP‘
Beethoven’s Selected Sonatas.
Child’s Own Book—Liszt, Tapper.
Compositions for Beginners—Hamilton. .
Easy Arrangements of Celebrated Pieces
First Studies for the Violin—Hofmann,
Op. 25, Book One.
Four Octave Keyboard Chart.
Henlein Mandolin Method. Book I. . .
Introductory Polyphonic Studies.
Melodies Without Notes—Hudson.
New Indian Song Collection—Lieurance
Part Songs for Men’s Voices.
by Josef
Piano Questions Answ
Hofmann .
Popular Choir Collection.
Rachmaninoff Album .
Seven Songs from the South—Strickland
Songs and Dances from Foreign Lands,
Paloverde '..
Standard American Album.
Standard Elementary Album.
Studio Song Album.
Tschaikowsky Album .
Twelve Games for Children.
Twenty Progressive Studies—Greenwald

t

course, due and payable.
At least once each year, preferably from
now until summer, we expect the return
of all music unused and unsold, and com¬
plete settlement made for what has been
kept, and for what music has been sent
on regular monthly or quarterly account
which has not been paid for.
In exceptional instances, where a Selec¬
tion of music sent out during the current
year has found more than usual favor, we
are willing that a settlement be made for
what has been used, without the return of
the balance, and the unused music re¬
tained for future use. This privilege,
however, expires at the end of the second
season. We must have the return and
complete settlement in that case at the
end of the second season.
There are a few directions which can be
given with regard to the return of “on
sale” music.
1. Every package returned must have
the name and address of the sender on
the outside of it, whether it is returned
by mail, express, parcel post or freight.
Without this means of identification it is
not possible to give credit to the person
making the returns.
2. Do not return music that has been
soiled or used in any way. It is most un¬
pleasant to have to refuse to accept music
which has been returned to us.
3. Music that has been ordered regu¬
larly, without the understanding that it is
returnable, cannot be accepted for credit.
4. For the patron’s benefit it is, of
course, best to find what is the cheapest
method of transportation to use in re¬
turning the package, by parcel post, by
express, or in case of sheet music alone,
by printed matter mail. We send out by
printed matter express; all such packages
have the right to come back by the same
method. This must be explained to your
express agent. He can also tell you
whether it would be more economical to
return by parcel post, or you can see
your local postmaster. Sometimes regular
express is the cheapest method. These are
matters that it is necessary to investigate
from the patron’s end.
Do not forget that there is another sea¬
son of work coming, and that the earlier
we receive orders for “on sale” packages to
be used from during the entire season the
1 letter it is for everyone. We fill the or¬
der at our leisure and make a better selec¬
tion. The patron will receive the package
at any designated date, so that it will be
on hand at exactly or before the moment
wanted.

Child’s Own Book of
Great Musicians—Liszt
Teachers of very little children will wel¬
come the news that we have added to the
Child’s Own Book collection, by Mr. Tap¬
per, the name of “Franz Liszt.” To those
who may never have seen any of the other
booklets, which include the names of over
a dozen of the great masters, it is only
necessary to say that the idea is to reach
the interest of the child through the ele¬
ment of play combined with musical biog¬
raphy. The child is given a book made up
of sheets or pages in which there are no
illustrations, but places left for the illus¬
trations. The pictures come on a large
separate sheet, which the child cuts up—
putting the right picture in the right place.
Then the sheets are bound together with a
string provided for that purpose, and the
little one has a book that he feels he has
made all by himself! The dozen booklets
already issued, Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
Schumann, etc., sell for 20 cents each;
but if you wish to take advantage of the
special advance of publication price we
shall be glad to put your name down for
the “Liszt” book on receipt of the nominal
price of 10 cents. You will then get your
copy immediately when it comes out.

Compositions for Beginners
By Anna Heuermann
Hamilton

We take much pleasure in announcing
this new and important work. It is some¬
thing unique of its kind, the idea being
to lead young students into the making of
original melodies for the purpose of in¬
culcating elementary knowledge as to
musical form and construction. The study
of a book of this kind will tend to de¬
velop all around musicianship and to re¬
act favorably upon such kindred studies
as Sight Reading, Elementary Harmony,
Mrs. Hamilton is a noted instructor and
this work is the product of practical
teaching experiences extending over a
considerable period. We feel sure that
none who order this book will be disap¬
pointed, and that the work will meet with
immediate success.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is CO cents, postpaid.

Seven Songs from the South
By Lily Strickland
This is a new cycle or collection ot songs
which we are now announcing for the first
time. It consists of seven art songs, par¬
tially in negro dialect, all having real
southern flavor.
Mrs. Strickland is a
native of the South, and knows well
whereof she writes. Some of the songs
are grave in character, others gay; some
are reminiscent, others descriptive. The
songs are arranged so as to be sung
either singly or in a complete cycle of
seven. They are among the best southern
songs we have ever seen. Mrs. Strickland
has had considerable success with some of
her previous song cycles, covering other
subjects, but in our judgment this last
one is by far the best.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid!

Henlein Mandolin Method
Book 1
This is one of the best of all instructors
for mandolin. It is so plain and practical
that it may be used even for self-instruc¬
tion. It is supplied with many diagrams,
which serve to make clear all details of
fingering, etc. This book, which was for¬
merly in the catalog of another publisher,
has now been taken over by us and we
are printing a new edition.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication of the new edition
will be 40 cents per copy, postpaid.

Rachmaninoff
Album
A collection of representative pieces by
the famous Russian composer and pianist
will be a welcome ffnd valuable addition to
the library of every piano player or stu¬
dent. The celebrity attained by several
of the numbers we intend to include in
this volume has been reinforced by the
composer's concert work in America dur¬
ing the past two seasons. The regular
price of this volume after publication will
be $1.00, but until issued we shall accept
advance orders at 60 cents the copy, post¬
paid, if cash is sent with the order.

Part Songs
for Men’s Voices
During the current month we will con¬
tinue the introductory offer on this new
book. It is now ready for the press. The
majority of the numbers are original com¬
positions by Mr. Berwald, written espe¬
cially for this book; a few of the numbers
are arranged by Mr. Berwald from the
works of other composers. The book is
absolutely new throughout. The pieces
are all melodious and of intermediate dif¬
ficulty.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid.

Tschaikowsky
Album
This will be a collection'of piano solos
by this favorite Russian composer, selected
with regard to their suitableness for play¬
ers of average ability and including sev¬
eral of his best-known compositions. The
price when published will be $1.00, but the
advance price is 50 cents, postpaid, if cash
is sent with the order.
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Melodies Without Notes
Bv Mrs. H. B. Hudson

New Indian Song Collection
By Thurlow Lieurance

The special introductory offer on this
‘ volume will be continued during the
Current month. Melodies Without Notes
c ” be regarded as a continuation of
Mrs Hudson’s previous work, entitled ,4,
B C of Music. It follows the same idea
of using capital letters to indicate the no¬
tation instead of actual notes upon the
lines and spaces. The idea has proven a
splendid one for use with beginners.
Our special introductory price m ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.

The note of verity—realness, that Mr.
Lieurance has preserved in his remarkable
settings of American Indian melodies, is in
no sense contrived. Mr. Lieurance did not
pay a casual visit to a “Buffalo Bill” show
or one or two reservations; he went from
tribe to tribe, from tepee to tepee,
living with the Indians for years. He had
already had wonderful opportunities to
become acquainted with the best music of
modern civilized Europe, because he had
been in turn a teacher, conductor and
opera singer.
With this knowledge and by means of
the hundreds of phonographic records he
took for the United States Government, he
caught? as no other living man has caught,
the atmosphere of the plains, the wigwams
and the forests. His settings are always
artistically sufficient, never extravagant.
To hear such a singer as the Princess
Watahwaso sing By the Weeping Waters
is an unforgetable treat. Many of Mr.
Lieurance’s best songs are to be found in
this collection, which you may secure at
the price of fifty cents, if you take ad¬
vantage of our special advance of publi¬
cation plan, which also insures you a copy
of the book immediately upon publication.

Beethoven’s Selected Sonatas
for the Pianoforte
The complete sonatas of Beethoven comnrise two large volumes, whereas the fa¬
vorite sonatas of Beethoven, those which
are most generally played, may all be in¬
corporated conveniently into a single vol¬
ume. Our new volume of Beethoven’s
Selected Sonatas contains all the most
popular ones. In the main the Cotta Edi¬
tion is followed, but all the sonatas have
been most carefully revised and edited.
The various sonatas have been assembled
in progressive order. This will make a
splendid volume, both for the student and
for the advanced player.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is $1.00, postpaid.

Easy Arrangements of
Celebrated Pieces for the
Pianoforte
In this new volume, now in course of
preparation, many of the great master¬
pieces from the classic writers for the
pianoforte have been assembled. In each
case the number has been simplified or
somewhat reduced in difficulty, in order to
bring it within the reach of the average
player. In each case the original has been
carefully p reserved, both as to harmonies
and melodic outline. Transcriptions from
the following composers are included:
Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Men¬
delssohn, Schumann and Chopin. Among
those who have made the transcriptions
are: Moszkowski, Sartorio, Harthan and
others.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.

Standard American Album
for the Pianoforte
This new collection in the series from
the special large plates is made up chiefly
of intermediate compositions by living
American writers. The American com¬
poser of teaching pieces for the pianoforte
stands unsurpassed to-day. This new al¬
bum will contain an unusually large num¬
ber of pieces in all styles; suitable for
study or recreation.
The special introductory price is 50
cents per copy, postpaid.

Four-Octave
Keyboard Chart
We are continuing, during the current
month, the special offer on our new Key¬
board Chart. In working with beginners,
there are many uses to which such a chart
can be put. It can be placed back of the
keyboard, to show the location of the keys
on the piano; it can be used in teaching
notation, and it may be used for table
work and for silent practice. Our new
chart is complete in all respects.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.

Songs and Dances from
Foreign Lands
Arranged for the Piano
By M. Paloverde
In this new book various nations are rep¬
resented, in each case by some particular
characteristic dance melodies or folk
songs. While the melodies are traditional,
the arrangements are entirelv new, made
^PeciaHy for this book. The pieces lie
m!, S’ in the second grade, or possibly a
little beyond.
The special introductory price will be
35 cents, postpaid.

Twenty Progressive Studies
for the Pianoforte
By M. Greenwald
This is a very useful set of studies to
be used with pupils who have about com¬
pleted the second-grade work. In point
of difficulty they may be compared with
Streabbog’s Opus 63. They are more mod¬
ern in character, however, and more
varied in technical demands. In addition
to their educational value, these little
studies are full of melody, consequently
they will prove acceptable to young
players.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid.

Teaching Song Album
(Studio Song Album)
Studio Song Album is the title under
which our new teaching song album will
be published. As implied by the name of
the book, this is a collection of songs suit¬
able to be used by vocal teachers with be¬
ginners and with intermediate students.
These songs, while they are all of real
musical value, are easy of execution. The
melo'dy in compass being particularly
well adapted for the middle part of the
voice. Standard and contemporary com¬
posers, both American and foreign, are
represented. This book is nearly ready
for the press.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.

First Studies for the Violin
By R. Hofmann
Opus 25, Book 1
The special introductory offer on this
standard volume will be continued for one
month longer. This work is now about
off the press. Hofmann’s Opus 3d is one
of the books used by practically all violin
teachers working in the elementary grades.
It is considered almost indispensable, be¬
ing the first book to be taken up after any
method or instructor.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.

Popular
Choir Collection
This is the name adopted for our new
anthem book, the latest addition to our
remarkable series of successful anthem
collections. The new book will prove to
be just what is wanted by the average
choir, either quartet or volunteer chorus.
It will contain anthems for all-around use
adapted for various occasions. The an¬
thems are all melodies, not too long and
of intermediate difficulty, such as may be
rendered after a few good rehearsals. The
material is all new and up to date.
The special introductory price is 20
cents, postpaid.

Twelve Games for Children
Arranged for the Pianoforte
By M. Greenwald
This is a set of piano pieces based upon
the melodies of various traditional chil¬
dren’s songs and games. In each selection
the theme is first- given in full with ap¬
propriate verses, then there is a short
variation or two. The pieces lie chiefly
in the first and second grades. This num¬
ber will prove entertaining to the young
student, and from the teacher’s standpoint
they will be found to have real educa¬
tional value.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.

Introductory Polyphonic
Studies for the Pianoforte
In the very earliest stages of piano in¬
struction polyphonic work should be taken
up. There is nothing which trains so well
at the same time both the fingers and the
mind. Our new compilation of Polyphonic
Studies is being prepared with the utmost
care. These studies may be taken up im¬
mediately after the completion of the sec¬
ond grade, and they will serve as a prepa¬
ration of the easier works of Bach.
Our special introductory price is 40
cents, postpaid.

Piano Questions Answered
By Joseph Hofmann
How many times have you wanted a
book of reference in which many of the
difficult problems pertaining to piano¬
forte study are answered by a great au¬
thority? Mr. Josef Hofmann, with his
splendid, sensible views. upon all phases
of music study, has collected in this vol¬
ume the results of hundreds of applica¬
tions for special information that have
been presented to him during the course
of several years. The great pianist can¬
not he reached in any other way, as he
is too busily engaged as a virtuoso to
teach. The introductory price of this
book is $1.00. Send us this amount and
you will receive a copy immediately upon
publication.

Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn
Four works which have been on our
special offers at a low price for intro¬
ductory purposes in advance of publica¬
tion are either published or will appear
from the press about the time this issue
reaches our subscribers. In accordance
with our rule, the low price cannot be al¬
lowed after the appearance of the work,
and these special prices are withdrawn.
The four works in question are:
Favorite Old Time Tunes for Violin
and Piano. A large volume of the good
old melodies, of interest to everyone.
There is no violinist who does not have a
call many times for some of these oldtime melodies. Sixty-eight pages of the
piano part alone, every one of thjs list
artistically arranged for the violin. The
work retails for $1.00.
Nursery Tales Retold, by Geo. L.
Spaulding. This is a little book of piano
duets about as easy as it is possible to
make them. The bringing up to date of
all the old and best-known nursery
rhymes with new music. We know of no
one who can do this so successfully and so
artistically or so acceptably as Mr.
Spaulding. The work retails for 75 cents.
Fifty Violin Studies in the First Posi¬
tion, by Levenson, and Selected Violin
Studies in the Second and Third Position,
by Levenson. These two books are now
on the market. The works follow one an¬
other.
The first is a compilation of
the very best first-position studies, se¬
lected from the great violin masters, care¬
fully arranged in progressive order. The
second work merely goes on in order. The
two works make for the violin in the three
positions, a graded course of studies that
every violin teacher will be pleased to see
and to use. The books retail for $1.00
each.
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Tell Your Friends
About“The Etude”
If you will introduce The Etude to
your friends, collect $2.00 for each sub¬
scription thus obtained, we can send you
any of the handsome rewards that are
listed below on the terms quoted.
For ONE Subscription at $3.00
(Not your own)
Chopin, F. Complete Waltzes.
Engelmann Album of Favorite Pieces
(18 pieces).
First Parlor Pieces, for the Piano (34
selections).
Grieg, Ed. First Peer Gynt Suite, Op.
Heins, Carl.
Album of Pianoforte
Pieces.
Mathews. Standard Graded Course, ten
grades; any one grade.
Mathews. Standard Compositions for
the Piano. (Grades 1 to 7.)
Popular Parlor Album for the Piano
(23 selections). Any one.
Presser, Theo. Beginner’s Book for the
Pianoforte.
Sutor, A dele. Note Spelling Book.
Four-Hand Parlor Pieces.
Standard Song Treasury (48 selected
songs).
Any of the following for TWO
Subscriptions
(One of these can be your own renewal)
Bon Bon Dish (silver-plated, goldlined).
Brush and Comb Set.
Celebrated Compositions by Famous
Composers.
Novels.
(Any well-known, popular
book.)
Picture Frames. (Oval or oblong, 4%
x 6 in.)
Set of Six Rose Plants.
Silver Thimble.
Twelve Superb Hybrid Gladiolus Bulbs,
assorted colors.
Any of the following, for THREE
Subscriptions
(One of these can be your own renewal)
Baltzell. History of Music.
Cream Ladle.
Diamond-shaped Lavalliere.
Ladies’ Fountain Pens.
Mathews. Standard Graded Course. ■
Vol. 1, Grade 1, to VoL 7, Grade 7. (Any
3 volumes sent.)
Misses’ Locket and Chain.
Picture Frames (oval or oblong 3 x 5).
Phillip, I. Preparatory School of Tech¬
nic. Daily practice in technical essentials.
Scissors (set of 3 pairs).
Standard Dictionary, Seal, Morocco
lines.
Teacher’s Fountain Pen, gold point, gold
band.

300 Magazines
Increase in Price
The coming increase in postage, scarcity
of paper and rising costs continue to force
prices higher and higher. These prices are
good only during the month of May:
Both
$4.75
Both
$2.90
Both
$3.35
Both
$2.30

ETUDE .: $2.00 1
Pictorial Review. 3.00 j
ETUDE. $2.00 )
McCall’s. 1.50 j
ETUDE . $2.001
Modern Priscilla. 1.75 )
ETUDE . $2.00)
Woman's World.50 j
ETUDE . $2.00 )
r
ETUDE . $2.00 )
People’s Home Journal... 1.25 jr
ETUDE . $2.00 |
Today’s Housewife. 1.00 Jr
ETUDE . $2.00 |.
Mother’s Magazine.50 J\
ETUDE . $2.001|
Boy’s Life.
. 2.00
ETUDE . $2.00 )
Motion Picture Magazine. . 2.00

r
j

$4.25
$3.oo
Both
$2.50
Both
$2.25
Both
$3.50
Both
$3.50
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Summer Schools «

Summer .Schools
BUSH CO NSE RVATORY
CHICAGO
----—--T
| U
EDGAR A. NELSON
Vice-President

KENNETH M. BRADLEY

An Institution of
National Prominence

MUSIC

t

|HLg||j^

Accredited Courses in

reputation.

K3«ure

MB«lTP5RWWIi»L

Normal Courses in these subjects and
Public School Music

,

Academic credits given to qualified
Summer Students

jjpH

Summer Session 1

June 28 to August 7

EDWARD H.SCHWENKER
Secretary

Moses Boguslawski
Richard Czerwonky

Mme. Louise Dotti
Gustaf Holmquist

Herbert Miller
Edgar A. Nelson

John J. Blackmore
Mae Graves Atkins

Edgar Brazelton
Mme. Justine Wegener

Rowland Leach

Mae Julia Riley

EDOARDO SACERDOTE
GRAHAM REED
BURTON THATCHER
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
JOHN B. MILLER
REPERTOIRE AND INTERPRETATION CLASSES
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vocal)
EDOUARD DUFRESNE
OSCAR SAENGER (Vocal)
MME. DELIA VALER (Vocal)
GENEVRA JOHNSTONE-BISHOP
PERCY GRAINGER (Piano)
LEON SAMETINI (Violin)
EDITH W. GRIFFING, ELIAS BREDIN
HARMONY COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE
FELIX BOROWSKI LOUIS VICTOR SAAR HAROLD B. MARYOTT LAURA D. HARRIS BARTON BACHMANN
PAULINE HOUCK
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
TOE, BALLET, INTERPRETATIVE
TEACHERS NORMAL COURSES
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
AND CLASSICAL DANCING
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vocal)
HISTORY OF MUSIC
ANDREAS PAVLEY
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vooal)
FELIX BOROWSKI
MAE STEBBINS REED
PERCY GRAINGER (Piano)
ENSEMBLE PLAYING & ACCOMPANYING ■ RUTH AUSTIN
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano)
MAX FISCHEL (Violin)
LEON SAMETINI
MAX FISCHEL
SCHOOL OF OPERA
WALTON PYRE (Expression and
ITALIAN
FRENCH
ADOLPH MUHLMANN
Dramatic Art)
AMEDE C. NOBILI EDOUARD DUFRESNE
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
GLADYS BENEDICT (Dancing)

Fall Term
opens

June 21 to July 23

September 14, 1920

Coaching with Artist Teachers Normal Courses
Interpretation and Repertoire Classes
Weekly Recitals by Famous Artists
Summer Classes Now Filling Rapidly
WRITE FOR SUMMER BULLETIN

jpcSbMBBWBMlB

=FREE SCHOLARSHIPS^

Dormitory Reservations for Fall
should be made at once.

Mr Saenger, Mr. Witherspoon, Mme. Valeri, Mr. Grainger, Mr. Sametini and Mr. Eddy have each consented to award a Free Scholarship to the student,
who, after an open competitive examination, is found to possess the greatest gift for singing or playing. Free scholarship application blank on request.

-THE ONLY CONSERVATOR/ IN CHICAGO MAINKWCSTUIM DORMITORIES
and with EXCLUSIVE USE OF ITa OWN BUILDINGS

Write for complete summer catalog.

Address:

---

-

T. F. JONES, Registrar

FELIX BOROWSKI, President
DR. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus

839 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

GLENN DILLARD GUNN, Pianist

OF MUSIC

DORMITORY FOR LADIES
Personal Attention
Individual Training _
Which keeps the management and
Which means to the
"'h!" n“rfaculty in close touch with each student
sonal diagnosi
at all times. Each student is our guest
ne^hysiramaffliewdTmt
of
honor—controlling
our future thru
nted method for all but a special
vhat they i .~
*
foremen.
Much Depends Upon Where You Go
, the pTo'fession you wiinnvest,gaT?his insthution. “ ‘ °”
and
mtual—iHails^unless^you succ^edUCC.S>>;^»5
scAoo/
Write To-day for It» Catalog and Literature
FREDERIC A. COWLES, Director
Louisville
Kentucky

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C.
July 8-23-1920-August S-20^^

Scientific Side of Music

CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager

"The Teacher of Teachers”

Six Weeks Summer Session
ct«m> DiiUrJ Gunn

commencing June 21st

Mr. Gunn will give private lessons and class instruction in Technic,
Repertoire and Teaching methods.
Send for free folder
Dormitory accommodations
ensive course of 108 hour*’ instruction in Public School Muiic
806 NICOLLET AVE., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Charles Henry Keyes, Ph.D., President
A college for women offering broad general and
cultural courses, while providing splendid oppor¬
tunity for specialization. Exceptional courses in
Music, Voice Culture Ear Training, All Instruments.
Chorus and Orchestral Work. Secretarial,Domestic
with related subjects. Attractive opportunity for
High School graduates.
Degree Granted. 4 year course leads to B. S. 2 and

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.

GUSTAVE L. BECKER’S
Condensed Summer Course

J5he American Institute gf Applied Music

T»E AARY W°°D CHA-SETCH°°L
©F MUSICAL ARTS
^
TELEPHONE
WABASH 8703

of Arts

Before eux'S'^'timo etowhere'sS for toteresttog

SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 21st to JULY 30th

G

1 C

_
Al G

_
O

LTO« .
LY°N * HE*LY BLDO'

lYCEUM
SflLRTS
QOMSERVATORY

A SCHOOL FOR THE TRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS

INCORPORATED)/

Annual Teacher’s Course
CHICAGO, July 6th to 16th, 1920
and July 19th to 30th, 1920
FIFTY HOURS under the personal direction of MARY WOOD CHASE,
Concert Pianist, Author of Natural Laws in Piano Technic, assisted by BESSIE
WILLIAMS SHERMAN, Pianist and Lecturer on Modern Tendencies in Music,
Author of On the Road to Toneland. a Primary Course in Ear-Training.

SUMMER
TERM
June 28th—August 1st

Daily Classes in
TEACHING MATERIAL—Its selection and presentation for the Child and Adult.
EAR-TRAINING—Development of musical perception. Child Methods.
KEYBOARD HARMONY—How to train the Memory. Sight-Reading.
PREPARATORY. HARMONIC and PEDAL TECHNIC.
INTERPRETATION—Development of self-expression.
IWRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION.-

Courses in Voice, Pianoforte, Violin, Harmony

SUMMER TEACHER’S COURSES

I Professional Directory Listings Gain Prestige
TEACHERS AND PUPILS IMPROVE
YOUR VACATION BY STUDYING .

Chicago Musical College

Skidmore School

has secured the entire teaching time of

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES

Private and Class Lessons are given by all teachers.

FALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 13

620 SO. MICHIGAN AVE., Chicago, Ill.

Mac Phail School
SCHOOL FOR PARTICULAR STUDENTS
Embracing all Branches of
MUSIC — EXPRESSION — ART — LANGUAGES
Public School Music and Teachers Tramin^Course

Lesson periods should be engaged now.

DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

state course of study and if bummer or ran enrollment.
rj\EjEj

ORGAN
CLAftENCE EbDY
ERIC DeLAMARTER
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
HELEN W. ROSS
ELIAS BREDIN

VIOLIN
LEON SAMETINI
MAX FISCHEL
FREDERIK FREDERIKSEN
MAURICE GOLDBLATT
LOUISE FERRARIS
RUDOLPH REINERS
LOIS DYSON
KATHERYN MILLS
RAY HUNTINGTON

VOCAL
OSCAR SAENGER
HERBERT WITHERSPOON

PIANO
PERCY GRAINGER
RUDOLPH REUTER
ALEXANDER RAAB
HAROLD MICKWITZ
EDWARD COLLINS
MAURICE ARONSON
MAX KRAMM
LOTTA MILLS HOUGH
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
KARL RECKZEH
HARRY DETWEILER
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
BARTON BACHMANN

Among them are.

Charles W. Clark
Mme. Julie Rive King

[Six Weeks]

* FACULTY *

TNSURPASSED faculty of more than
70 teachers, many of international

•

Master School

Summer

WINNISQUAM
-

'

for mastering Important Essentials not found in
Text-books. Greater Progress, clearer under¬
standing. Write to-day for full particulars.
Teachers’ Service Dept. E.
Vera Arnica Johnson lagjSSfSS*
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Young Girls

Sl§§

AT THE

GRANBERRY pi^Sool
For

SUMMER Pianists
Teachers
COURSE Accompanists

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
% „

| §ix Weeks

_

-

CENTRAL PARK WEST, CORNER 95th STREET
„ . Rafs.o'tlSO and $180 (according to teacher for private lessons) which includes board and rc

Courses from June 1st to September 1st

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
fc mehtton THE ETUDE v
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Schools and Colleges

By William Roberts Tllford

S>xxrc\mer Schools

American Conservatory
- of Music

'

34th Season
CHICAGO’S FOREMOST SCHOOL OF MUSIC
THE CONSERVATORY ANNOUNCES THE EXCLUSIVE TEACHING ENGAGEMENT
FOR THE SUMMER SCHOOL OF TWO WORLD FAMOUS ARTISTS

Joseph Lhevinne

David Bispham

Joseph Lhevinne and David Bispham aside
from giving private instruction will conduct
Repertoire classes especially designed for
Professional pianists and singers, for advanced
students and teachers. Mr. Bispham will also
have a class in Recitation to Music.
Only a limited number of students accepted.
Apply without delay. Special prospectus
mailed on application.

Summer Normal
Session
JOSEPH LHEVINNE

Six weeks, from June 28 to August 7, 1920.
Special Course m Public School Music of six
weeks. June 28 to August 7, 1920. Lectures;
Rentals. All Departments of Music and
Dramatic Art.

When Johan Jakob Frohberger, Bach’s
famous contemporary as an organist,
went to London to play the organ, the
English Organists were aghast. “He
plays with his Thumbs!” they cried—
and yet Frohberger played beautifully.
The old German school of pianoforte
playing barred the thumb, and anyone
who played with it was regarded in that
day in the same light as one who might
now essay to play with his elbows.
It is strange to reflect that the great
virtuosos of Bach’s time attained such
marvelous dexterity upon the piano and
organ using only eight fingers of the
hand. And stranger still, to think that
the use of the thumb was opposed by
some of the musical lights of the day,
when its advantages were so obvious to
facile execution.
The use of the thumb upon the black
keys of the piano was for years a bite
noir of all piano teachers. Even now
it is hardly expedient to let pupils in
the early grades use the thumb in this
way, but advanced pupils are taught even
to play all the scales with the same
fingering employed in the key of C and
thus require the use of the thumb upon
black keys constantly.
There is no
logical reason why the complete re¬
sources of the hand should not be
trained for immediate use.

Examine Your Teaching
Repertory
DAVID BISPHAM

Notwithstanding the many excellent
articles that have appeared in The
Violinm Herbert Sutler AdolpH ^C^eidig,
Kurt \^anieclc, Earl Blair, K'loy Doellin^ PfctTpi Enrico Trarnonti,Helena S.Torgerst
Etude, showing the importance of using
interesting, varied material in teaching,
more articles are necessary. A serious,
careful, bright music student recently
made this statement, “At present I do
not like my work. My piece is abso¬
lutely ‘tuneless.’ The chief reason why I
am studying music is to give me pleas¬
ure, and how can I get any pleasure out
of a piece like that? It is very provokN-ni ing. Why was I burdened with it?” Unyj der farmer teachers this pupil’s work
was a joy and an inspiration to herself
and others. She came from a musical
home, and her natural good taste was
enlarged by the study of Harmony and
July First lo October First, 1920
In the Heart of the Adirondacks
the masterpieces, so that she is dissatis¬
Violin, Piano, Musical Theory and Composition
fied with mediocre pieces and studies.
Normal Department for Teacher,
When there are so many beautiful pieces
Directed by MABEL MADISON WATSON
Author of “Bel Canto Method for the Violin
in the teaching repertory, why consider
OTTO MEYER
others? May every teacher who reads
SUMMER SCHOOL OF MUSIC *
Head of Violin Department
this look over her list and check off any
PETER C. LUTK1N, Dean I
SIX WEEKS—June 28 to Aug. 7, 1920
etude or piece that is dull or apt to dis¬
01 *UmIsnMABE4LrSlADI80NDJPAT80It
bores of Lake Michigan, in Chic
courage a faithful student!
i in Public School and Communit
Special courses in Applied Mu
£ Normal Methods with Children'
HUtory of Music. Sight Singing j
Summer School In Public School Music at Chicago
Orgnnkati^"nd MaSenL* of School Orchestra, and Bands, and the scoring and arrangement ■

Keene Valley Summer Music Colony

.orthwesterA

a

UNIVERSITY

9

I

{

Sessstst |

Special LecturmTand Recitals.
Gymnasium, tennis courts and bathing beach available. I
Address the Secretary. Music Hall, Evanston, Illinois, for the Summer School Bulletin.
f
Summer courses also given in College of Liberal Arts. Lam. Commerce and Oratory

*

Columbia School of Music

the art of development—D’Israbxl

Wednesday
Calvin Brainerd Cady, Principal
CHICAGO, Ill.—June 28 to July 29
Miss Ida Owens King, Secretary,
721 Fine Arts Building
SEATTLE, Wash.—Aug. 2 to Sept. 4
Cornish School, Pine and Broadway Sta.

ITHACA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Here unlyue jdvant^^ to^oa* who mo^Iorwanl
ocal^Dramatlc Art, and Physical Training. Gradu«s of Musical, Public Speaking and Physical Train¬
ing Departments eligible to teach In N. Y. State Public
Schools without State Certificate. Maintains several

^DETROIT

33H
cfeLYork, M* A?, Pr

CONSERVATORY of gg?

announces a series of brilliant Grand
Opera performances to be given in New
York next fall with artist students
under his direction and collaboration of
prominent metropolitan conductors.
Celebrated VoiCC Specialist
Operas: Trovatore, Traviata, Rigoletto,
Carmen, Faust, Hens el and Gretel, Bastien
and Bastienne, Merry Wives of Windsor, Cavalleria, Pagliacci, Norma, I Figli di re.
Unique opportunity for talented young singers to join five months’ training course.

SALVINI

MUSICS

Offers courses in Piano.Voice.Violin.Organ,
Theory, Public School Mu.icand Drawing,
Oral Interpretation, etc. Work based on
best modern and educational principles.
Numerous Lectures, Concerts and Recita’throughout the year.
Branch Studios. Excellent Dormitory Ac. Tear
i’ certificates, dip-

Address, Mario Salvini, 206 W. 71st St., New York, Grand Opera School

INSTITUTE

FRANK DAMROSCH, Director

BURRO WES COURSE of music study

APPLIED MUSIC «
Violin and Theory Department* a*
i SESSIONS opening on June 7th and 4
Address Colun
^The RegUtrar. 1 DeWitt Park Ithaca, N. V
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 01

ART

Happy Pupil.—Satisfied P.r.nt.-Pro.perou. Taachera. CU.*«« are doubled bj u.e el thii method
affto^deacrip t i ve'lfterat ure
a'ppHcaSn"ti KATHARINE
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., H. P.,
...

BURROWES

120 cnleawreymo°rnktc^nue

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Superviiors of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voice culture, sight-singing, ei

Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction

colleges,
S3 MAIN ST.,

POTSDAM, NEW YORK

DETROIT, MICH.

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, Preaident
ASchool which offers every advantage incidental to a broad musical education
Fifty artist taachera.
Highest standards.
Artistic Environment.
Fur Catalog Address
H. B. MANVILLE, Buainea* Manner
1117-1119 Woodward Avenue, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

ARE YOU PLANNING TO STUDY THIS SUMMER?
Excellent Summer Study Advantages are offered by the School* Listed on these pages

Friday

he ^rinclple^of

Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten
Oldest and most practical system. Write
for particulars of correspondence course.
Hr., Lillian Courtright Card, 116 Edna Ate- ,Bridgeport,Conn.

and Colleges
CHICAGO AND

/ALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
VALPARAISO
(Accredited)
INDIANA
The University School of Music offers courses in
Piano, Voice, Violin. Organ, Theory and Public
School Music. Students may attend the Music
School^ and also take the regular work at the

MIDDLE WEST

THE COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
AND DRAMATIC ART
Kimball Building, Chicago, Ill.
Offpr, tn earnest students the fullest and n
ic in the Middle West.

THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
„ Tuition, *36.00 per quarter of twelve weeks.
Board, with Furnished Room, *60.00 per quarter,
logue will be mailed free. Address Henry
Brown, President.
YEAR-STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME

(^School cfMusic
9 Keyboard, Sharp, Flat, etc.
11 How-to0 correlate preceding ^object.
PRICE'of this COURSE Is:
Cash with Application *25,
or *35 In Three Payments—
*15 Dowm balance 111 TWO

THweT*
rwnxxua
UHAKLbs JXL. nui/X
Director, Dept, of Music
Director. Dramatic Art
60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
largest school of its kind in the west
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD MUSIC SCHOOL, Inc.
950 MeClurg Bldg.. 218 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. imnois^
58 Telephone, Vanderbilt 8235

£

SUMMER IS NOT TOO FAR AWAY

E. H. SCOTT, Kimball Hall, Chi

FOR SPECIAL MUSIC STUDY

Private Teachers

who can quali. Jdty Memprovide regular

MARTA MILINOWSKI, B. A., Director
AMuaical School with College Standards.
reputation and long experience. Four
years course for degree and diploma.
Special courses in Keyboard Harmony,
History of Music and Appreciation.
School chorus, orchestra and recitals. Conoommodations for girls limited. Address
The Director, Box 105, Lake Forest, III.

TO NEGLECT PREPARING FINANCES

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY*'^^::™.
0»« of tilt oldeat ,„d beat Mo.ic School* in the United State.

Cooperation is destined to supplant
pitiless rivalry with the friendliness of
brotherhood.
Not as trade-unionism,
however, is it conceivable that artists and
teachers can or should meet together in
organizations, for the iron-clad rules of
-unionism have no place, rhyme, or rea¬
son for artistic workers who, from the
individuality of their toil, the nature of
their creative arts, would only be handi¬
capped with artisans’ bonds.
Cooperation means a non-union fra¬
ternity of artistic folk. The mid-West is
seething with this, the mood of self-help
by helping others. Many are the Work¬
ing Girls’ Associations, Y. W. C. A.s,
Business Women’s Clubs, that flojjris|i in
towns under ten thousand inhabitants.
The modus operandi is simple. The
sites are usually .fine old down-town man¬
sions, leased or bought. These houses are
not intended to compete with hotels, al¬
though supplied with a limited number
of bedrooms, a dining-room which, upon
occasion, may be used as lecture hall, ball¬
room or theater; one public parlor and
one or more semi-private parlors.
The financing is practical: by renting
the house and by assessing dues; or by
buying the house and by selling each
member a share of stock. These asso¬
ciations are tactfully controlled, and ap¬
peal to working women in business—
lawyers, physicians, clerks, shop girls.
They form a community of interests and
a center for their townswomen.
Now, why should not these houses be
used as music centers? As nests for
studios? During the day these houses are
mostly empty. Here is the opportunity to
use them as studios by day. Their cen¬
tral location, favorable reputation as
philanthropic and social centers, would be
attractive, while to the women teachers
would accrue the very material decrease
in the cost of renting and care of studios,
as well as the valuable association with
fellow women workers, which would
deepen their interests in civic life and
public welfare.
Cooperation is but a step in evolution.
Sometime civic studios will be mainta ned
by municipal taxation, and music training,
along with medical care, will be given as
freely as the common school-book train¬
ing is given freely nowadays.

Hearing Wrong Fingering
E. L. Stephen, 1

riptsy-Jjniversit>’

Minneapolis School of Music,

Thursday

OF MUSICAL

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Special PREPARATORY CENTERS in different parts of
the city for children between seven and twelve years of age.

Clare Osborne Reed, Director

June 28 to July 31
5 hours a day—5 days a week—5 weeks
Certificate awarded upon completion of three Summer Sessions
TUITION $35.00 PER SESSION
- ■ • al
The special features of the Course are Methods A
nt
and B-Choral conducting. Sight Singing A and B-nv —d
and History Ear Training A and B—Harmony A and B—enno
_
ADCyrU Graham^
Voice
and Rote Song.
HistoryChorus
of Music,
ApprecjaSinging
— ^-^-etra
Conducting,
Singing,
Com¬
George Nelson !»
ing and Lectures on Vocal Technic as a
Or ches tra^ond uctfn g
Accompanying Classes

MUSIC-EDUCATION

By Thaleon Blake

DETROIT, NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND

Detroit Institute of Musical Art

By Rena I. Carver

Ninety Artist Instructors—Among the Most Prominent May Be Mentioned

Page S59

Cooperative Studios

“He Plays with His Thumbs”

By Martin Maule
Rubenstein, Leschetizky, Joseffy and
other master-teachers are said to have
had the ability to hear wrong fingering.
Joseffy is said repeatedly to have cor¬
rected a student’s fingering at a distance
from the piano. This only goes to show
that the expert pianist “thinks” fingering
all the time when playing. This may
become automatic but nevertheless the
very automatism is due to the fact that
the pianist has carefully thought out just
the right fingers to use in a given pass¬
age and continually employs the fingers
selected and no others. This is so im¬
portant that it must surely be a lesson
to thousands of students who play pass¬
ages with “any old fingers.”
[ REX ARLINGTON, Director

Cntirvee Offered • VIOLIN, PIANO, VOICE. HARMONY. HISTORY OF MUSIC, PUBUC
^
ef
SCHOOL MUSIC, LANGUAGES, EXPRESSION and DRAMATIC ART
ig Teacher.
BOARDING FACILITIES EXCELLENT—]
The secretary will be pleased
Bd to furnish fu
full
» .*
D rio
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA
details and supply any information desired. Address, Box 512

4525 Olive Street, St. Louia,
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

TEE ETUDE
Page S60

MAY 1920
The Musician Transplanted

A small circle of musical people hap¬
pened to.be discussing the subject of
violin concertos.
“There is one very excellent concerto,”
said one, “which is seldom heard nowa¬
days. I cannot recall the composer’s
name this moment, but it is a^
name, although he
and lived there all
The composer
Molique; he was bo
1802, and his father
in that city. There are, by the way,
a considerable nui
bearing French
often fjf voluntary exil
during the stormy time
Revolution, or, dating s
of, Huguenot ancestry.
This condition of ch:
seems to be remarkably
musical artists. Grieg’s
Donizetti’s father were
the former bearing the name Greig (the
Scotch spelling of the name),
Izett.
D’Albert, the noted pianist and com¬
poser, illustrates a still more complex
state of affairs. The name is purely
French; his grandfather was a captain of
cavalry in the French army, but later on
settled in Germany at a small town near
Hamburg. Here he married and had a
son, but after his death, mother and son
emigrated to England. Eugene D’Albert,
the son of this son, was born in Glasgow,
Scotland. What shall we call him then—
a Frenchman, German or Scotchman?
In past years he has preferred to call
himself a German!
Frederick Delius, one of the most orig¬
inal and talented of living English com¬
posers—we call him English because he
was bortj in England—was of German
parentage. When twenty years of age
he went to America, where he remained
three years. The next three years he
spent in Germany, after which he went
to France and has, we believe, made that
his home ever since!
Rubinstein is another case. His name
sounds unmistakably German, but he was
born in Russia, and, although of Jewish
ancestry, was a member of the Orthodox
Greek Church. He used to complain that
the Russians called him a German, the
Germans called him a Russian, the Jews
called him a Christian, and the Christians
called him a Jew.
So much for those of, so to speak,
ambiguous nationality—but what of the
many of clearly pronounced nationality,
often intense lovers of their own country,
who nevertheless seem to have done their
best work in exile, either voluntary or
enforced?
Was Handel English, German or Italian?
Take the case of Handel: He was
born and grew up in Germany, at the age
of twenty-one he went to Italy to study,
on money he had earned and saved up
from music-teaching. Returning to Ger¬
many, he found a position in Hanover,

ftbe Commencement program

Jchools and

By Edwin Hall Pierce

Pennsylvania,

but about a year later visited England,
where he produced his opera, Rinaldo,
with success. Two years later he went
to England again, and this time remained
over forty years; in fact, until his death.
He was an able musician before he went

ohio

and
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COMBS CONSERVATORY
PHILADELPHIA
THIRTY-FIFTH YEAR
A Residential end Day Sch"^afXarido

plan It NOW!

Here are Some Helpful Suggestions
BRIGHT AND STIRRING CHORUSES

|Choruses for Mixed Voices

atta'nment ° * C°mP
n’a Voices

Choruses for Wor

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

S-,-."™'

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Direct*

tnz
twenty-five years of Wagner’s life were
spent outside of Germany. During these
years of exile his style matured and much
of his greatest work was done.
Viotti in Italy, France and Germany
It may perhaps raise a smile that we
should mention, almost in the same breath
with these distinguished names, one of
the lesser lights of music, the violinist
Viotti, but if the reader has the patience
to follow our line of thought to the
close, the reason will appear evident.
This man, a distinguished violinist and
composer of violin music in his day, was
an Italian by birth, but had taken up his
residence in Paris, where he had be¬
come thoroughly at home and was meet¬
ing with great success until the outbreak
of the Revolution and the Reign of
Terror caused him to seek safety in
flight. His first refuge was London,
but an unfortunate series of misunder¬
standings placed him under political sus¬
picion, and he was not allowed to remain.
He then fled to Hamburg, where he re¬
mained for several years in great re¬
tirement and poverty.
During this
period of bitter exile he found comfort
in work—often the best sort of comfort,
by the way—and composed several books
—full of violin duets, which have re¬
mained standard works among violin¬
ists from that day to this—now over a
hundred years—and have been reprinted
many times by various publishers. To
musical ears of the present day, ac¬
customed as we are to fuller and richer
chord-formations, even the best violin
duets seem somewhat thin and bare, yet
these duets of Viotti, in spite of their
old-fashioned style, have moments of
great beauty, and are in the purest clas¬
sical form. They still serve a worthy
purpose for instruction in ensemble play¬
ing, if for nothing else.

Philadelphia

Mus ical Academy

PITTSBURGH
MUSICAL INSTITUTE,mo.

ESTABLISHED 1857

DFAROIW
iLADUl/ I

CONSERVATORY

BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

School of Music

OF
SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
LEADING SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN THE SOUTH
. S.C.l. BOX il» DAYTON, V

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal lo Those Found Anywhere
Students may enter at any lime. Send for
Catalog.
GEO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY

of MUSIC,

estabushfd

1867.,

Elocution—MUSIC— Languages
Faculty of International Reputation
tonal advantages for post-graduate and repertoire
Department of Opera. Ideal location and residence

DANA’S

MUSICAL

INSTITUTE

WARREN, OHIO
THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
Addreee LYNN B. DANA, Preaident

Desk E, WARREN, OHIO

Effect of Prohibition
The enforcing of the w
law has thrown many vie
work. Especially is this th<
hotels, where orchestras <
of entertainers ■
tained in the grill rooms. Since intoxit
ing drinks cannot now be served in s

places, the hotel proprietors have dis¬
pensed with the music. A great many
female violinists and ’cellists made their
living playing in fhese grill rooms, earn¬
ing from $25 to $50 a week. They will
now have to look for other engagements.

First Grade Studies
By L. A. BUGBEE

Price

-

-

PIANOFORTE
• $1.00

An Unusually Popular Set of Studies ™*n3l .“US'au

t£T m'nt’
They may be taken up after

ly of them have accompanyir

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
n THE ETUDE when addressing o

THEO PRESSER CO.

::

1712 Chestnut Street

::

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Jhe Secret ofyour Complexion
You will find it on the dressing tables of discriminating women—
the green box of

(2/VacLinc JaceJ^crwrbrr
It has revealed to these women that old, old secret of womanly
loveliness. It has taught them how a fresh, new beauty can be added to the
natural complexion to enhance its charm.
Oh, the secrets within NADINE’S box are many. There is the
secret of the rose-petal’s smoothness—Nadine’s gift to the skin And there is
the secret of rose-petal delicacy-the soft, dainty texture of Nadine. And the
secret of charm which endures, for Nadine lends its charm throughout the day.
And the secret of face powder comfort, for Nadine has a refreshing way about
it—with never a hint of harm even to the tenderest skin.
All these secrets NADINE is revealing today to the millions of de¬
lighted users whom it is beautifying. And to you it will reveal the same secrets.
At leading toilet counters you will find it—in its green box.
There, or by mail from us, you can procure Nadine for 6oc.
Unless completely satisfied, the price will be refunded.
FLESH

PINK

WHITE

BRUNETTE

NATIONAL TOILET COMPANY.
DEPARTMENT E

PASIS, TENN., U. S. A.

Nadine Soap, 30c.
Nadine Talcum, 30c.
Nadine Rouge Compact, 50c.
Egyptian Cream, skin food, 60c.
Nadinola Cream, for discolorations. 60c.
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